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CENTRAL HARDWOOD WOODLANDS AS PASTURES

Daniel DenUyl
Purdue University
Our central hardwood forests extend from the southern Lake States to north
ern Arkansas, and from eastern Kansas and Nebraska to western Kentucky and
Tennessee, This region, of roughly 50 million acres, divides naturally into
three parts: the Corn Belt, Ohio R iver uplands, and the Ozarks. The Corn
Belt is an area of farm woodlots, with crops occupying more than three-quarters
of the land. In the Ohio basin and Ozarks, extensive woodlands cover hilly
land not w ell adapted to farms.
Soil and climate combine to make the region as a whole highly productive
of forest crops. While actual production of timber per acre may be only 100
board feet annually, the potential of woodland acreage w ill range from 250 to
600 board feet.
The most important species in the region are white oak, red oak, black
walnut, tulip poplar, elm, ash, maple, gum, beech, basswood, cottonwood,
and hickory. Shortleaf pine, Virginia pine, and eastern red cedar mix with
hardwoods and in the south they are of commercial importance.
Present stands are largely culled remnants of form er productive woodlands
which persist in the face of an agricultural economy that has tended to destroy
them. Continuous cutting of only the best trees, using woods for pasture,
forest fires, and drainage have resulted in understocked stands and low quality
timber. Livestock grazing in farm woods has been studied and the results pub
lished. (2). In this work, the decadence of pastured woodlands was recognized
as occurring in four stages: (1) Early, (2) Transition, (3) open park, and (4)
Final. The firs t two stages represent woods under "light" grazing. Experience
has shown that the exclusion of livestock from early and transition-stage woods
w ill permit natural regeneration in a reasonable time. The open-park condi
tion results from heavy grazing. Only under the most favorable conditions
w ill livestock exclusion be followed by natural regeneration and usually it w ill
be slow. The final stage represents common conditions in overgrazed woods.
Natural regeneration of desirable species appears impossible and planting of
trees on such areas has not been generally successful. M ere exclusion of liv e 
stock from "final-stage" woods w ill not restore them to a productive state.
The difference between early and final-stage woods is largely a matter of
time and grazing intensity. Then, also, when all classes of livestock have
access to a woods, conditions representative of the final stage w ill be developed
sooner than.otherwise .
Pasturing of woodlands is a problem to which I have given considerable
1

time during the past 30 years. Specific studies in Indiana have covered a period
of 25 years. Observations have been made and detailed records taken for 40
woodlands. Specific measurements have been taken of 150, 000 seedlings, 30,000
saplings, poles and sawtimber size trees. These form the basis for the present
discussion.
The subject can be considered from two viewpoints, that of a livestock
farmer whose objective is to produce meat products; that of farm forester whose
objective is to grow quality hardwoods.
First, a look from the livestock farmer's point of view. What happens when
livestock must depend wholly or in part on forage supplied by woodland? An ans
wer to this question is contained in experiments made to determine woodland
livestock carrying capacities (3).
These were carried on during 1931 to 1934 in a forty-acre tract of farmwoods located on Pinney-Purdue Farm which lies in the southwest part of LaPorte County. This woods is representative of oak-hickory woods that occupy
sandy soils of Northern Indiana.
The woods is growing on a sandy loam soil and is of the oak-hickory type.
Black oak comprises 80 percent of the dominant stand. Other principal asso
ciates are hickories, black cherry, white oak, elm, burr oak, and aspen.
Trees range in size from 2 inches to 20 inches and average approximately
100 trees per acre. At the time of the study reproduction was sparse, with
black cherry and hickory making up the majority of plants from seedling to
sapling size. A few oaks of these classes were scattered through the area.
Undergrowth and ground cover consisted principally of hazelnut (Corylus),
blackberry (Rubus allegheniensis), woodbine (Parthenocissus quinquefolia),
grasses and sedges.
Past grazing had brought the area to what has been recognized as the "Trans
ition stage" in the decadence of pastured woodland. During 1928 to 1930, liv e 
stock was removed and a rather dense growth of blackberry became established
over portions of the area.
The woods was divided into 3 fenced plots of 6, 12, and 18 acres. To pro
vide for three intensities of grazing, namely 2, 4, and 6 acres per animal unit,
three head of yearling steers, selected for uniformity in type, weight, and
conformation, were used in each of the plots. During the 1934 season, the 6
acre plot was not used. Complete utilization of all vegetation by cattle during
the 1932 and 1933 seasons had so seriously affected forage productivity of the
area that it was considered as having no carrying capacity.
Steers were weighed for three successive days prior to starting tests and
at least once a month throughout the season. More frequent weighings were
necessary at intervals during each season because of seasonal variations.
2

Three successive weighings, showing no gain or loss for all three animals in
any one plot, indicated complete utilization of forage. Steers were then re 
moved and turned into other pasture.
In the 1934 experiments, supplementary feed was given the cattle. Steers
in the 12 acre tract were given 3 pounds of shelled corn per animal per day be
ginning on July 14 and continuing until they were removed on August 24. Those
in the 18 acres tract were given the same feed ration beginning on August 24
and continuing until September 22, at which time they were removed from woods.
Six-acre plot curves (Figure 1) illustrate the inability of this area to sup
port a grazing intensity of one animal unit per two acres. Fluctuations in the
weight curve for 1931 are due largely to gains of one steer and losses by the
other two. During the period of July 1 to 16, one steer lost weight at the rate
of a pound per day. Such losses were considered to be excessive and the steer
was removed from the plot. Two steers left in the woods were just able to
maintain their weight until removed on August 24.
In 1932, steers were in the woods for 54 days during which time average
weight loss per steer per day was 1. 3 pounds. Total weight loss for three
steers during the season was 208 pounds.
During 1933, steers were in the plot for 46 days. Total weight loss during
this period was 93 pounds or an average of 0.7 pounds per steer per day. Had
steers been kept in the plot foy a longer period, weight losses would have been
considerably greater.
Weight curves for the three seasons emphasize the cumulative effects of
continuous grazing allowing only two acres per animal, since each season ani
mals were removed earlier.
Average weight for steers in 12 acre plot with a grazing intensity of 4
acres per animal unit, are shown in Figure 2. The rapid rise of graph for
1931 season shows that when forage is available, steers will gain weight. Total
weight loss amounted to 112 pounds or a daily loss of 0. 6 pounds loss per steer
for the 184 day period. During 1932 the graph rises more slowly and falls off
more rapidly. Total weight loss for 96 days amounted to 132 pounds, an average
of 1.4 pounds per animal per day. The 1933 season of 74 days resulted in a loss
of 55 pounds or 0.74 pounds per animal per day.
The cumulative effects of continued grazing of one animal unit per four
acres is reflected in the 1932 and 1933 weight curves. Weight losses occurred
earlier, and each season the grazing period was shortened.
Figure 3 shows animal weight trends when intensity of grazing is 6 acres
per animal unit. The weight curve for 1931 rises rapidly. A net gain of 122
pounds was reached by September 20. However, from this time onto end of
\
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season, weight loss was 104 pounds, leaving a net gain of 18 pounds per steer
for 184 days.
The 1932 graph shows a 121 pound gain in weight on August 15, which is about
the same as the maximum gain in 1931. During September 15 to 29, weight losses
amounted to 2. 3 pounds per animal per day. To avoid further weight losses, the
steers were removed on September 29. Therefore, the weight gain of 87 pounds
per steer must not be interpreted as an indication that 6 acres of woods w ill pro
vide enough forage. If grazing had continued until November 1 and a daily weight
loss of 2 pounds occurred, then the steers would have weighed less than their
original weights.
\
The weight curve for 1933 shows the cumulative effects of two previous
seasons' grazing and shows the trend toward lower carrying capacities. During
period of May 11 to June 12, steers made a maximum weight gain of 10 pounds.
However, for 93 days of grazing, there was a net weight loss of 10 pounds.
During 1934 season, weight records were kept on the basis of 4 acres and
6 acres of farmwoods per animal unit, for 3 animals that had access to good
rotation pasture and supplementary feed. These weight records are shown in
Figure 4.
Animals in 12 acre plot, with a grazing intensity of 4 acres per animal,
show an average loss of 26 pounds for 46 days. Beginning on July 14, the graph
rises because each animal was given 3 pounds of shelled corn per day. In 18
acre plots, with a grazing intensity of six acres per animal, there is a down
ward trend in animal weight, the low point reached on August 24. The average
loss per unit was 4.3 pounds. Supplementary feeding of 3 pounds of shelled corn
was provided for each animal.
The weight of animals on rotation pasture shows a consistent upward trend.
During May 30 to August 24, the total weight gain per unit was 62 pounds or an
average daily gain of 0. 6 pounds.
The 1934 record shows that farmwoods did not sustain animal weight with
out supplementary feeding. The results may be influenced by weather condi
tions that prevailed but similar trends can be expected even during normal sea
sons.
Results of a 4 year series of tests show that animals lost weight when de
pendent upon woodland vegetation to sustain them during a grazing season.
With 2, 4, or 6 acres per animal unit, woodland grazing without supplementary
feeding results in weight losses. Even animals not wholly confined to woods
lose weight unless supplementary feed or adjacent pasture is available after
woods vegetation is utilized. Continuous grazing, under the intensities studied,
consistently lowers forage productivity of farmwoods.
4
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Farm management studies (4) in Indiana have also shown that a productive
pasture and a productive woods cannot be maintained on the same land. Other
studies (5) have shown that pasture lands are at least 2 1/2 times as productive
of forage as woodland pasture and that woodland pasture is 22 percent less nu
tritious than open pasture. In southern Wisconsin (1) yields from renovated and
open pastures produced .11.6 and 5. 3 times more forage per acre than woodland
pastures.
So a livestock farm er would conclude that woodland grazing results in ani
mal weight losses.
Consider this problem from the viewpoint of forester whose objective is to
grown quality hardwoods. Two questions arise, how does grazing affect wood
land development and what happens when woodlands are not grazed?
A summary of what has taken place in grazed woodlands w ill answer the
first question. Continuous grazing results in early utilization of grass and her
baceous vegatation and browsing of tree foliage. Close cropping of plant growth,
defoliation cf trees that can be reached or ridden down establishes the grazing
line, which characterizes a grazed woodland. Woodland conditions are changed
by the destruction of litter, compaction of soil and invasion of weeds. Tree
seedlings sometimes start to grow but after reaching a height of about 6 inches,
seldom do they escape browsing. Cutting of trees opens up the stand and this
along with grazing results in changed environment conditions. Even "light
grazing" or '-'regulated" grazing which appears to be not harmful, puts the wood
land in condition where seedbed conditions are unfavorable for establishment
and growth of the tree reproduction.
During the past 28 years I have seen many wooded areas converted to other
use because continuous grazing and continuous cutting have destroyed their ca
pacity to produce wood products. When grazing and cutting have resulted in open,
parklike conditions, then such areas should be designated as shaded pastures
and not wood lands.
The second question, what happens when woodlands are not grazed can be
answered by citing specific examples.
(1)
This woodland was used as pasture until 1925 when grazing was excluded.
It had reached the open park stage of decadence. The residual stand consisted
of oak, elm, ash, sugar maple, black cherry, black walnut, tulip poplar and
other hardwoods.
In 1930 when sample plots were established, reproduction consisted princi
pally of hophornbeam and elm. The development of reproduction during 1931 to
1951, a period of 20 years, on a quarter-acre sample plot illustrates what has
taken place.
5

In 1931 there were 54 trees, 0.6 inches to 3.0 inches, d .b .h ., on a quarteracre. Forty-one of 54 were slippery elm and 10 tulip poplar. Other species
present were sassafras, black cherry, and American elm. Trees present but
less than 0. 6 inches in diameter were hickory, white ash, sugar maple, hackberry.
Ten years later, in 1941, there were 108 trees, 1 to 8 inches in diameter.
Slippery elm comprised 60 percent of the total. The 10 tulip poplar present in
1931 had attained diameters ranging from 3 to 7 inches. Ten other species were
represented on the plot, with diameters varying from 1 to 6 inches.
In 1951 the total number of saplings and poles was 87, of which 60 percent
were slippery elm. Diameters of the elm varied from 1 to 11 inches with onethird of them over 6 inches, d.b.h. Tulip poplar grew rapidly during the period,
2 trees attained diameter of 13 inches, 5 trees, 9 to 12 inches in d.b.h. , one
tree 7 inches and the remaining 2 trees, three and four inches. The remaining
23 trees on the plot represented 9 different species but none of them attained
diameters exceeding 7 inches.
The development of tree seedlings into saplings, poles and sawtimber size
trees has taken place in the protected portion of the woodland. During this 20
year period many thousands of seedlings came into the area, some of which sur
vived. So in 1951 there were enough young trees to form a new stand. In other
portions of this woodland similar growth took place with species like white ash,
sugar maple, and basswood making up the mixture. The less desirable hophornbeam now occupy a minor place in the woodland.
(11)
This woodland had been grazed by cattle and sheep for 60 years.
was approaching the open park stage of decadence. A year after grazing was
excluded studies of tree regeneration were started. Composition of the wood
land in 1931 was representative of mixed hardwoods with oak, maple, beech,
elm, hickory predominant. Represented in the mixture was basswood, white
ash, black cherry and black walnut. Understory species were hophornbeam
and pawpaw while Crataegus was found along the south border of the woodland.

It

The first seedlings to appear were pawpaw, elm, hophornbeam, black
cherry, and crataegus. Soon ash and maple were added to the mixture.
After 10 years of protection the more open parts of woodland were stocked
with white ash, basswood, red oak, elm, and hophornbeam varying in size from
one to 3 inches d.b.h. Several clumps of pawpaw were present with sugar maple
elm and ash in mixture with pawpaw.
After 25 years woods openings were stocked with white ash, basswood, red
oak, sugar maple, elm, beech and black cherry. Seedlings and saplings of many
other species were found throughout the woodland. Although light seeded species
were numerous, the heavier seeded oaks were beginning to occupy a place in the
6

young stand.

The characteristic grazing line disappeared in 10 years or about the time
reproduction attained a height of 12 to 15 feet. Grass sod on woodland borders
persisted for nearly 20 years. Cutting of merchantable trees created openings
in stand which were quickly filled by tree regeneration.
(Ill)
Another example is a woods which had been protected since 1926,
and which attracted my attention in 1930. The presence of high quality red oak,
white oak, black walnut, tulip poplar, basswood, white ash, and elm indicated
that something had occurred which made it different from other woods in com
position and condition. This difference was the result of cuttings which re 
moved cull trees and left thrifty trees of desirable species. Careful selection
and cutting of merchantable trees and cultural practices favoring black walnut,
tulip poplar, white ash and red oak have been carried out for 40 years.
The woodland in 195t> supported a stand consisting of 100 trees per acre
ranging size from 4 to 38 inches d.b.h. Twenty-one percent of stand is red
oak, 18 percent hickory, 16 percent white oak, 13 percent white ash, 8 p er
cent elm, and 24 percent other hardwoods. Black walnut, tulip poplar, bass
wood, sugar maple are represented as saplings, poles and sawtimber sized
trees.
Not alone is this stand well stocked but most of the trees are of high qual
ity. Openings made in the stand by cutting have been quickly stocked with de
sirable trees. Composition of seedling, sapling and pole portion of this wood
land is like that of the overhead or sawtimber portion, so continued production
of desirable species can take place in this ungrazed stand.
SUMMAHY
Farming in the Central Hardwood region is a business where intensive
management is most desirable. Livestock grazing in woodlands is unproductive
in terms of animal production. Woodlands are not suitable for pastures.
Grazing and continuous cutting destroys woodland.
Planned cuttings are needed to build up the quality and quantity of growing
stock in woodlands. If they are grazed then regeneration of desirable tree
species cannot take place.
Woodlands are needed for tree crops and hence the cycle of growth and de
velopment should not be upsfet by grazing, instead complete protection is essen
tial for wood production.
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A v e r a g e weight of ste e rs in 1931, 1932, 1933.
G ra zin g intensity 2 a c r e s p e r an im al.
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Figure 2 - 1 2 A C R E P L O T
Average weight of steers in 1931,. 1932, 1933.
Grazing intensity 4 acres per animal.
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A v e ra g e weight of ste ers in 1931, 1932, 1933
G razing intensity 6 a c re s p e r an im al.
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AND ANIM ALS ON R O T A T IO N PASTURE
RED POLL C A TTLE

Figure 4 - 1934 SEASON
Average Weight Records of steers in
Woodland and on Rotation Pasture.
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GRAZING IN SOUTHERN PINE FORESTS

Robert S. Campbell
Southern Forest Experiment Station, Forest Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture, New Orleans, Louisiana
In February 1949, I was privileged to organize a symposium on "The
Forest Range in Southern Agriculture" (Campbell et al. , 1949). Six papers
on the subject were given on this campus in a session of the Forestry Section,
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers. In the 8 years that have elap
sed since then, we have greatly improved our understanding of southern fo r 
est range and the integration of grazing with timber growing and other resour
ces. In the next few minutes I want to highlight this progress and to point out
its significance in the management of southern pine forest lands.
The Present Forest and Range Situation
But first, let's take a quick look at the situation on some 101 million acres
of pine and pine-hardwood forest land in the South. This total is divided into
about 26 million acres of longleaf-slash pine in the lower Coastal Plain and 75
m illion acres of loblolly-shortleaf pine and oak-pine in the upper Coastal Plain
and Piedmont. In brief, this area now grows more wood fiber each year than
is being cut from it, but hardwood trees of low value are multiplying more rap
idly than pines and good hardwoods. Increased density of existing stands, to
gether with augmented planting and improved fire protection, w ill tend gradually
to decrease the amount of grass under forest stands. Other intensive forest
management, including frequent cutting and periodic prescribed burning will
tend to increase production of grass.
The longleaf-slash pine belt is considered the best forest range. There is
a surprising amount of grazing, however, in parts of the loblolly-shortleaf
pine-hardwood types; in east Texas, Silker (1955) estimated that 97 percent of
these stands were grazed in sample counties.
In 1956, cattle numbers reached an all-tim e peak, both nationally and in
the South. The national numbers started downward on the cyclical decline in
1957, but in the South cattle numbers rose still higher, though slowly.
A major development in the past few years has been the passing of range
fence laws in three States: Florida, Alabama, and Louisiana. These are p ri
m arily highway fence laws, and thus do not fully meet the needs of range manage
ment; but any measure that helps put livestock under better control is a big step
toward improved management of both herds and range.
There has also been an encouraging expansion of interest in range manage
ment in the South. For example, the Southern Section of the American Society
13

of Range Management was formed in 1952 and now has some 65 active members,
including ranchers, forest land owners, and State and Federal research and ac
tion program personnel. The Section recently prepared a bulletin on "Range
Resources of the South" (Williams et a l. , 1955). The 41 selected references
listed in the bulletin illustrate the growing body of knowledge about this impor
tant part of our forest land resource.
In several instances, areas of industrial forest land have been fenced and
leased to local cattle owners. The points that should be covered in a satisfactory
lease have been listed and are available on request (Campbell and Cassady,
1951).

In brief, the forestry situation is improving, and prospects for better manageJ
ment of forest grazing are very promising.
Values Vary by Range Types
Until a few years ago, little distinction was made between different types
of forest ranges. Studies have shown, however, that there are important d iffer
ences between and within types as to the forage available, its nutritive value, and
grazing capacity. The differences are illustrated by the following tabulation:
Grazing Sub-type

Acres per cow month

Open grassland (few trees)
Open Forest (Savannah-like)
Average longleaf-slash pine
Average loblolly-shortleaf pine-hardwoods
Well stocked pine-hardwoods and brush

0. 8-1.0
1.1-1. 5
1. 6-2.0
3.5-4. 5
6.0

The variation in annual grass production alone is from about 2, 000 pounds
air-dry per acre in open grassland to less than 200 pounds in well-stocked pinehardwood stands. The relish with which cattle graze different species at d iffer
ent seasons of the year also varies tremendously. The coarse, w iry cut-over
muhly grass is rarely grazed at any season. Cattle w ill take the fresh green
growth of pineland threeawn and slender bluestem in spring and early summer,
but after these plants mature in midsummer, they are seldom grazed. Little
bluestem and pinehill bluestem are grazed with relish in spring and summer and
to some extent even in winter. The highly valuable switch cane is grazed year
long.
,
I : ■:- M i / . i ■
The varying nutritive value of the different forage species further compli
cates range grazing management. On bluestem ranges in central Louisiana,
samples of forage plants grazed by cattle had 9 to 15 percent protein in spring,
7 to 8 percent in summer, and 5 percent protein in winter' (Campbell et a l . ,
1954). Calcium was adequate in spiring, but phosphorus Was inadequate through
out the year. Nutritive value of the; green grass was little affected by the kind
14
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lof timber overstory or by prescribed burning (Campbell and Cassady, 1951).
In the wiregrass type in southern Georgia, the crude protein found in sam
ples representing cattle diet was 9. 05 percent in March, but dropped to 6, 65
percent in May (Halls et. a l. , 1952). During the rest of the year, protein was
less than 6 percent. On unburned range, crude protein was never over 6 per
cent.
Adapting Range Cattle Management to the Forage
To assure efficient livestock production, forest range managers must take
advantage of the values of the native forage and find ways to make up for the
deficiencies. Where cattle graze on the range yearlong, with little or no supple
mental feeding, usual production is about 50 percent calf crops or less, with
weaned calves weighing 250 to 300 pounds.
During the past 4 years, cooperative range cattle studies both at Tifton,
Georgia, and Alexandria, Louisiana, have shown that range cows can produce
75 percent to 85 percent calf crops, with calves weighing over 400 pounds when
weaned at 6 to 7 months of age. At Alexandria, in the bluestem type, these
results were achieved by supplemental feeding on the range, beginning in early
fall when nutritive value of the native forage dropped below maintenance require
ments (Cassady and Whitaker, 1957). At Tifton, in the wiregrass type, forage
values drop earlier in the season. Here cows were given supplemental feeding
or improved pasture, or both, in spring, summer, and fall; and were wintered
in a pasture or on dry-lot feeding (Halls, 1957). At both Alexandria and Tifton,
salt and bonemeal were available yearlong.
Herd management was an essential adjunct in obtaining these results. The
main points of management were: (1) Calves were weaned early and the breed
ing season was restricted so as to keep the cows in good breeding condition and
to assure uniform calves; (2) unproductive cows were culled; (3) disease and
parasites were controlled and frequent inspections were made to assure the
welfare of both cows and calves; (4) prescribed fires were used as needed to
reduce heavy grass, rough and control excess hardwood sprouts. This last
practice requires further elaboration.
The Place of Prescribed Burning
In the bluestem area of the Gulfcoast, the feeling is that burning is not
necessary on ranges where little bluestem and pinehill bluestem predominate.
But where slender bluestem accumulates, the old dead stems hinder grazing
and should be removed periodically if burning is compatible with the forestry
operation.
In the wiregrass area of the Southeast, burning is considered a "must"
to provide fresh new grass (Shepherd et a l. , 1953). At Tifton, Georgia, cattle
15

stocking rates and weight gains were in proportion to the acreage of burned
range available per animal, within limits. Burning too frequently of course
will impair slash-pine reproduction. Therefore, careful use and timing of
prescribed burning is necessary.
Some foresters have long felt that grazing is very worth-while in reducing
the accumulation of herbaceous fuel, and thus the damage from wildfire. At
Tifton, Georgia, when ungrazed, unburned, ranges were taken as normal, mod-;
erate grazing alone reduced herbaceous fuel by 24 percent; burning alone by 42
percent; and burning and grazing by 72 percent (Halls et a l. , 1956). Similar
results have been obtained at Alexandria, Louisiana.
■

Cull Hardwood Control on Grazed Range
‘

Prescribed burning has been used to control small undesirable hardwoods
and brush in several parts of the Gulf-coast. In East Texas, Silker (1955) re- j
ported 77 percent kill-back of hardwoods one to five inches in diameter at 0. 5
foot above ground, and 40 percent mortality of the hardwoods in fully stocked
pine-hardwood stands 10 to 30 years of age. At Tifton, Georgia, periodic
burning decreased the gallberry cover, even though it increased the number of ^
stems (Halls et al. , 1956)
Hardwoods are also controlled by poisoning individual trees or by broad
cast spraying with selective herbicides. Silker and Darrow (1956) report that
early summer aerial applications of 2, 4, 5-T may be practical for controlling
undesirable overstory scrub hardwoods, releasing pine, and increasing forage
quantity and quality on East Texas deep sands. In one instance, successive
yearly applications of the herbicide more than doubled forage production. In
central Louisiana, Cassady (1952) reported that the yield of bluestem grasses
was more than doubled within three seasons after some 330 scrub hardwoods pei
acre were poisoned with Ammate in notches.
These hardwood-control practices of course have both beneficial and det
rimental effects on wildlife habitat, and these effects need much careful study.
Fertilized-Seeded-Grazed Firebreaks
Foresters have fo r years used or made strips through the woods as fire
barriers. As early as 1940, Nieland (1945), proposed the establishment of
wide, grazed strips in a combined timber-grazing-game program in Florida.
At Alexandria, Louisiana, successful seeded firebreaks, one rod wide,
were established by triple-disking the grass rough, fertilizing with 1,000
pounds of basic slag per acre and seeding carpetgrass and Kobe lespedeza
(Peevy and Cassady, 1957). The strips were closely grazed and one year
after establishment averaged 15 feet in effective width and had only 104 pounds
of fuel per acre. These were effective firebreaks.
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In. the Coastal Plain of North Carolina, legumes like white clover or big
refoil were most fire-resistant, but grass-legume mixtures gave best overall
results under moderate grazing (Shepherd et a l., 1956)
Cattle Damage Planted Pines on Closely Grazed Range
The need to watch for cattle damage to pine seedlings has been brought out
b y Cassady et al. (1955). In central Louisiana, cattle numbers have increased,
an d overgrazing has become noticeable in some places, particularly near rural
s ettlements. Instances of damage to pine seedlings have become .numerous
d uring recent dry years. Longleaf pine seedlings are apt to suffer the greatest
d amage because they remain close to the ground for several years and may be
i njured or destroyed by trampling.
Studies at Alexandria show that the degree of grazing damage in plantations
was closely related to grazing intensity. Where grazing was moderate, with
3 5 percent of the grass utilized, only 9 percent of the pines were damaged the
f irst year after planting. Where grazing was heavy and 85 percent of the grass
was utilized, 60 percent of the planted seedlings were damaged--many of them
by trampling. So far no repellent has been found to reduce this damage. It is
r ecommended that cattle be excluded from pine plantations until the trees are
6 to 8 feet high. In south Alabama, on the other hand, a study showed that cattle
h ad no noticeable effect on the establishment and first-year survival of natural
l ongleaf reproduction. Utilization of the grass varied from 0 to 85 percent in
d ifferent parts of this range.
Possibly the disturbance caused by site preparation or in actual planting
or seeding attracts the cattle and leads to greater damage in plantations or
direct-seeded ares than in natural stands. In any case, careful inspections
of newly established pine stands are necessary, especially in winter and early
spring, when green grass is scarce and damage to seedlings is most likely to
occur.
Grazing Management, Watershed Conditions, and Game Habitate
We have very little specific information on the effects of livestock grazing
jjn watershed conditions in the southern pine belt. Some of us feel, however,
mat at least under sustained heavy grazing there occurs a soil compaction that
is not conducive to either the most satisfactory moisture regime or plant growth.
Jlore study is needed on this problem.
Since a separate series of papers at this symposium is devoted to forest
game management, I will only state that it is important to recognize that every
management practice for timber growing or grazing on forest land has a direct
e ffect on game food and cover. For example, Goodrum and Reid (1954) working
inthe Gulf coast region, have pointed out that in winter and early spring deer use
many of the same browse plants that cattle do. Each game species has its own
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special habitat requirements, and conditions that are best for deer w ill not be
optimum for quail or squirrels. Thus it is essential to evaluate the effects of
forest and range management on food and cover for the game species of primary
interest.
Conclusion

Each of the foregoing topics has been treated so b riefly that 1 shall not
attempt to summarize the details. It is important, however, for forest mana
gers to realize that much of our Coastal Plain Forest land w ill be grazed by
livestock for years to come. We are making steady progress in determining
the biological facts needed for more effective use of forest range and for more
profitable combined use of both forage and timber production capacities, par
ticularly in the longleaf-slash pine belt. With the forester's interest and cooper
ation, much better integration of timber growing, livestock grazing, and game
habitat can be achieved.
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RECREATIONAL USE OF INDUSTRIAL FORESTS

.: ,

George Faure, Jr.
International Paper Company

"Multiple use" is a term which is being heard more frequently by foresters
and industry with reference to their woods and their management plans. Forest
industries and land holding companies realize that their lands produce crops oth
er than trees and present more opportunities for use than just the growing and
harvesting of timber.
In the past, industrial lands were used for hunting and recreation on a more
or less perm issive basis, with the companies allowing the use of their land for
such activities, but not necessarily doing anything to encourage it. Some landowners still do not actively support such use of their land; their basic objection
is that recreational facilities bring more people into the woods, thereby increas
ing the chance of forest fires.
However, on the whole, this attitude has changed. Now we find industries
working with enthusiasm toward the development of their land's recreational
potential.
What is industry doing to develop recreational facilities?
L et's consider hunting.
The Louisiana Forestry Association has recently sent out a game ques
tionnaire and received replies from 52 Louisiana landowners representing
5, 153, 753 acres of forests. It was reported by this survey that hunters were
welcome on 67% of the land, tolerated on 24%; and objected to on only 1.2%
of the area. In fact, sportsmen w ill probably find more "Hunters Welcome"
signs on industries' land than they find "No Trespassing" signs.
Eighteen companies now have 224, 944 acres in game refuges and others
have expressed a willingness to place land in refuge.
Forty of the reporting companies were doing T.S. I. on 439, 589 acres;
twenty-five of these companies are giving game consideration in their T.S. I.
work by leaving food or den trees, or both. These twenty-five companies are
working 71% of the total reported T .S . I. acreage. Companies such as these
are already working to improve the game conditions on their lands.
The report shows that other companies are eager to do constructive game
management work - 21 would consider planting game food - 18 agreed that
they would consider erecting game boxes in lieu of den trees, 30 would consider
some training for their men in game needs.
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Lakes and ponds are a vital part of the recreational program on industries'
land. The survey found that 370 lakes covering 15, 988 acres are open to hunt
ing and fishing. Forty-six additional lakes covering 9, 353 acres have been con
structed by companies and opened for hunting and fishing.’** The prim ary purpose
of all these lakes is not necessarily recreational in nature, but, the companies
realize their value for this purpose. Stocking these ponds with fish has, of course
enhanced their recreational potential, and duck hunting at these locations has at
tracted numerous hunters in the fall and winter. One of the best duck hunting
places in N. E. Louisiana is on Wham Brake, a 5,000 acre impounding basin ?
constructed by International Paper Company to hold the m ill waste water from
their Bastrop M ills. On the opening day of duck season last year, there were
1, 500 hunters using the pond.
:

•

j
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Since the first of this year several companies in the South have hired game
management graduates to assist foresters in setting up plans for game produc
tion and propagation in conjunction with their fo re st management plans. This
is a positive indication of industries interest in the recreational use of their
lands. Every company contributes to the recreational use of its land when it
constructs and maintains roads through its property. As one hunter put it,
"the best thing they've done for us has been to cut roads so we could get to the
game".
Persons desiring less strenuous recreation w ill find parks and picnic areas
on industrial land. In some areas these picnic grounds a le so w ell used th at.
it has been necessary for church and civic groups to make reservations w ell
ahead of time in order to assure the availability of the area on a desired day.
These picnic areas need not be elaborate. Some companies find it d esir
able to locate them at a company installation, then company crews can take
care of it. Other parks are located on sites of particular beauty or historic
significance. Some locations are being equipped with boating facilities.
The Dogwood trail, a tourist attraction of N. W. Louisiana, is located
partly on S. H. Bolinger Company's land and the tour is over roads constructed
in part by the company.
These are examples of the things being done in this relatively young pro
gram. But a more intriguing contemplation is that which considers what can
be done. How far should a company go? This has occurred to m e .. .fo r many
men and their families not allied with the forest industry, it is difficult men
tally to translate enticing wooded acres into paper and lumber and all the wood
products they use every day. To dwellers in congested areas, these forbidden
edens look suspiciously like the privileged preserves which started going out
of style with the signing of the Magna Carta. These tax-payers and tax-voters
can make good friends.
I
'
i
Surely, no company can afford to be without such friends.
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Consider your own forest lands, aren't there spots, within easy driving
distance of towns that could be utilized for recreation? The return in good
w ill you receive would more than offset the slight, if any, loss in timber pro
duction.
Handsome and appropriate signs in strategic positions, signs stating the
benefactions of the owners could hardly be considered im m odest.. ..rather,
the lack would obviously be improvident. Such signs could also serve to
educate the public in the care of the hosts' property. Good for all concerned
could evolve. Public relations grows increasingly important, and no matter
how fine our product, there is still that avid sportsman, that potential friend
and consumer, who w ill say as before, "the best thing they've done for us is
to cut roads so we could get to the game".
M r. Faure completed his presentation by showing a very excellent movie
which illustrated his Company's activity in the field of recreational development.
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DISCUSSION
Moderator;
Thank you Mr. Faure for that very fine presentation. I'm sure
a number of you w ill be pleased to ask Mr. Faure some questions concerning
the program which he has outlined here. In addition to that, I think you w ill
probably realize that about 75 percent of the families in Am erica would like to
get out and enjoy some of the recreational facilities such as have been shown
here. Unfortunately, a much smaller percentage see and use such facilities.
I'd like to ask Mr. Faure just what he would do from the standpoint of public
contributions or society contributions to increase our participation in this worth
while activity.
A. Dr. Young, there is a demand -- there's no doubt of that. We in industry
realize one thing, that over the South as a whole, we may control 25 percent of
the forest acreage, but we claim that there is still 75 percent of it in the hands
of people other than industry. However, anyone who has had dealings with the
public -- and there is no forester here who has not -- realizes that the public
whether_educated_.or not feels that industry probablyjjwns everything, andj;ries
to squeeze the little man out just as fast as possible. So, we with our 25 percent by the way, it is usually not in consolidated blocks and therefore better for hunt
ing at any rate - have to do something for these people before they force us to
do something. Now, I have no idea that there w ill be punitive legislation to force
industry to turn over one of every 200 acres for parks and turn over everything
for hunting. But, gentlemen, the facilities are there and the public can make
\ good use of them. Now, whether you want the people on your land or not they're
I using it and they're going to continue using it. If you oppose them, they may
take some retalitory action against you that might result in the loss of much
more than the timber acreage on one little park site. We have a good thing
here, from the public relations standpoint, if we would handle it right and we in
industry and forestry would gain much from the respect of the people who live in
our communities and from their goodwill. Now, how do you measure good w ill
in dollars and cents? I don't know. I haven't the faintest idea. You never know
whether setting up a park or putting up a hundred welcome signs at every stop
prevents one additional fire, but if it does then you might be able to figure in
your own mind how much you saved just that one time.
Q:

Have you found that the waste increases or decreases the duck population?

A:
Well, to be just a little faceticious, I don't think it has anything to do with
the reproductive capacities of the ducks. Because there is available a large body
of water and because of the great fluctuation of the water level, apparently they
do get some good vegetation ar
ck feed growing in there. Now, our game man
agement men tell us that we can probably get more desirable food if we could con
trol the fluctuation in water level. In conjunction with this, this area is right
next to a game refuge. The ducks spend the night in the refuge and then come over
and feed in our ponds and the food is there. Wham Brake used to be a rather low
spot; they did have ducks in there prior to its being converted into a 5, 000 acre
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pond. But I am told that there are more waterfowl there now than have ever
been seen there before. With proper management, probably there could be
increased numbers.
Q:
Suppose I posted a hundred "Hunters Welcome" signs and some hunter got
hurt. What would be the legal responsibility of the Company?
A: Yes, I'd like to talk about that. We have asked the company lawyers about
this, and there seems to be a little bit of a dispute as to just how much liability
you incur by placing a sign of that type. They feel that you would probably in
cur less liability if you didn't word it exactly that way. In other words, if you
say "Hunters Welcome, " well that's fine and dandy, but you may incur some
liability if someone is hurt on your land, because you have invited them on,
rather than just allowed them on. The lawyers said that if you could reword
that sign to say something like "Hunting is not restricted on this land", there
would be less danger of liability. In other words, letting them know that it is
open but you're not inviting them on. You would probably be better off legally
and I suspect that some of the other companies might make a change along
those lines.
Q:

Do you find that the black water affects the fish?

A:
We find that the black water affects the fish and does it very decidedly.
That's why we have impounding basins. The chemists have found that it isn't
the black water but the organic compounds within the water that affects the fish,
and they do it in this manner: in the decomposition of this organic matter, the
oxygen is removed from the water. In order to combat this our company -- and
I'm sure other major companies are doing the same thing -- have constructed
large impounding basins where we discharge our m ill wastes. While stored in
the basins for long periods of time, up to nine months or a year, the water w ill
pick up additional oxygen. The winds blowing across the surf ace making waves
w ill return a certain amount of oxygen to the water. Rain falling in there will
return oxygen to the water. In this process, the decomposition of the organic
matter is completed and probably the removal of the oxygen is stopped. Then
too, when the water is released into a stream, it is released during a period of
very high water in that stream or in conjunction with a large head of water mov
ing downstream. Also, at the discharge point, the water is toppled out. This is
a splashing action which picks up a little bit more oxygen. In order to control
the oxygen content on our streams to be sure that it doesn't go below a certain
percent -- I think it's about 2 1/2 percent available oxygen -- we have men who
patrol the stream constantly during the time of discharge to sample the water
to determine the oxygen content. If it gets down to a level that we as a company
consider dangerous - a level which the state had told us is a dangerous point then, of course, we cut out our disposal. Using that method, we have eliminated
the killing of fish in our discharge pond. It took a while to learn this, but we do
have control now.
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Q:

Do you issue permits or make any charge for hunting on company lands?

A:
No, we do not make any charge. This year we are beginning to issue per
mits because the hunting pressure on that area which I have shown you is so
great that for safety's sake we are beginning to regulate the spacing of the blinds.
I think they are holding it to about 200 yards.
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RECREATIONAL USE OF PUBLIC FOREST LANDS

D. J. M orriss, Supervisor
North Carolina National Forest
The topic assigned for this discussion period is recreational use of public
forest lands. This title rules out any major discussion of park areas estab
lished by various governmental organizations for the single, or almost single,
use of public recreation, except as their existence affects the development and
management of our public multiple use areas, collectively referred to as forests.
It may impinge on M r. 'Faure's paper on recreational use of industrial forests
only to the extent that experience on any ownership may be helpful in establish
ing policy and standards on the others. It must, to be complete, include consider
ation of the recreational pursuits of hunting and fishing, some types of which are
wholly confined to forest areas.
Few practicing foresters have had technical academic training in rec re 
ation management. In fairness we would be forced to admit that, as a group,
we have probably not yet reached a full appreciation of the importance of this
aspect of forest land management; nor reconciled ourselves to the increasing
necessity of shifting some time to this job which in years past we have devoted
to protecting the forests and manipulating them toward maximum production of
commercial products. In most of the country the time has long past when there
is any question that public forest recreation is a major product. In much of the
country successful management has passed the "reconciliation" stage and forest
managers are finding it advisable to welcome their unique opportunity of in
creasing the public's enjoyment of the forests.
Those of you who have reviewed the U. S. Forest Service publication
"Operation Outdoors" w ill have noted that forest recreation nationwide has just
about doubled in the past seven years. In the South the past nine year increase
was 445 percent which ;is the highest rate in the continental United States. Care
fully prepared analysed, based on studies by the National Park Service and the
economic sections of the Forest Service Timber Resources Review, indicate
that this phenomenal increase w ill continue for many years. We, as a people,
are not far enough removed from our original natural state to be content with
a strictly urban existence. As we increase in numbers and as we, individually,
acquire more leisure time we w ill inevitably put more pressure on the great open
spaces.' Historically, we have demonstrated that we w ill use the forests in tre s 
pass if denied legal entry, w ill level discriminatory taxes against corporate
management that ignores its neighbors, or even revolt against oppresive manage
ment of the "Crown Lands. "
Our park/systems occupy relatively small.land areas. Parks of sufficient
size to furnish forest-type recreation are far removed from many people, par
ticularly in the East and South. Practically no park areas afford the recreation
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of big game hunting, and only the larger ones provide wilderness or semi
wilderness hiking, riding, canoeing, and camping. Our forest lands thus be
come the site of a major part of some types of recreation and of a sizeable
part of most of the other forms of public outdoor recreation.
The simplest, and probably most unsatisfactory, way of handling the demand
is to permit indiscriminate public use. Where this use has become recurrent
most public agencies have found it desirable to channel a major part of it through
provision of recreational use facilities. "If the public lands are to be managed
fo f the maximum benefit, it is necessary that each asset be exploited to its maxi
mum potential (with minimum impairment of each of the other assets of immed
iate or potential value to mankind). Public Servants thus have a responsibility
to plan and manage the public use resulting from recreational demands. The
extent to which we may redeem this responsibility depends, of course, on our
willingness as taxpayers to foot the b ill."
Managed versus indiscriminate use has many advantages. A ll human use
of the forests increases the risk of wild-fires, in turn increasing the cost of
protection. The damage to the resources and the cost of suppresion engendered
by a single large fire can easily wipe out any apparent savings accumulated by
neglect of the recreation demand. There is no question but that considered only
from the protection standpoint, the concentration of such public use as can be
concentrated on developed recreational areas and the intensive management of
large area uses, such as hiking, riding, canoeing, hunting and fishing is the
most economical method of meeting the public demand. As such use increases
in volume the monetary advantage increases since the unit costs of management
decrease.
Managed recreation permits scientific correlation with other uses, parti
cularly with control of the flow and quality of water going into domestic and in
dustrial use and with forest products production. In our mountains, for in
stance, much surface water is used by municipalities without the considerable
expense of filtration. Timber can be produced with practically no loss of growth
due to public day use and very little loss due to cultural modifications made to
improve wildlife habitat.
The public will not long tolerate a mess of wide strewn garbage and human
excrement so forest areas must be kept relatively clean. The cost advantage of
concentrated cleanup and sanitary facilities is obvious.
With heavy use, measures for safeguarding the public health become neces
sary. These include provision of safe drinking water in the forest, measures
to prevent its pollution for downstream use, and measures to prevent establish
ment of breeding places for flies and mosquitoes. These safeguards can rarely
be provided without management.
In addition to the forest areas themselves, well kept recreational facilities
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attract tourists. Tourist trade is important to rural areas and to surrounding
tiirban businesses. This, in turn, builds strong public support for the entire
Conservation program. I'm sure that there is no need to suggest to this group
that a sound and vastly expanded natural resource conservation program is basic
to our individual and national welfare.
Inasmuch as public forests are maintained for the benefit of all the people
Mheir operation, in all respects, must be tailored to this end. To approach a
proper balance of uses managed in the way that the majority of the populace
grants it managed we have what is historically probably the most efficient politi
cal system yet devised. Slowly but surely, through our ballots we set up laws,
regulations, and policies to govern public management in accord with current
and changing concepts of the public interest - community, state, and national.
Jhe forest manager, within his legal authority, has the responsibility of interpret
ing these guidelines from the whole population and of handling what might be
termed operational details in the manner in which the owners want them handled.
Jn the recreational field three methods of determining user preference have proved
helpful.
Desirable locations for improvement and their type and extent may be determined on the basis of spontaneous public concentration of use prior to developtnent. Conversely these signs may indicate desirable planning to change the use
flpattern in the interest of protecting other resources.
Due to its very nature recreational use engenders so-called pressure groups

representing the special interests of segments of the population of varying sizes.
Sometimes the smallest groups are the most demanding.
be evaluated to maintain proper correlation and balance.

i

These pressures must

A third, and increasingly useful, method is to seek the guidance of Advisory
JCommittees. These committees must be composed of public spirited individ
uals with collective knowledge of the area wants and needs and with the desire
ind capacity to consider community or area problems objectively. In ouw State
Sre have an official commission appointed by the Governor under State Law to adJSise the Park Service and the Forest Service. It is known as the North Carolina
National Park, Parkway, and Forest Development Commission. The Chairman
©f the State Highway and Public Works Commission and the Direcctor of the De
partment of Conservation and Development are ex officio members. The Commission has a full time secretary, pbulishes a biennial report, and meets quar
terly with other special meetings as needed. At each meeting the Superintendents
of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and the Blue Bidge Parkway and I
bring the group up-to-date on developments of the past quarter and seek and re
ceive much assistance on all types of management problems having public aspects.
^Members of the Commission also initiate pertinent discussions. This group has
been remarkably successful in interpreting the public wants and needs, as well
i.8 in achievement of major correlation between sectional, state, and federal
H.ctivities. Controversial issues are not avoided but are handled objectively in
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a friendly, personal atmosphere.
We have one feature that is so unique and so dear to the hearts of the local
residents that a special advisory committee was set up to aid in its develop
ment. It is a high altitude natural purple rhododendron garden on Roan Moun
tain at the North Carolina-Tennessee ffife. Originally three outstanding citi
zens from each state were asked to serve as advisors. This committee has or
ganized, enlarged, and perpetuated itself. Invaluable is the word which best
describes the public service which these busy men have given.
|
I
Within the determined limits of public acceptance, experience has amply
demonstrated the desirability of working toward development and construction
standards designed to minimize maintenance and sanitation costs, even at some
sacrifice in rustic appearance. It might be appropriate here to list b riefly a
few general and specific measures which have been found helpful. You will, I
hope, pardon my reference to the National Forests of North Carolina. We have
currently over two million recreational visitors annually of the type who use our
areas on foot. About half of them are concentrated on 55 developed day use
areas and camps, and in cabins and resorts. The others, including almost
200, 000 hunters and fishermen, are more or less "at large" although concen
trated to some extent by a complete foot trail system. In addition five and onehalf million visits are made by motorists who travel our secondary roads for
sight-seeing, mostly during the spring bloom and the fall leaf coloration 'seasons,
The time is not long off when many forest managers w ill be faced with the prob
lems which w ill accompany similar concentrations.
Five general measures have proved of value in minimizing maintenance
and sanitation costs, and impingment on other resources.
Of first importance is location. Much day use can, by judicious develop
ment, be concentrated in relatively small accessible areas and along a relatively
short mileage of scenic roads to hold down the costs of cleanup and provision
for potable water and sanitary facilities. Recreation roads and trails can be lo
cated to prevent stream siltation and interference with fishermen and loggers.
A second measure is the design of necessary structures. Items such as
doors, windows and screens cannot usually be retained without constant sur
veillance - a costly practice foreign to complete enjoyment of the outdoors.
Designing out the known items subject to vandalism eliminates many vexing
problems and much cost.
i
Third, we place materials. Poured concrete, concrete blocks, bricks, and
composition or concrete shingles w ill not burn so are not often torn up for fuelwood. They are rarely carved on and do not rot. P roperly used they blend
nicely into forest settings. Use of stone walls and native; shrubbery for screens
and parking barriers eliminates replacement of poles rotted out or pushed out by
the inevitable small percentage of ill bred and drunken users.
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An item of increasing convenience is the use of automatic operating fea
tures. If it isn't necesaary to close it, flush it, or fasten it, additional prob
lems and costs disappear.
Finally, there are many opportunities for cooperative assistance from
clubs and lesser political units. For u sa n ce, areas on state or national forests
are often located but a short distance from a town, and their dominant use is
local. It is no more than just that the cost of maintenance of such an area be
partly defrayed by the town or a civic club looking for an altruistic project.
Our current standards, while certainly not the final word, have evolved
along these lines and to some extent through trial and error. Picnic tables,
for instance, wenc from hewn chestnut to stone pedestals with split chestnut
tops and seats, then to pre-cast concrete, then to pre-cast concrete pedestals
with sawed wooden tops and seats, and, we hope finally, to a three-piece con
crete top grouted in place with bubble joints and two inch edge grain hemlock
seats. The current design is in response to a public dislike of sitting on con
crete, yet presents a small opportunity for vandalism and a pleasing appear
ance. It is made assembly-line style, can be placed by only two men, and
cost $27 as aginst a form er cost of $65 each. The same features are to be
used in council rings, amphitheaters, shelters, and lakeside and scenic area
benches.
Fireplaces are low and enclosed on only two sides by large stones or con
crete. Grates have heavy cast iron legs to prevent rusting out and are set in
cans of concrete underground to keep them from winding up in someone's back
yard.
Garbage cans are locked to a two-inch pipe embedded in a heavy concrete
base. The pipe curves over the top with the lid chained to it in such a way that
it almost covers itself automatically. On large areas garbage is disposed of
off-site in trenches dug and back-filled with bulldozers.
Toilets and bathhouses are constructed with angled entrances in place of
doors. Both may be hosed out without damage. Fine resistant roofing is used
on shelters and concession buildings. Painted interior walls are sanded be
tween coats to prevent writing and carving. These are but illustrations that
increasing recreation use w ill require increasing attention to the reduction of
.theft, vandalism, and maintenance.
Heavy use by people causes soil compaction and splash erosion which in
[some soils may account for several inches of subsidence in a single season. In
|many such areas it has been necessary to mulch with leaves and sawdust, instaJLl water diversion ditches and bars, and gravel roads, trails and other areas
[of greatest use.
While most planned development is usually for the camping and picnicking
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public, whose use is predominate, the complete public area recreation pro
gram often includes facilities for special groups. Some of these are camping
shelters for the trail clubs and wilderness hunters; walkways for the high
country trout fishermen; trails into memorial, scenic and wild areas; lanes
for grouse and deer shooting, and access points for lake fishermen.
JS9-

Management of the wildlife habitat and regulation of its harvest is an im 
portant part of the total recreational use of public forest lands. However, this
w ill be the subject of our discussions this afternoon.
In summary, we might agree that we have as never before an opportunity
and obligation to provide a major share of the enjoyment and national w ell being
associated with outdoor recreation. We have, increasingly, an opportunity to
improve facilities for public recreation to the ends that it meet with the approv
al of the users and at the same time meet the demand at a reasonable cost.
By making full use of these opportunities we can, and no doubt will, enhance
an already favorable public attitude toward the conservation and wise use of
all of our forest resources.
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DISCUSSION
Q: I think you stated that the number of recreational visits doubled every
pseven years on Forest Service Lands. Does that mean big business?
A: I know in our own state the increase has been 333 percent in the last
'eleven years and is currently increasing at the rate of a half million a year and
M suppose that proportion probably holds pretty well over the South. Of course,
there are considerable differences in the recreational opportunities available
In the forests over an area as large and varied as the Southeastern Region. In
||Florida, our principal recreation is hunting and fishing. In the mountainous
p r e a s , on the other hand, other values are outstanding. This recreational use
is a recognized economic asset. Actually, the curves on the increase in rec
reation nationwide and by regions w ill be found in a publication entitled, "Oper
ation Outdoors" which the Forest Service has recently issued. It contains very
good figures.
Q: Wouldn't it be highly desirable to train more boys in forestry to carry
on recreational activities?

I

A: My personal opinion is that it might be desirable incom e cases to in
clude courses which would take up such matters as handling public recreation
work. Now, as far as designing the areas is concerned, we hope to hire from
time to time landscape architects, graduates of the various schools of design.
•There are only 12 in the United States and they graduate only a handful each
year, so it's not so easy.
Q: I would like to get some information that I can carry home. When I
'was on one of your recreation areas a year ago, one of the men said: "It's
ia bad place for pressure groups. They want unusual concessions, and they
■want to be treated better than the average. " How do you handle a situation
jjLike that? Does the question arise often in your region?
A: Yes, it does.

I mentioned in the paper our use of guiding committees,
For instance, we had a request from a large group
{to go on Roan Mountain one time. They wanted-to serve beer and they wanted
jto pick the blossoms to decorate their meeting hall, etc. Well, instead of our
Slaving to tell them no and get a lot of people mad at us, our committee advised
them that they sympathized with them, that they were all master masons them
's elves and their wives belonged to the women's club, e tc ., but that the moun
tain was just too beautiful to spoil it and that the public wouldn't permit it, and
that took the heat off. We maintain 160 miles of the Appalachian T ra il and we
nave an agreement with the Appalachian T ra il Association. There was at one
lim e a'little barb once in a while that this section or that section wasn't done
l o suit them, but we only get so much money and can do only so much work
gevery year. So now each section ranger concerned meets annually in the spring
pith the club that has that particular section under its wing and he tells them

fit can give a few examples.
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how much money he has and they all sit down and plan the best use of it. As a
result they all turn out for what they call work trips and they help him to do the
work and now every time the Appalachian T ra il News comes out it says that the
trails in North Carolina are in fine shape. A pressure group isn't necessarily
bad -- most folks are really interested and are good friends - - and I think prob
ably that you can work with them a lot better than you can buck them. Of course,
that's good public policy even if it isn't the best way to do it, which it is.
Another illustration, in our State now w e're getting a little doe b ill through
the Legislature and that always brings up a lot of trouble. Well, we've got it
down to where out of the whole population, as far as I can tell, there are only
about 3, 500 of 3, 350, 000 people objecting to it. That's a pretty small number.
They're objecting pretty strenuously. That illustrates the point that sometimes
you can lay it out just as honestly and candidly as you can and you still don't
convince anybody. They think we're nuts -- and maybe they're right.
Moderator:
I am sure that others w ill want to ask questions relative to this
paper. The great increase that w e're having in people and the recently predict
ed 3 1/2 to 4 day work week 20 years hence w ill surely raise the problem of what
to do with the other 2 1/2 to 3 days. I feel probably the Forest Service and the
Park Service should have, in part, the answer. If they haven't, its about time
they were thinking about it. I feel that the Forest Servic.e has an opportunity
here to play a very important role. Since M r. M orriss is more or less an author!
ty on this particular phase of forestry, let's give him a work out - - let's see
what additional proposals he might have.
Q: I suggest that we ask the fish and game folks to help assist in providing
for all these folks who w ill be out of work. I think that none of the foresters
here would insist that they w ill be able to do the entire job. I am wondering
whether a lot of the juvenile delinquency we hear about today could not be p re
vented if we did have better outdoor recreation for all these younger folks.
A: I had only a few minutes to cover this whole thing so I couldn't cover all
of its cooperative aspects. Of course, I was speaking of municipal, state,
federal and other public lands. In our own case we have agreements with the
state departments, state highways, and public works to put wayside picnic
areas along the roads. Our Wildlife Resources Commission builds and grasses
and does erosion control work on quite a mileage of hunting and fishing access
roads. We use wildlife co-op money to build hunting camps which, of course,
are used by other folks as well. We have arrangements with other smaller
groups to do cleanup on areas. We have three camps under 30-year term p er
mits which provide that the permittee w ill do at least two or three hundred
dollars worth of maintenance annually. There are a great many other oppor
tunities for cooperation. We are finding places where our uses are so heavy
and so concentrated that just about everybody could get in the act, and they
have to. With the help of a great many other agencies, we do a little better
than if we had to try to do it by ourselves. Now, as far as this juvenile
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delinquency problem is concerned, I find a lot of evidence of sin and corrup
tio n out on these recreation areas! They have what they call "picnics" at
3:00 and 4:00 in the morning, but I'm not so sure that the recreation areas
themselves either help or hinder that situation.
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THE RELATION OF FIRE TO THE GAME OF THE FOREST

Herbert L. Stoddard, Sr.
Forest and Game Consultant
'3 0

The forests referred to are the pinelands of the Coastal Plain of the deep
Southeast. These forests are largely composed of Longleaf; Slash; Loblolly;
and Shortleaf Pines in various combinations. A pine of lessor importance in
our Region, which extends from East Texas to Southeast Virginia, is the Spruce
Pine (Pinus glabra) which occurs along With hardwoods in the climax hardwood
forest. While we consider a limited amount of hardwood climax an asset where
management is mainly for the Wild Turkey and Deer, no controlled burning is
attempted in this type, as some of the hardwoods as well as the Spruce Pine
are easily damaged by fire.
The pine forests referred to in this discussion are, on the contrary a fire
climax which develops on areas where fires have been of frequent occurrence
throughout the evolutionary period of the forest and the wildlife inhabitants.
Our experience has been mainly with quail, turkey and deer on private
game preserves of the Region, and the objective is usually to build up and main
tain for hunting purposes as heavy stocks of quail and turkey as possible. Deer,
which occur on most lands where turkeys range, are little desired by the non
resident preserve owners who seldom hunt them. If abundant, they may be
more or less a nuisance on preserves where quail and turkey management is
being carried on due to the fact that they may eat most of the foods planted for
the game birds. They may be almost as bad as domestic livestock in this re 
spect.
Forest management for revenue, has during recent years become increas
ingly important on these places due to rapid increase in income and inheri
tance taxes. Now few can afford to maintain private game preserves without
dependable income from the land, to take care of most of the expenses. Making
the preserves self-supporting, and acceptable to the community through pro
duce and payrolls, makes intensive forest and agricultural management neces
sary on the same acres that produce the game. One of our main activities dur
ing recent years has been an attempt to correlate these various activities to
make possible the production of an abundance of quail, along with a profitable
forestry and agricultural program.
On most of the preserves we have been connected with,pine forests have
grown up on abandoned cotton fields, principally during the past seventy years.
But as these pines are of the same species at least as those growing on soils
never cultivated, the forestry and game programs are roughly similar.
Most of the Southeastern Coastal Plain has been until quite recently, grazed
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year around by sheep, goats, cattle, horses and other hoofed livestock intro
duced by the Spaniards or early settlers. These grazing animals have progres
sively eradicated or reduced the rich herbaceous Flora, especially the native
Legumes and palatable grasses over vast areas of "open range". Our most
serious problems in game management and forestry stem from this grazing.
Some of the damaged Flora may be expected to gradually stage a comeback
since "open range" grazing has been done away with through State or local
legislation.
Xhe greatest harm to valuable herbaceous ground cover has been done by
sheep on areas of pineland long grazed by them. For instance, we could find
little trace of native legumes or game food producing grasses twenty years ago
on some beautiful rolling pinelands in Central Louisiana. Only a few species
of grasses or sedges of little value to wildlife persisted.
We consider it probable that much greater harm has been done to the soils
by one or two hundred years of "open range" grazing, than meets the eye. Most
of the native legumes of the forest floor - some fifty or more important species
in the best areas - are perennials with huge starchy root systems that may ex
tend several feet down into the soil. Not only do these legumes enrich the soils
through fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, but as they die at the end of their life
spans, the rotting roots leave the ground porous to a considerable depth. This
undoubtedly aids the insoak of rainfall. The hoofed animals did further damage
by surface compaction of the soils. Hence these long-grazed lands, in a re 
gion where there were no native grazing mammals to speak of during the evolu
tionary pericd, are somewhat impoverished as far as the production of foods
important to quail, turkey and deer are concerned. And can we expect succes
sive crops of forest trees of the abundance and quality form erly possible, with
these changed soil conditions?
Frequent burning over of the pinelands must have taken place for thousands
of years before the arrival of the Indians as well as afterwards. We know that
burning was general at the time the first white men arrived. This is of course,
the reason the piney woods were open and parklike, and accounts for the prairie
like herbaceous Flora. Use of fire was continued by the early whites for many
reasons.
Lack of burning was almost certainly the main reason why quail at least
declined so rapidly for several years in the 1920's and 1930's immediately fol
lowing the propaganda against all burning over of the woods at any time, or for
any purpose.
Since 1924, our headquarters have been centrally located in the Thomasville, Georgia-Tallahassee, Florida section where an unusually compact body
of very old game preserves occur. Considerable of this acreage has been under
management for game for in excess of sixty years. Over half of it, mostly on
the Georgia side of the line, is covered with impressive stands of five species
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of pines previously mentioned. Around three thousand acres of this consists
of virgin Longleaf up to four hundred years of age, growing on as high grade K.
soils as the region affords. A ll of the pinelands have been burned over regu
larly, the small acreage of virgin Longleaf as well as some 200,000 acres of
various species of pine growing on abandoned fields. The burning has been
done all through the years immediately after the close of the shooting season
around March 1st. This acreage was likewise burned over by native planta
tion owners previous to the War Between the States; only during the past th ir
ty years however, as the value of pine lumber and other forest products have
soared in value has careful controlled burning been practiced.
Fortunately there has been practically no year around grazing of liv e 
stock on this acreage of shooting land; a limited number of milk cows and young
stock has been permitted the negro tenants who "patch farm " for quail. These
are confined in fenced pastures, or staked out near the cabins.
This setup has made an ideal and unique central study area to unravel
some of the problems which are the subject of this paper. Our work here has
been checked by us on dozens of similar private preserves from North Caro
lina through Mississippi, and on several more distant.
We w ill first discuss a few of the highlights of the relation of fire to quail.
This splendid game bird might well be called the "F ireb ird ", so closely is its
welfare tied in with the periodic burning over of the piney woods that provide
over two thirds of its range in the Region.
While quail in the not too distant past undoubtedly thrived in the vicinity
of Indian agriculture, just as they have in more recent times prospered around
the "patch farming" of our pioneer ancestors, it was probably a w ell adjusted
resident of the frequently burned over piney woods, prairies and savannas for
hundreds of thousands of years before the arrival in Am erica of Man. Before
Man the fires were undoubtedly set by lightning, mostly during the Summer
months when thunderstorms are most active. Quail survived in the pine fo r 
ests as did countless other wild creatures, even tho loss of eggs or helpless
young must have been heavy from fires coming during the breeding season.
We know that the Indians used fire regularly to aid their hunting, and to
keep the woods free of underbrush so that they could the more easily get around
on foot. It seems probable that they did most of their burning during the Winter
months, as did the white pioneers that followed them in possession of the coun
try. Quail thrived and extended their range as far north as Wisconsin and New
York State following primitive typ.e agriculture, and the burning of the forests
that went with it.
We know that quail consume the seeds of all species of pines of our Region,
and these seeds like all others, are much more available to such weak scratch
ing birds on ground frequently burned over. We also know from the study of
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Over fifteen hundred nests that quail vastly prefer thin ground cover for nesting
and ranging, especially that found the first and second year after f ir e s . The
legumes and grasses that furnish the "backbone" of their winter food supply are
mulched out and rapidly decline in vigor and seed production if fires are long
excluded.
• —In summer quail, especially the growing young, depend heavily on the in
j e c t life attracted by the blossoms of native legumes. Young and old eat small
||truits at this season when available, and most of the fruiting shrubs of the piney
woods are linked as closely with fire as are the herbaceous vegetations. For
in sta n ce huckleberries, blueberries, gooseberries, dew and blackberries, gallberries and some others do not fruit the year of a fire but fruit most heavily
the following year. Fruiting is progressively less vigorous in succeeding years
Huitil the above-ground growth is pruned back by fire, and the fruiting cycle
again started.
1

.

.

It may come as a surprise to some that acorns are produced abundantly
by dwarf species of oaks less than waist high growing in the frequently burned
lo v e r pine forests and prairies. These dwarf oaks may be as old as giants of
B heir tribe. The Ground Oak (Quercus pumila) is the most abundant in our
section, though others occur from the Kissimmee P ra irie of Florida to the
J'shinnery" plains of western Oklahoma and adjoining parts of Texas. Wherever
these ground oaks grow, their acorns are important food for quail, turkey, deer
and much other valuable wildlife. There are also dwarf chinquapins growing
Binder the same conditions as the ground oaks.
Many hardwood trees w ill stand fire if not too intense, and oaks, gums
and others that produce valuable food for game, grow as scattered individuals
Bn frequently burned over pinelands, as well as in narrow creek valleys and
I'd r a w s " that fires cross on occasion. This adds to the food supply. Quail
w ill sometimes range for weeks at a time in pure stands of hardwoods during
She winter months if hunting pressures get too heavy on their upland range.
Few leave the uplands, however, if the hunting disturbance comes at intervals
wbi two weeks or more, as is usually the case on "top" preserves. Quail never
live year around in extensive forests of unburned hardwoods, as far as we know.
Wild T u rkey: Much of what we have said about quail applies to the turkey
;ms well, hence w ill not be repeated. However, as turkeys under "natural" con
d ition s, depend to a larger extent upon hardwood fruit and "m ast" in Winter,
and in Summer on the fruits of blackberry, dewberry, huckleberry, e tc ., that
fruit very well with a fire periodicity of two to four years, burning does not
® a v e to be as frequent on turkey range for good results. Turkeys are much
more adaptable birds than quail as far as their environment is concerned, and
|If not too frequently molested by Man can persist on lands burned over very fr e 
quently, only at long intervals, or not at all if suitable openings occur. However,
open areas somewhere in the range are a must for them too, as the growing
young for several months of the year are greedy feeders on grasshoppers and

other ground insects. Such open ground may be provided for them by fallow
fields, mowed haylands, improved pastures scattered through their woodland
range, or by openings formed and maintained by fires. They seem to grow to
maturity with less loss of numbers from natural enemies on the favorably sit
uated improved pastures.
As turkeys are wide rangers they will adjust themselves to country where
their requirements are met even though some distance apart. They may move
considerable distances from winter range to more open areas to rear their
young, only to return to the forests at the approach of Winter. Lack of water
may induce wandering. As they are powerful birds as compared to quail, they
can dig their food out of deep accumulations on the forest floor, getting "mast",
dried fruits and insect pupua where quail would starve. Hence, they are not
as dependent upon fire as quail in this respect.
However, where such is available to them, gobblers of all ages show a
preference for extensive areas of open, parklike pine or mixed forests kept
that way by frequent fires. We have long referred to such as "gobbler range"
and find it profitable to provide it for them on private preserves. In short
cover the turkeys can spot danger afar, as do the equally sharp-eyed Sandhill
Cranes.
There is abundant historical evidence that Wild Turkeys in early pioneer
days made much use of open plains, -prairie and savanna areas. We feel that
they were finally forced to become denizens of dense forest and swamp areas
by intense year around persecution by Man. Also their persistence for many
years in areas not well adapted to them, does not prove that they can produce
a large surplus for shooting in unfavorable environment. To reproduce vigor
ously and produce a large surplus for hunting year after year, requires skill
ful management of food supply and cover, and above all, protection of the grow
ing young birds from poachers accustomed to having "fryer-sized " turkeys on
their table.
Many preserves of southwest Georgia and adjacent parts of Florida at
least have maintained much higher than normal turkey populations for over
fifty years; up to a bird per twenty-five acres on areas capably managed for
them. It has proved necessary to keep them as much as possible to range
comparatively safe from poaching. This is done by providing an abundance
of chufas and other planted foods they relish near good roosting areas and in
naturally favored habitat where they are seldom disturbed. Controlled burning
when and where advantageous has proved a useful, almost indespensible tool
in their management. After the close of the quail shooting season (the last
week of February in Georgia) the turkeys scatter over much adjacent quail land
for gobbling and nesting. The small refuges provided for quail to protect them
from "Blue Darter" hawks, have proved especially attractive to the hen turkeys
for nesting, and have enticed them far out into the open pinelands.
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Turkeys love fresh burns; we see them frequently on lands just burned
pbver and still smoking. Presumably they are seeking roasted grasshoppers
muid other insects, or acorns and similar "mast" lost to them previously in
S®he ground cover. They continue to frequent the burns as long as tender, sproutS n g vegetations furnish them preferred green matter. We find it worth while
to burn as early as November in the vicinity of chufa patches planted for them.
Such burning attracts and helps hold the birds in the vicinity. We believe that
■much of their far wandering is in search of burned over ground, where such
is not provided in their usual range.
As I have mentioned deer so frequently herein, I will just call attention
to a few food relationships with fire. The fawns are so active a few hours
after birth, that Spring or Summer fires can not be regarded as a great haz
a r d to them. However, we all know how deer are attracted to burns for the
iftprouts of hardwood shrubs or trees. Deer have followed the cutovers, and
the burnovers throughout their range, often increasing to a spectacular extent
*n areas burned over even by wildfires. It is not so well known that they feed
heavily on the tender tips of native legumes and other fire-type, low-growing
Sregetations such as blackberry and the various species of Smilax. This is
very obvious on the older preserves of the Thomasville-Tallahassee region
where such vegetation occurs in natural abundance and variety due to the long
^protection from grazing, and the regular use of fire. We know that the health
and condition of deer is splendid where an abundance of such vegetation is availja b le to them. Like goats, they can live on tree and shrub browse alone if they
Mxave to; they do not do so from preference.

1

Fires as a Sterilizing Agent:
This is a subject that has never to my knowledge
'.been adequately and scientifically studied to the extent that its importance makes
Idesirable. We went into it as much as we had time for during our general game
B tudies; it however, requires a special study. Due to the difficulties in getting
them, we have no statistics to present. Rather what I have to say is drawn from
close observations and comparisons over a lifetime of field work.
We know that interstream country long fire swept, is almost or quite free
!jpf ticks, chiggers and certain stages of intestinal parasites of game birds.
fw>ossibly diseases like Coccidiosis and Blackhead that may menance wild quail
And turkey are reduced. We also know that these game birds, and mammals such
Its deer, rabbits and squirrels, may swarm with ticks especially in country of
highly developed drainage* where fires seldom or never cross the numerous
S tream valleys. In my boyhood one could walk for miles through frequently
•burned over virgin longleaf forests of central Florida without picking up a tick
or chigger. This was far from the case in "upland hammock", the blackberry
thickets bordering fields of the ocassional settler, or in almost any type but
the open parklike pinelands.
Wild creatures in general seem to have a rather high tolerance of ticks and
jchiggers, though we have reason to believe that there is a limit to this in the case

of quail and turkey. We also know that these pests, at all times when not at
tached to an animal host, are highly vulnerable to grass fires of considerable
intensity. Even the fires of low intensity we commonly use in control burning,
destroy those on low vegetation or on the ground surface. We have long noted
that we pick up many more ticks and chiggers in ground cover two or more
years " rough", than in cover only one year after a burn.
Nature's lightning set fires of the Summer months must have been very
effective as a sterilizing agency, as compared to our present day burning dur
ing early Spring, for it would get immature stages well in the duff, as well as
those laying in ambush on the grasses or low bushes.
Some Adverse Affects of F ire on Game: So far we have largely discussed the
favorable effects of burning over the pine forests on game. We know of few ad
verse affects of properly handled fire on our game such as quail, turkey and
deer. However, foresters burning in the Summer for seedbed preparation may
thoughtlessly destroy helpless nesting creatures, including game, if burning is
done from A pril to September. Turkeys of pure stock seldom start nesting until
about April 1st of normal seasons. However, burning can safely be conducted
from around September 1st to about October 15th, when pine seeds begin to fall
in the Coastal Plain. Lightning set fires in Slimmer are now, fortunately, soon
suppressed; so there is little loss because of them.
Woods fires that sweep large areas of pinelands clean unduly expose quail
and many wild creatures to their enemies, and can be classed as detrimental
even during the winter months to game birds. A small amount of w ell distri
buted cover must be maintained for most game as well as for quail. When cul
tivation has been abandoned on old plantations and the fields grow up to rank
broom-sedge, sweeping fires may completely burn out the bordering thickets
of plum, sumac, e tc ., leaving the ground bare.
The greatest future threat we see to forest game and wildlife is no longer
w ildfire. It is rather short rotation forestry, either of pines artifically planted
or naturally reseeded. When such forests are of vast extent, and in full stands
of evenaged pine as is usually the case of forests handled prim arily for wood
pulp, they are "biological deserts" that can be inhabited by few creatures and
no game to speak of. This is true whether they are control burned, or fire is
totally excluded as is so frequently the case. Little food producing herbaceous
vegetation, or even shrubs can grow on the heavily shaded forest floor, nor is
there enough surface fertility or water in any case. There is little cover to
shelter game, and very few insects. Unfortunately for wildlife the acreage in
such forests is increasing at a rapid rate as more and more paper m ills move
into the Region.
v
The longer the cutting cycle, the better the conditions for game and wildlife
during the latter one-half to nine-tenths of it. There is little likelihood that the
sawmills or the pole and piling producers w ill ever handle their forests on a
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^ cycle much exceeding one-hundred years, even though the life span of the longleal pine, growing on soils never in cultivation, may exceed three or even four
hundred years. Pine forests over fifteen to twenty-five years of age, would still
« have a long period of production of game and other attractive wildlife under intelligent wildlife management, including capable controlled burning after their fire
" tender age.
' 3Y
In conclusion, it is the speaker's belief that the use of fire as a tool in wild
life and forest management is only partially explored and imperfectly understood.
This tool has tremendous future possibilities. I am sure that all of us are agreed
that we should unite in combatting wildfires whenever or wherever they occur, at
the same time using fire wisely and under full control wherever its use will prove
of benefit.

DISCUSSION
Q: Do you know of any instance where fire could be helpful in hardwoods for
both game and the production of timber?
A: Fire can help game in oak and hickory stands, but it does not help the timber.
Q: Where you are managing intensively for quail, do you get pine reproduction?
A: Where it is in an area of large extent so that reproduction can be obtained
in small areas and the quail managed intensively on adjacent areas.
Q: Is there a practical way to increase the quail population in young slash
plantations ?
A: We don't have much success in getting quail to produce in the young slashpine plantations, at least for the first 25 years. We are fortunate to have one
or two clients in southwest Georgia who see that and the slash-pine plantations
are producing small poles and sawtimber.
Q: How does 40-year old longleaf rate as a quail habitat?
A: We have stands in excess of 15, 000 board feet per acre that are still produc
ing a rich habitat for them. We have other stands on sandy and sterile soils
where 3, 000 board feet per acre is too much, so there again in managing longleaf where you want game, especially quail, you have to consider that every
acre that you're working through requires a little different treatment. We do
believe on the game preserves that the people can and w ill grow long-rotation
sawtimber and poles and pilings, and we find we can make as much money per
acre by growing a very high grade of material as we can by growing a great
volume of inferior material. In other words, in our game preserves in loblolly
and all the pines, we are working for clear lumber. We may not have nearly
as many trees as some other stands, but those trees are producing very valuable
material, and we are plotting our stands for poles and pilings which bring rough
ly about twice as much as the best sawtimber prices we could get for second
growth material.
Q: Has there been a hog problem in reproducing the longleaf in your area?
A: We don't have much of a hog problem on the game preserves that I know of,
except in one vicinity where hogs may become a big nuisance in turkey manage
ment, for instance, in eating up the things you plant for the game. But as far
as the longleaf reproduction is concerned, in our section we have had no trouble
that I know of. I have seen places in East Georgia where both sheep and hogs
have done great damage to longleaf, and I've under stood that is the case over on
this end of the range. However, in the parts of Georgia where we have done our I
intensive work, we have had no loss of longleaf from wild hogs. For one thing,
they k ill the wild hogs out just after they show up and there are no tame hogs per
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mitted , which solves that. But a hog is a game animal and certainly, every|Dody to his liking and if anybody likes wild hog hunting, why I think it's splendid
|t<fhave it on such natural forests as we have in North Georgia and neighboring
gStates. It has been implied here that we don't like deer very much where we're
[fearrying on quail and turkey management. However, we certainly do recognize
P ra t deer are very valuable forest game.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE YIE LD AND W ILD LIFE USE OF ACORNS

Vincent H. Reid, Ft. Collins, Colorado
Phil D. Goodrum, Nacogdoches, Texas
U. S. Fish & Wildlife .Service
INTRODUCTION
The upland oaks and other currently unmerchantable hardwood species are
a serious problem in pine management to the forestry industry of the South.
For example, Forest Survey Release No. 75, U. S. Forest Service (1955) states
"M ore than six million acres of Louisiana pine sites need timber-stand-improve'
ment work to eliminate undesirable hardwoods." Forest Survey Release No. 77
(U. S. Forest Service, 1956), referring to the forest of Fast Texas, says,
"Some 7. 5 million acres of pine sites were found to have a hardwood problem."
This problem also exists in other southern states.
In view of this wide-spread situation, it is apparent that hardwood control
especially on the oaks, will continue to be practiced on an intensified scale for
some years to come. Meanwhile, this activity has attracted the attention and
concern of sportsmen and the wildlife profession because of the effect on game
and its habitat (Barick,- 1956; Goodrum and Reid, 1956; Gresham, 1956; Herbert,
1954; Kitchens, 1954; Moody, Collins, and Reid, 1954; Strode, 1956).
Many forest land owners and operators are interested in favoring game in
their timber-stand-improvement programs and are asking for information re 
garding the kind and number of hardwood trees to leave in their stands. The
answers to these questions are not always easy and available.
To give reliable information requires knowledge of the various hardwood
species and the factors that influence mast production and use. The object of
this paper is to report some of the findings of a study started in 1950 to learn
more about the biology of the oaks and their relation to wildlife.
Our study was primarily concerned with seven species o f oak, four represei
ing the black oak group, which require two seasons to mature seed, and three of
the white oak group, which require one season to mature fruit. The four in the
black oak group were blackjack (QuercusmarilandicaMuenchh.), water oak
(Quercus nigra L . ), sandjack or bluejack oak (Quercus cinerea M ichx.), and
southern red oak (Quercus falcata M ichx.). The white oak group comprised
white oak (Quercus alba L . ), postoak (Quercus stellata Wangenh.), and cow or
swamp chestnut oak (Quercus prinus L . ). Blackjack, sandjack, and postoak
1/
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growing on pine sites are frequently referred to as "scrub oaks" and are the
S p ecies least desired in the woods by the forest industry. However, all or near
l y all of the oaks are sometimes subjected to control depending upon the quality
K>f the tree for lumber and the suitability of the area for pine.
The prim ary study areas were located in West-Central Louisiana on the
|Red Dirt Game Management Area, Kisatchie National Forest, the Moore Plan
tation, Sabine National Forest, Texas, and the Stephen F. Austin Experimental
Forest, Southern Forest Experiment Station, near Nacogdoches, Texas.
METHOD
Seed traps, 1/4 m ilacre in size, were used to measure the mast yields.
The trap size, placement, and method of calculating total production were patl|*rned after the work of Downs and McQuilkin (1944). The seed traps were tended
weekly from September to February each year or until the acorn fall was com
pleted. A ll trapped acorns were removed each visit.
T ree measurements were taken on diameter breast height, crown radius
Wnd age. T ree stand densities were determined on some plots. Wildlife utiliptation on the ground was measured on 1/4 m ilacre open quadrats staked out
ladjacent to the seed traps. The acorns on the open quadrats were tallied on
feach visit, recording where possible the type of wildlife use on each acorn.
lA ll whole acorns were spread back on the open quadrats. Likewise, use by
H rb oreal feeders was evaluated by examining damaged acorns that fell in the
"traps.
The variation in size and weight of acorns makes it difficult to express
yields in terms of weight. This is important because the food requirements of
animals, including wildlife, are often expressed in pounds. Furthermore, food
Bfequirements are frequently expressed in some standardized figure such as airI'dry matter.
In order to arrive at a better understanding of production and use, fresh,
l&ound-and well-developed acorns, off the tree from one to five days, were col
le c t e d from a series of trees of several species to study the relation of the acorn
numbers to unit weight and water content. About one-quarter pound was colllected from 20 and 21 trees each of postoak and white oak, respectively, and
varying amounts and numbers from trees of other species. A ll acorns were
fumigated immediately after collecting to k ill weevils. A ll the samples from
. each species were placed in a box, mixed, weighed out in pound lots, and the
ftnimber of acorns counted. Each pound lot was weighed carefully at the end of
^14, 30, and 60 days for water loss at room temperature.
To arrive at the air-d ry moisture level, the acorns, after holding for 60
"‘oays under room conditions, were coarsely ground and heated in a precision,
] for c ed- dr aft oven at 105 degrees centigrade for five hours and under 29 pounds
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of pressure to remove all remaining moisture (Lepper, 1950). This is the
standard procedure of moisture removal from feeding stuffs of the Association
of O fficial Agricultural Chemists. The dry weights were then converted to the
15 percent moisture level.

ACORN MOISTURE CONTENT, WEIGHT, NUMBER PER POUND. AND SIZE !
Table 1 and Figure 1 give the average number of fresh acorns per pound
for several species as well as four other levels of moisture, including the a irdry moisture level of 15 percent. The moisture levels at room temperature
were determined under temperature and relative humidity records shown in
Table 2.
The moisture content and air-dry weights of blackjack, sandjack, water
oak and southern red oak were not determined dire ctly from water loss, but
from the dry matter content shown for postoak. Likewise, the dry matter con
tent of white oak was used in calculating the water loss and air-d ry weight of
cow oak. Additional work with live oak and over-cup oak suggests that acorns
of all species of similar size contain about the same amount of moisture, ex
cept the larger acorns of the white oak group. It w ill be noted that the' number
of acorns per pound at the air-dry level is roughly the same as fresh acorns
held at room temperature for 30 days. The percent difference for all species
was only 1.1.
Acorns vary considerably in size within species and from species to species,
Individual trees of a species produce small acorns while others produce acorns
two or three times as large. For example, postoak acorns range from 188 to
493 per pound with an average of 269. Similar variation may be found in other
species.
The significance between the number of acorns produced and their size
is apparent. A tree yielding few, but large acorns, may produce as many
pounds as a tree producing more and smaller acorns. For example, a white
oak producing 1, 000 and a blackjack producing 2, 000 acorns would both yield
about seven pounds.
ACORN PRODUCTION
Acorn production studies have been conducted at various times and in
several parts of the country. Allen and McGinley (1947), Dalke (1953), Burns,
Christisen, and Nichols (1954), and Christisen and Korschgen (1955) studied
mast yields in Missouri. Wood (1934) observed mast yields on the chestnut
oak (Quercus montana W illd .) in New Jersey. Park (1942) worked on water and
w illow oak (Quercus phellos L . ) mast yields in Arkansas, and Cypert (1951)
studied cherry bark oak (Quercus falcata var. pagodaefolia E ll.) in Kentucky.
Downs and McQuilkin (1944) studied southern Appalachian oaks in Georgia and
North Carolina. Petrides, Parmalee, and Wood (1953) tallied acorns on post48

Oi^ks in East-Central Texas. But in most cases the species and objectives of
Jlie investigations were different from ours.
A total of 232 trees were involved in our study. They were forest trees
the dominant or co-dominant classification, except three suppressed cow
pjfcks. Diameter classes down to 4 inches d.b.h. in the so-called scrub oaks.
Ji*ere sampled. Sound and unsound acorns were included in the production
figures. Production figures are minimum for the calculations and are based upon
S o r n s caught in the seed traps. Whole acorns that were carried away by ar'boreal feeders such as bluejays, crows, flickers, woodpeckers, squirrels and
rather species were not accounted for in the production data. However, partly£eaten acorns that fell in the traps were counted.
Species Production:
,i The bottomland species, water oak, white oak and cow oak, produced more
j^ o rn s than the scrub forms of postoak, sandjack, and blackjack. Tables 3 and
aliand figure 2 give the number of acorns and pounds fresh and air-dry for seven
species 10 inches d.b.h. and over. However, the bottom-land species averaged
|e||7 inches more in diameter than the scrub forms which was an important facluxr in the greater production. Red oak, a species that grows in upland as well
i’a|| bottomland and other good sites, was intermediate in production. However,
all red oaks studied were on upland sites. As an example of the productive ca
pacity of scrub oaks, and the importance of size, one blackjack 21 inches d. b. h.
fhld a six-year average of 4, 951 acorns, about 17. 5 pounds, green weight.
Considering the smaller size and space requirements of the scrub forms
and their possible stand density on a unit area, our data suggests that the same
/mast yield could be obtained per crown unit as with the larger species. In
other words, 10 scrub oaks 10 inches and over would take no more and probably
/Hlbs crown space and produce more acorns than five of the larger forms of the
ij j m e size group.
Minimum Production Age:
The minimum age at which the oaks begin seed production is influenced
by many factors. One of these is competition. Crowded trees appear to be
later in beginning production than trees with more growing space. Age is more
important than size (Forest Service Publication 654, 1948). They report that
tne minimum age for white oak and postoak is 20 years and 25 years for water
and southern red oak. Our work indicates that the white oak begins seed pro
duction at about 25, and water oak and red oak at 20. Postoak, blackjack, and
bandjack begin production at about 18 years of age. Our records show that sub
stantial yield of acorns cannot be expected from any of our species below the
age of 25.

Percent T rees Producing Acorns

A ll trees of mast-bearing size and age do not produce every year, even
in bumper crop years. The number and percentage of trees 10 inches d.b.h.
and^over that produced acorns during the six-year period were determined.
Productive potential and strength were in the larger diameter trees so none
less than 10 inches d.b.h. was considered in this analysis. Sandjack, however,
was an exception. Trees six inches and over were considered. Sandjack be
gan production at about four inches d. b. h. The data are presented in Table 5
and Figure 3.
The white oak group had the lowest percent of trees producing acorns.
Postoak was lowest with 54 percent, cow oak second with 56 percent and white
oak third with 60 percent.
The year 1956 was considered a good acorn crop year for the white oak
group. Accordingly, a test of ocular estimates was made of the crop in several
categories (Table 6). Only trees 10 inches d.b.h. and over and full crowned
were checked.
Although these data are based on observation, they support our trap catch
data and indicate that not more than about 60 percent of the white oak group can
be expected to yield acorns in significant number, even in good years. A
"poor crop" in this estimate is considered a near failure.
The black oak group had a larger percentage of acorn-producing trees
than the white oak group. Water oak was high with 93 percent. It was followed
by blackjack, sandjack, and red oak with 92 percent, 91 percent, and 67 per
cent, respectively.
The reasons why about 26 percent of all trees of all species do not produce
acorns are not readily apparent.
Periodicity of Production:
No species of oak can be expected to produce a crop of acorns every year.
Forest Service Publication 654 (1948) shows what may be said to be cyclic seed
production for several species of oak. This publication suggests that frequency
of good crop years occurs every three years for white oak, two to three years
for postoak, and one to two years for water oak and southern red oak. Cow oak,
blackjack, and sandjack were not mentioned. Burns, et al. (1954) found no
clearly defined cycles of seed yield for Missouri Ozark oaks. However, they
indicated bumper seed crops at intervals shorter than five years.
Analysis of our yield data for six years (Figures 4 and 5) for seven species
of oak show that postoak peaked twice, sandjack once, white and cow oak two
times, and water and red oak once. The suggested cycle for postoak, white oak,
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and cow oak is three years. Blackjack, sandjack, water oak, and red oak cy[pfes appear to be at greater intervals. A longer period of study is needed to
determine definite cyclic trends.
Blackjack and sandjack acorn yields appear to compliment each other.
Sandjack production was high while blackjack was low, and blackjack was high
when sandjack was low.
Inasmuch as all species of oak cannot be expected to produce mast in quan|g|ry every year, it would be good game biology to have a variety of oaks, as well
vlTs other kinds of trees and shrubs, evenly distributed over the cruising range
game to insure an adequate and stable supply of food and cover.
The indicated cyclic behavior for species of the white oak group, especi
ally postoak, was probably due to weather. Low yields for this group occurfllpd in 1952 and 1955 (Figures 4 and 5) in Louisiana when temperatures on
March 24, 1952, and March 29, 1955, reached a low of 28 and 24 degrees F. ,
Respectively. In Texas, low temperatures of 30 degrees was recorded on
April 24, 1952, and 25 degrees on March 27, 1955. These years were near
crop failures for postoak in this area. Protracted warm spells in February
land March occur in Texas and Louisiana quite frequently. Postoak is irreglular in flowering. Flowering may extend from early February to about the
fg^cond week in April. A freeze any time in March, however, will kill some
the flowers, and if it comes late it may kill them all.
We found no clear-cut relationship between rainfall and acorn production.
However, this subject needs more study.
Bole Diameter in Relation to Seed Yield:
Certain oak trees of the same species and diameter clas^ vary consider'llbly in their ability to produce mast. The variation in production of indiviImial trees of a species was also noted by Downs and McQuilkin (1944), Cypert
hand Webster (1948), and by Burns, et al. (1954). In general, however, the
y#rger the trunk the greater the production.
Simple correlation coefficients were computed between the average num|b„er of acorns produced aid 2-inch diameter classes for white oak, water oak,
southern red oak, postoak, blackjack, and sandjack. The coefficients were
significant at either the one or five percent level indicating a linear relation
ship between acorn yields and d.b.h. measurements. Notwithstanding the
‘divergence in mast yield among individual trees, strength of production was
the larger diameter trees. Table 7 gives the expected yields of the seven
.■species by 2-inch diameter class.
We feel that this information may be of value to those who wish to use it
as a guide in determining the number and size class of trees to be left in the
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stand fo r w ild life purposes.

Bole-Crown-Acorn Production Relationships:
Multiple correlation coefficients were computed between acorn yield and
d. b?fc. and crown radius for postoak, blackjack, white oak, sandjack, water
oak and southern red oak. Statistical significance at either the one or fiv e
percent level was found for all of these species in those years when yields
were good to moderate and the sample size adequate.
These data show that best acorn production comes from those trees with
well-developed crowns and the larger diameter classes.
Influence of Tree Stand Density:
T ree stand densities were determined on eight one-acre scrub oak study
plots. Average production per trapped tree was computed. The more open
grown, less dense stands gave the best average yields per tree over the 6year period, suggesting that competition for light, moisture and nutrients r e 
duces seed production. For example, when the total number of all stems of
all species one inch and over was 782 per acre, the average production for
each trapped scrub oak was 183 acorns; and when the total number of stems
was 275 per acre, the average yield per tree was 733 acorns.
Soundness of Acorns:
Acorns are subject to heavy damage by several species of w eevils. Fungus
is also responsible for small losses. During our six-year study, we found that
about 24 percent of all acorns of all species was ruined by weevils and fungi by
the time they reached the ground. Weevil-eaten acorns were the firs t to fall.
However, some apparently sound acorns contain young larvae or eggs at the
time of fall. These are consumed by wildlife if taken soon after they fall. In
a quail food habits study by the writers, weevil-infested acorns were found in
quail crops.
Downs and McQuilkin (1944) reported that 46 percent of the acorns they
examined were sound. Burns, et al. (1954) said that less than half of their
acorns were sound at the time of collection.
Table 8 and Figure 6 give a digest of the soundness of acorns for the sixyear period. White oak and cow oak had more sound acorns at the time of fall
than the other species, with 90. 5 and 94.2 percent sound acorns, respectively.
The other species were grouped around 74 percent, except red oak which was
80. 6 percent sound. The percent of sound acorns for all species for all years
was 76. 1.
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W IL D L IF E U T IL IZ A T IO N

The importance of acorns as wildlife food has long been recognized. Among
Biatural foods the acorns rank high in food value. Fresh acorns of seven species
(j.were chemically analyzed by the Louisiana State Agricultural Experiment Station
■[Table 9). The analysis showed that these acorns were relatively low in protein
|and high in carbodydrates. The black oak group was higher in fat content than
|the white oak group. Chemical analysis of other species by other workers,
■Fraps (1919), Forest Service Publication No. 654 (. U. S. Forest Service,
■1948), and Forbes, et al. (1941), shows a correspondingly low protein and
Biigh carbohydrate content.
Pertinent information on the use of acorns by wildlife has been brought tofgether by others. Van Dersal (1938 and 1940) lists 185 kinds of wildlife that
ifeed on acorns; Martin, Zim, and Nelson (1951) list 96 forms of wildlife that
leat acorns; Christisen and Korschgen (1955) review and emphasize the imporitance of oak mast as wildlife food.
In Louisiana and Texas, crows, bluejays, woodpeckers, quail, turkeys,
irats, mice, flying squirrels, gray and fox squirrels, raccoons, and deer are
w ild life species known to consume acorns. Hogs, goats, and cattle are dopnestic acorn users and therefore compete with wildlife.
Arboreal feeding birds are wasteful feeders and often drop fragments to
the ground where gound-feeding species like turkey and quail pick it up. The
[relationship between feeding bluejays, quail, and acorns is discussed by Lay
land Siegler (1937). Careful examination of each acorn that fell in the acorn
[traps revealed that about 24 percent of the yield was taken by arboreal feeders.
Weekly checks of the open m ilacre quadrats laid out adjacent to the seed
■traps revealed that nearly all acorns were taken about as fast as they fe ll dur
ing years of light or moderate acorn crops. During good years some acorns
remained on the ground for about two or three weeks following the cessation
of fall. Consumption began as soon as the acorns began falling in September
and continued into January or February. Thus the acorns were available to
ground feeders for a period of about 6 months.
Quail and turkeys on woodland range are heavy users of acorns, and they
■search for them as long as they are available. Although quail prefer to feed
■on acorn fragments, they can, contrary to popular belief, break up acorns of
■any size with their beak. During an eight-year period, we analyzed a total of
6, 589 quail crops taken from October to February each year on forest range
in Louisiana and Texas. Throughout this period acorns constituted 15.8 p er
cent by volume of all vegetative food consumed. Stoddard (1931) .tound oak
» mast in quail crops during every month of the year except May and September
|and regards acorns as a stable food supply.
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Wild mice and rats consume their share of oak mast, probably taking
most of it from the ground. The characteristic cutting sign of rodents was
noted on many of the acorns tallied in the open quadrats. In view of acorn con
sumption by mice and rats, it appears that they may offer some competition
to game for mast, especially when populations are high.
Flying squirrels eat acorns as readily as tree squirrels and they also
take their share of oak mast.
Fox and gray squirrel cuttings were common on our open ground quadrats
and in the seed traps. Stomach analyses of the gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis carolinensis Gmelin.) have shown that acorns are eaten every month
of the year except August (Goodrum, 1940). This is possible because the
gray squirrel buries acorns in the soil and later digs them up.
Deer are recognized acorn users in southern pine forests and use of acorns
on the open quadrats in our study was apparent. Korschgen (1954) studying the
food habits of deer in Missouri found that oak products, principally acorns*
accounted for 42. 5 percent of the diet over a five-yea.r period. He found heavy
utilization of acorns from September to May, a nine-month period. Christisen
and Korschgen (1955) report acorn usage for all months except June. Further
more, Korschgen (1954) noted that when there was a shortage of acorns, in
creased damage to agricultural crops and forest plantations occurred. Nichol
(1938) emphasized the value of acorns to deer by saying, "During a fall of acorns
deer may eat little else, and because they respond so quickly to changes in diet,
deer have been recorded which have gone from thin, dry-haired condition to
sleekness and good flesh in fifteen days when there was a plentiful supply of
acorns."
Food Habits and Requirements in Respect to Acorns:
The food requirements of some of the game species have been determined.
Nutritional experiments to determine the daily food requirements of deer have
been conducted by Nichol (1938) and French, et al. (1955). They found that
about three pounds of air-dry material in a balanced diet were required for
growth, maintenance and reproduction for every 100 pounds of body weight.
According to Uhlig (1956) and Hawkins (1937), the weekly food needed by
one gray squirrel is 1. 5 pounds of food, presumably fresh weight. Baumgart
ner (1940) weighed the contents of 78 fox squirrels' stomachs in Ohio and found
that the average weight of the contents to be 25. 2 grams. He did not indicate
whether the stomachs were full.
Working in Michigan, Verme (1956) reported that wild captive chipmunks
and white-footed mice readily ate white, red, black and scarlet oak acorns.
Furthermore, the average consumption per day for each chipmunk was 6. 1
acorns, while the average for each mouse was 1.8 acorns for 6l days. Verme
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estimated that, under a density of seven per acre of chipmunk and mice combined, they would consume 3, 300 sound black oak acorns per acre in 60 days.
[Since 250 fresh black oak acorns (U. S. Forest Service, No. 654, 1948) are
plquivalent to a pound, this would be 13.2 pounds of acorns. In the pine-hardwood forest of East Texas, we have an average of about two mice of all species
|per acre during late fall and winter. It is likely that our native woodrat
(neotoma floridana floridana Ord .) could consume as much or more because it
■Is larger than the chipmunk.
IflB Food habits of the turkey have interested several investigators. It has
been shown that turkeys ingest acorns the year round if they are available
y(Schemnitz, 1954; Mosby and Handley, 1943; Christisen and Korschgen, 1955).
jMay et al. (1939) analyzed 115 turkey craws and found that 62 percent had
•eaten acorns, constituting 14. 82 percent of all food by volume. Analysis of
X54 turkey stomachs collected in the spring in Alabama has shown that acorns
comprised 40. 38 percent by volume and 78. 57 by occurrence of all food eaten
(Wheeler, 1948). Thirty-three crops taken in winter revealed that acorns made
Up 61. 91 percent by volume and 96. 97 percent by occurrence of the total diet.
Mosby and Handley (1943) said that acorns made up a year-long average of 27. 84
percent of the diet in Virginia. Furthermore, they reported that a turkey ate
221 red oak (Quercus rubra L . ) acorns in a single meal. This is about 0. 58
pounds of air-dry acorns. Each of five turkeys took an average of 0.31 pounds
of air-dry acorns in a single meal of five kinds of acorns.
During an eight-year period, 6, 589 quail crops, taken during the October
"through February period from Louisiana and East Texas, were examined for
||pod content. Of the total volume of food consumed during this period, 15. 8
percent was acorns. This figure is minimal because some of the quail were
taken from areas where no acorns were available. By calculation, the average
Consumption was 4.7 acorns or 5.9 grams of air-dry matter per bird daily.
This is slightly more than one-half the bird's diet, for Michael and Beckwith
AJ1955) found that a total of 10 grams of food was necessary to sustain quail over
it 24-hour period.
Basing our computations on these known facts and partly on assumptions,
we have determined the pounds of air-dry acorns that are required by certain
^Species of wildlife for a 120-day period. The data are presented in Table 10
and Figure 7. The computation is further based on the number of air-dry post
oak acorns per pound because it comes very close to the average of all species
|bf oaks.
We find that about 25 pounds of air-dry, sound-fallen acorns are needed
pry deer, squirrels', rats and mice, turkeys, quail and other ground feeders at
an assumed, but realistic, population density (Table 10). Further, it is assum
e d , that acorns constitute about half the diet of deer and quail and three-fourths
the diet of squirrels and turkeys during this period.
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It should be noted that about 48 percent of the acorns produced are not
available to ground-feeding forms of wildlife because 24 percent are w eevil
eaten and another 24 percent are taken by arboreal feeders. This means that
about 48 pounds of air-dry acorns must be produced on each acre to make 25
pounds available to ground feeders, not counting domestic animals. Lay (1957)
estirtf&tes that 23 pounds of sound fallen air-d ry acorns per acre must reach the
ground to satisfy the minimum needs of deer and squirrels when acorns con
stitute one-half the diet for 90 days. We do not know the relative amounts
taken by gray and fox squirrels from the tree and ground, but since they bury
many acorns for later use we suspect that more than two-thirds are taken from
the ground. Furthermore, we do not know how much jLs dropped as fragments
by arboreal feeders and later eaten by other animals. It may also be assumed
that arboreal feeding birds take some mast from the ground. However, not count
ing any consumption by domestic animals, it is reasonable to assume that total
production of air-dry acorns must exceed 48 pounds per acre, in view of the
fact that deer, squirrels and turkeys, and perhaps others, may eat acorns, if
available, most of the year. Consumption by domestic animals greatly reduces
the amount available to wildlife.
Implications of Oak Mast Shortages for W ildlife:
Some species of game are prim arily mast or seed eaters while others may
consume mast and herbage. Squirrels, small rodents, quail and turkeys are
prim arily seed eaters.
In the absence or near absence of mast, prim arily acorns, reproduction
in squirrels may fall off sharply or cease altogether . Allen (1943) noted an
abrupt drop in the number of fox squirrels, followed by reproductive failure,
resulting from an acorn crop failure in Michigan. Uhlig (1956) observed in
West Virginia that the spring breeding season of the gray squirrel may be de
layed or skipped entirely following a mast crop failure. Linduska (1950) r e 
ported that squirrel populations in Michigan rose and fe ll with good and bad
mast crops.
Deer consume large quantities of forage, but also eagerly seek mast food
when it is available. When acorns are available in quantity deer browsing falls
off.
Feeding experiments in Michigan by Davenport (1939) indicate that deer
can maintain their weight on a well-balanced diet of browse. Maynard, et al.
(1935) fed captive fawn and doe deer on a variety of browse for 59 days with
out gaining weight. The failure to gain weight was not considered harmful
to the deer. However, we do not know whether m ere weight maintenance has
any effect on breeding potential. Our study indicates that some form of concen
trate food preceding and during the breeding season greatly enhances the chance
of a good fawn crop.
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During a five-year period of checking fawn crops at Elgin A ir Force Base,
IfTorida, a higher doe-fawn ratio was found following good acorn fall years than
after poor mast crops. Studying corralled deer in Mississippi, the authors wit
nessed no population increment following mast failure in 1952. On the contrary,
aOllowing a good acorn crop in 1954, three fawns were produced in 1955, \>ftosting
the number of deer from five to eight.
The protein and phosphoric acid content of browse plants in East Texas
woodland is below the nutritional requirements for deer in fall and winter(Lay,
||956). Broad-leaved evergreen browse is higher nutritionally than deciduous
browse in winter (Lay, 1956) and the evergreens are usually in short supply.
3tt appears that deer on most southern ranges find it difficult to get enough of
||kigh quality browse to satisfy their requirements of carbohydrates, fats, prollein, phosphoric acid and possibly other elements, thus forcing them to go
Jhrough late summer, fall, and winter on an inadequate diet when a concentrate
Igpod is not available. It has been shown by Smith, et al. (1956), Lay (1956),
and Campbell and Cassady (1954) that browse plants in the South steadily lose
protein and water content from spring to winter, reaching the low point in win
ter. This decrease in nutritive elements, and palatability through loss of suc
culence, although not great enough to cause losses from death, probably leaves
doe deer in poor breeding condition and the young malnourished. Young deer
need 13 to 16 percent protein in the diet for optimal growth. On this basis, a
Ifoung growing deer weighing 60 to 75 pounds would need about 8 to 10 pounds
K f good browse per day (French, et a l. , 1955). Many of our ranges cannot sup
ply this amount for a herd approximating one deer to 30 acres. However, this
ilnortage of browse may be made up by an adequate supply of mast, especially
S c orns. In other words, the carrying capacity of many of our ranges is depen
dent upon oak mast.
It follows that a pine stand without oaks further reduces the overall carry|mg capacity of any area for wildlife.
SUMMARY
The demand for high-priced pine wood products has accelerated the trend
in the forest industry of growing more pine through the removal of hard
woods, especially the upland oaks. This trend has attracted the attention
and concern of sportsmen and wildlife managers who believe that oak r e 
moval w ill have an adverse effect on wildlife and its habitat.
Factors bearing on the production of oak mast and its relation to wildlife
are needed by foresters and wildlife managers in order to achieve better
integration, coordination, and conservation of forests and wildlife. This
paper gives the result of a six-year fie ld study of this problem.
'2,

Acorns vary considerably in size within the species and from one kind to
another. Data is presented giving the average number of acorns per pound
for seven species of oak at several moisture levels, including air-dry acorns
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at the 15 percent moisture level. A ir-d ry moisture level data conforms to
the standardized procedure of determining nutritional levels for w ildlife as
w ell as domestic animals.
4.

Acorn production figures for a six-year period are given for seven species.
Production is expressed in pounds of fres.h and air-d ry acorns, in average
'mimbers, and the expected yield by two-inch diameter classes.

5.

A ll trees of seed-bearing age do not produce acorns every year even in
good crop years. Members of the white oak group have the lowest p er
centage of trees producing acorns while the highest percentage is found
in the black oak group. Postoak represents the lowest number producing
with 54 percent and water oak the highest in the black oak group with 93
percent. Counting all species, 26 percent did not produce seed.

6

.

The oaks appear to be variable in their productive behavior. The cycles,
if it can be called that, appear to be about every two years for the black
oak group and about three years for the white oak group. A longer period
of study is needed to determine definite cyclic trends. Freezing tempera
tures during the flowering period appear to be an important factor in seed
production. Some species have irregular and long flowering periods, such
as the postoak, while others appear to be regular and complete flowering
in a comparatively short period.

7.

8

Production is closely correlated with diameter and crown spread of the
tree. The bigger the diameter and crown, the more acorns produced.

.

Crowded stands of oaks are not conducive to high mast yields.

9.

.
.

W eevil infestation of acorns is high. Over the six-year period, 24 percent
of all acorns were damaged by weevils.

10

During a year of good production, acorns are available to ground feeders
for about 6 months.

11

Acorns are high in carbohydrates and comparatively low in protein content.
They are essential to the seed eaters, especially squirrels, and are a
valuable supplement to the diet of deer.

12

.

In Louisiana and Texas, deer, gray and fox squirrels, raccoons, turkey,
quail, jays, woodpeckers, crows, flying squirrels, rats and m ice are
known to eat acorns. Hogs, cows, and goats, especially hogs^ are heavy
users of acorns, and where they range in number there is seldom enough
acorns to adequately feed wildlife.

13. Basing our computation partly on facts and partly on assumptions, the num

ber of pounds of acorns required by several species of wildlife was deter58

■

mined. About 25 pounds of sound fallen, air-dry acorns per acre are r e 
quired by wildlife for a 120-day period, which is the main period of fall.
A greater poundage is needed if all game species are to have mast for a
period longer than 120 days.

lf4. To get 25 pounds of sound fallen acorns for ground feeders, we must have
production of at least 48 pounds of air-dry acorns per acre, for 24 percent
are weevil eaten by the time they reach the ground and 24 percent are taken
H
by arboreal wildlife.
(
||p. Without a good supply of mast, acorns mostly, squirrel production may
be greatly reduced or stopped altogether. Deer can maintain their phy
sical weight on a well-balanced diet of browse, but on many southern
ranges quality browse forage is in short supply. Even when in good sup
ply, it is below the nutritional level in fall and winter f or growing and
breeding deer. Available evidence indicates that some form of concen
trated food is needed during fall and winter. This is normally supplied
by the acorn-producing oaks.
l£. Without seed-bearing oaks, the carrying capacity of southern pine forests
w ill be reduced for wildlife.
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TABLE 1. Number of Acorns Per Pound at Various Levels Moisture Content

Name
of
Species

14 Days
Boom
Condition

No. Fresh
Acorns Per Lb.
(Lb. 453.6 gjn)
Wt.

Postoak Mix
21 trees - 6#

Acorns
per
Lb.

269

366. 6 333

White Oak Mix
20 trees -4#

138. 5

329.8

Blackjack Oak

287

Sandjack Oak

30 Days
Boom
Condition
Wt.
343.8

Acorns
per
Lb.
355

60 Days
Boom
Condition
Wt.

Acorns
Per
Lb.

Oven Dry
A ir Dry
105°C at 29 Lb.
15% Moisture
Level
Pressure for 5 Hrs .
Wt.

Acorns
Per
Lb.

Wt.

Acorns
Per
Lb.

324.6

376

289.2

422

340.6

358

217

298.3

211

278.9

225

245.8

255.5

289.4

366. 6 355

343.8

379

324.6

401

289.2

450

340.6 382

314 _1,

366.6 388

343.8 414

324.6

439

289.2

492

340.6

418

Water Oak

391 _1

366.6 484

343.8

516

324.6

546

289.2

613

340i>

521

Bedoak
5 trees - 9#

288

366.6

356

343.8

380

324.6

402

289.2

452

340.6

383

Cow Oak

44

329.8

60.5

298.3

67

278.9

71.5

245.8

81

289; 4 69

190.5

_L “ Acorns per pound from 2-pound samples from §to 20 trees on study plots.

FIGUR E 1. Average Number of Fresh and Air-Dry Acorns, Per^Pound

Fresh Acorns
Air-Dry Acorns
Acorns After 30 days at Boom Conditions

T A B L E 2.

a

o>

No. Days
at Room
Conditions

Humidity and Tem perature Range - Room Conditions

T emperature

Humidity
Maximum

Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

14 days

68%

31%

46%

72°

62°

67°

30 days

73%

31%

53%

74°

62°

68°

60 days

74%

31%

59%

76°

60°

71°

TAB LE 3. Number of Acorns Produced by A ll Trees and by Those 10 inches D. B, H.
and Over, Except Sandjack (6Mand over), 1950-1956

Year

White Oak
A ll
Trees 10*'

1950

2, 537

1951

15,062 14,426

1,395

1952

819

1953
1954
1955

Cow Osik
A ll
10"
Trees

So. R ed Oak
A ll
10"
Trees

Water Oak
A ll
10"
Trees

Postoak
A ll
10"
Trees

7, 198

7, 181

3,365

749

1,395

3,044

2, 834

239

239

5, 042

12,618 11,982

1, 626

1, 626

7,395

I, 923

1, 923

0

2, 537

819

5, 363
0

0

0

1956

Totals
Average No.
Acorns
P er T ree

620

5, 183

1,003. 6 207.3

5, 183

207.3

Sandjack Oak
A ll
6"
Trees

1,484

13,497

12,253

26, 276 26, 232

42, 956 36,303 10,032 8, 929

12, 848

10,452

4, 909

51,027 50,974

23,001 20,153 5, 266

21, 643

21, 503

64,969 62, 532

4, 942

14,075

14,014

57,295 55, 334

40,948 36,029 29, 596 25,417

23, 536 22,605

1,025

226,468 220,858

128,494 127,026
1,914

38,431 35, 127

Blackjack Oak
All
10"':
rrees
2, 312

3, 615

4, 684

19, 690 16,627

9,710

8, 225

11,454

7, 845

5, 536

5, 271

16, 532 12, 571

10,083

9, 169

113, 621 96, 6i: i 83,428 69,712

63, 128

53,215 *

509

806

511

1, 874

181,410 179,341

1,037

3, 181

1, 546

2,435

4, 167

471

1,028

312

1,010

TABLE 4.

Year

1950
No. # Fresh
No. # Air-Dry

White Oak
All
io ” /
Trees

18.32
11.69

Pounds of Fresh and Air-Dry Acorns Produced by All Trees and by Those
10 inches D.B.H. and Over, Except Sandjack (6” and over), 1950-1956

Cow Oak
All
Trees 1io ” /

18.32
11.69

1951
No. # Fresh
No. # Air-Dry

108.75 t 104.20
69.48 66.48

1952
No. # Fresh
No. # Air-Dry

1954
No. # Fresh
No. # Dry

9.84
7.40

67.20
50.43

10.57
7.94

8.13
6.10

Blackjack Oak
All
Trees
10” /

Sandjack Oak
All
Trees
10” /

2.78
2.09

8.06
6.05

5.17
3.88

42.98
32.29

39.02
29.31

67.09 159.69 134.95
50.35 119.99 101.40

34.95
26.26

31.11
23.37

40.92
30.74

33.29
25.00 t

5.91
3.77

5.43
3.46

5.43
3.46

17.51
13.16

17.04 130.50 130.37
12.82 97.94 97.84

85.50
64.25

74.92
56.29

18.35
13.79

16.32
12.26

30.92
23.23

26.19 1
19.68

91.10
58.15

86.51
55.22

36.95
23.56

36.95
23.56

75.15
56.51

74.66 166.16 159.93
56.14 124.70 120.02

18.37
13.80

13.44
10.10

68.61
51.54

57.93
43.53

36.48
27.40

24.98
18.77

53.39
34.08

38.72
24.71

43.70
27.87

43.70
27.87

48.87
36.75

48.66 146.53 141.52 152.22 133.94 103.12
36.59 109.97 106.21 114.38 100.64 77.48

88.56
66.54

17.63
13.24

16.79
12.61

43.80
32.91

32.11
24*12

29.20
21.93

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1956

Average
No. # Fresh
No. # Air-Dry

8.61
6.46

31.70
20.22

No. # Fresh
No. # Dry
Totals
No. f Fresh
No. # Air-Dry

24.93
18.75

Postoak
All
Trees
10” /

5.91
3.77

1955
No. # Fresh
No. # Dry

Water Oak
All
Trees
10” /

25.00
18.79
31.70
20.22

1953
No. # Fresh
No. # Air-Dry

So. Red Oak
All
Trees 10” /

446.16
335.49

41.35
31.10

6.65
5.00

6.50
4.89

60.19
45.17

57.81
43.39

3.81
2.86

1.90
1.43

57.60
43.28

277.50 253.62 117.78 117.78 629.91 622.71 579.19 564.85 422.40 359.15 290.69 242.90 201.04 169.50
177.10 161.87 75.11 75.11 473.64 468.25 434.67 423.91 317.40 269.86 ' 218.40 182.49 151.02 127.30
4.48
2.86

7.25
4.62

4.71
3.00

4.71
3.00

3.60
2.71

5.37
4.04

6.23
4.67

10.66
8.00

1.75
1.32

3.82
2.87

1.09
.82

3.52
2.64

1.62
1.22

2.57
1.93

FIGURE 2. Average Number of Pounds of Acorns Per Tree Over 10M
D. B.H.
(Sandjack 6" k over), 1950-1955, Except Bed Oak (1950-1956)
Fresh Acorns
Air-Dry Acorns

§
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'T A B L E 5.

P e rc e n t of T re e s 10 inches D. B .H . and O ver Producing A corn s, Except Sandjack
(6 inches and O v e r), 1950-1955, E xcept Bedoak (1950-1956)

1950

1952

1953

1954

1956

4

6

5

6

5

6

0

35

21

60

Cow Oak

-

-

5

3

5

3

5

4

5

4

5

0

25

14

56

Postoak

-

-

20

1

18

15

18

11

19

19

19

5

94

51

54

B lackjack

8

6

15

14

15

12

15

14

16

16

16

16

85

78

92

Sandjack

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

20

14

20

20

68

62

91

W ater Oak

7

6

10

8

10

9

10

10

11

11

11

11

59

55

93

So. B edoak

6

5

6

4

6

6

6

5

6

5

49

46

122 82

67

488 363
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A l l Species fo r A l l Y ea rs

43

11

No.
Producing

6

N o. T re e s

5

No.
Producing

6

No.
Producing
No. T re e s

2

No.
Producing
No. T re e s

5

No.
Producing
No. T re e s

No.
Producing
No. T re e s

W hite Oak

No.
Producing
N o. T re e s

N o. T re e s

T ota l

No.
Producing

1955

N o. T re e s

Species

1951

P ercen t

TAB LE 6.

Species
Postoak
White Oak

Ocular Estimate of Acorn Crop - 1956

No.
Percent
Trees
Excellent
Checked Crop
115
1?.4
50

FIGURE 3.

4

Percent
Good
Crop

Percent
Fair
Crop

10.4

ii

12

24

Percent
Poor
Crop
16. 5
40

Percent
Failure
-----TTZ—
20

Percent of Oaks over 10" D. B. H. Producing Acorns,
1950-1955, Redoak - 1950 - 1956 (Sandjack 6" & over)
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FIGUBE 4. Periodicity of Acorn Production - Small Forms Averag
er
of Acorns Per Tree 10" D.B.H. and Over, Except Sandjack (6 and over)
1950-1955

___________Postoak
------------- Blackjack
-x-x-x-x-x Sandjack
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FIGURE 5. Periodicity of Acorn Production - Large Forms Average Number
of Acorns Per Tree 10" D.B.H. and Over, 1950-1956

Water Oak
White Oak
Cow Oak
Southern Red Oak
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TAB LE 7. Expected Yield of Acorns by Two-Inch Diameter Classes P er Tree
Fresh (1 to 5 days off tree) & Aid-D ry Acorns - 1950 - 1956
Postoak
Diamete r
Inches

No . Acorns

White Oak
No. Acorns

Blackjack

Sandjack

So. B ed Oak

Water Oak

No. Acorns

No. Acorns

No. Acorns

No. Acorns

Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Air-D ] •y Fresh A ir-d r y Fresh A ir-d r y Fresh A ir-d i •y Fresh A ir-d ry Fresh A ir-d ry
230
40
.73
.55
. 11
210
545
1.74
1.30
.59
40
120
380
225
857
1.06
.42
.37
2.73
2.05
.57
.43
.29
.18
550
270
490
1165
140
1075
1.95
1.24
2.75
1. 54
1.71
1.28
2.06
3.71
2.79
.49
.37
500
720
865
300
1950
3.61
2.30
3.01
2.26
1.04
.78
3.74
2.01
4.99
2800 2800
890
730
1245
600
5.37
5.27
3.36
4.34
3.26
2.08
1.57
2.48
7. 16
3700
1060
960
1620
1080
6.93
4.42
5. 64
4. 24
9.46
7.10
3.75
2.82
2.96
1195
2000
1860
4550
1230
11.64
6.97
5.23
6.46
4. 86
8.73
8.63
5.51
3.43
2280
1425
3040
5450
1395
10.56
7.94
13.94
10.46
7.94
5.97
3.90
10.29
6.57
2760
1660
4700
6350
1560
12.00
7.65
9.62
7.22
16.32
12.27
16.24
4. 36
12.19
3125
1890
6940
7250
10.90
8.18
24.10
18.12
18. 54
13.65
8.71
13.91
9140
2105
31.74
23.86
15.20
9.70

Lbs.
Fresh
4

. 15

6

.78

8

1.41

10

2.04

12

2. 68

14

3.31

16

3.94

18

4. 57

20

5. 19

22

5. 80

24
26

Postoak, Blackjack, Water Oak, and Bed Oak - Significant at the 5% level of probability.
White Oak and Sandjack - Significant at the 1% level.
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T A B L E 8.

P ercen t Sound A corns F ro m Seed T raps
1950-1956

P e rc e n t Sound A corns
Species
1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

T ota l

W hite Oak

85. 1

98.0

89.7

90.5

Cow Oak

92.3

89.8

100.0

94.2

Postoak

76. 5

82. 1

54.4

77.0

57. 5

76.6

B lackjack

56.3

83.2

89.2

76.9

63.1

74. 5

Sandjack

60, 6

89.7

85.8

58.1

72.0

W ater Oak

61.1

80. 8

71.7

66.7

71.7

So* B edoak

70. 5

86.7

91.5

91.4

77.6

78.4

80.6

A v e ra g e s

68.9

82.7

85.6

78.3

71.2

78.4

76. 1

75

FIGUBE 6.

Percent Sound Acorns From Seed Traps

Percent

1950-1956
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TABLE 9. Proximate Chemical Composition
of whole acorns from West Central Louisiana

Percent
Species
Protein

Fat

Carbohydrates
Crude
NFE
Fiber

Water

Ash

White Oak

3.9

2.9

57. 1

14. 1

19.5

2.5

Cow Oak

3.1

1.8

58.9

12.9

21.3

2.0

Postoak

4.7

4.2

60.0

14.3

14.3

2.5

Blackjack

5.1

5.6

50.4

22.8

13.7

2.4

Sandjack

5.9

13.8

49.5

14.9

13.7

2.2

Willow Oak

3.3

8.1

49.2

21.4

16.2

1.8

So. Fedoak

3.6

5.6

48.3

26.6

13.1

2.8
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TABL.E10. Approximate Number of Pounds of Air-Dry Acorns Bequired by Some
Game Animals
Name of
Animal

Estimated
Daily
Take

Pop. Density
# Needed
Acre per
100 Days
Animal

WhiteTailed
Deer

1.50
1/2 Diet

20

150

Gray
Squirrel

0. 12
3/4 Diet

2

12

Fox
Squirrel

0. 14
3/4 Diet

3

14

Quail

0.007
1.2 Diet
0. 50
3/4 Diet

10

Turkey
Mice &
Bats
A ll Other
Ground
Feeders
Grand Total

# Needed
Squirrels
300 Days

f Per
: Per Acre
f Per
Squirrels
Acre
# Needed Acre
120 Days 100 Days 120 Days 300 Days

t Yearly
Consumption
All Animals

180

7. 5

9.0

36

14.4

6.0

7.2

18.0

18.0

42

17

4.7

5.7

14.0

|14.0

0.84

1

0.08

0. 10

0.10

50

50

60

1.0

1.2

|i.2

0.008
1/2 Diet

1/2

0. 84

1

1.68

2.0

0.50

0.005
1/2 Diet

10

0. 56

0.67

0.06

0.07

0.07

274

21.02

25.27

2.28

22. 8

78

9.0

32.0

42.87

1

FIG U R E 7

Approxim ate Num ber of Pounds o f A i r - D r y
A corn s Required by Some Gam e A n im als

JPounds

9.0

1 to 20
A cres
1/2 Diet

1 to 2
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3/4 Diet

1 to 3
A c re s
3/4 Diet

2 to 1
A c re s
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1 to 50
A cres
3/4 Diet

1 to 10
A cres
1/2 Diet

1 to 10
A cres
1/2 D iet

TABLE10.

Approximate Number of Povmds of A ir-D ry Acorns Required by Some
Game Animals

Name of
Animal

Estimated
Daily
Take

Pop. Density
Acre per
Animal

# Needed
100 Days

White Tailed
Deer

1.50
1/2 Diet

20

150

Gray
Squirrel

0. 12
3/4 Diet

2

12

Fox
Squirrel

0. 14
3/4 Diet

3

14

Quail

0.007
1.2 Diet
0.50
3/4 Diet

10

Turkey

M ice &
Rats

A ll Other
Ground
F eeders
Grand Total

# Needed
Squirrels
300 Days

# P er
# Per
# P er Acre # Yearly
# Needed Acre
Acre
Squirrels
Consumption
120 Days 100 Days 120 Days 300 Days
A ll Animals
180

7.5

9.0

36

14.4

6.0

7.2

18.0

18. 0

42

17

4.7

5.7

14.0

14.0

0.84

1

0.08

0. 10

0. 10

50

50

60

1.0

1.2

1.2

0.008
1/2 Diet

1/2

0. 84

1

1.68

2.0

0.50

0.005
1/2 Diet

10

0. 56

0.67

0.06

0.07

0.07

274

21.02

25.27

2.28

22. 8

78

9.0

32.0

42. 87

FIGURE 7. Approximate Number of Pounds of Air-D ry
Acorns R equired by Some Game Animals

-25.27

P o u n d s

Total Pounds Per Acre

1 to 20
1 to 2
Acres
, Acres
1/2 Diet 3/4 Diet

1 to 3
Acres
3/4 Diet

2 to 1
Acres
1/2 Diet
79

1 to 50
Acres
3/4 Diet

1 to 10
Acres
1/2 Diet

1 to 10
Acres
1/2 Diet

MANAGEMENT OF PINE STANDS FOR TIMBER AND WILDLIFE

William P. Baldwin
Wildlife Management Consultant
It is assumed that most accept the premise that southern forest lands will
be subjected to increasing pressure of recreational use, including hunting. Our
150 million acres of southern forest land are in a period of economic transition.
The new emphasis is on intensive pine management. Is this intensity compatible
with maintenance of adequate wildlife habitats ? By adequate we imply ability
to support large populations of game. We will restrict our comments to the prin
cipal pineland game species. The problem becomes one of examining pine man
agement practices in the light of our present but inadequate knowledge of game
ecology.
INTEGRATED FOREST-WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
The best examples of large-scale integrated timber-wildlife management
have been on the national forests. We refer you to discussions by Spring (1),
Riebold (2), Richards (3). Recently some industrial forests have been organized
for similar purposes. An outstanding program is sponsored by the Florida
Game and Fresh water Fish Commission, wherein cooperating industries have
turned over a tremendous acreage for managed hunting and research.
The earliest and most famous example of integrated wild-life-southern
land management is represented by the work of Stoddard. His monumental in
vestigation of the bobwhite quail (4) is a model to study.
For excellent general discussions of southern forest-w ild-life management
we recommend recent writing by M iller (5, 6).
Multiple use of forest land denotes compromise. When fitting wildlife pro
duction into pine management it is necessary to compromise, particularly un
der current trend of full stocking and shortened rotations. Since we have the
pine, and are interested in producing wildlife, let's approach the subject by
wildlife species.
THE BOBWHITE QUAIL
The bobwhite is a gamebird of open land and forest edge, but Stoddard has
shown that well-stocked old-growth pine forests can be managed to carry ex
trem ely high populations.
Basic requirement for quail in pine is controlled burning. Stoddard's early
work on this has been confirmed by overwhelming experience and research by
land managers. We recommend to you a recent and significant paper by Rosene (7).
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The basic quail covey range is 40 acres, although managed pine habitats
have varying capabilities of supporting a covey to each 25-100 acres. For maxi
mum production of this short-lived bird each 40 acres must contribute to nest
ing and feeding needs.
*
Rosene (8) recently emphasized Stoddard's earlier research which indi
cated 89% of quail nests were in unburned growth of the preceding season^ 74%
were within 50 feet of an open grassy edge. Consequently, game managers
stress opening pine over story enough to encourage a grass-legume ground cover,
spot burning and annual discing of 30-40 foot wide strips through each 40 acres.
While it is most desirable to disc strips on a four year rotation this may be im
possible in heavily-stocked woods. An alternative then is to establish a 40-ft.
firelane each 1/4 mile and use this as a base on which to build the quail manage
ment.
Pine mast is an important quail food but supplies are irregular, so desir
able grass-legume food-plants are encouraged by actively thinning the selec
tion forest to the point of understocking. Annual or biennial fires minimize
hardwood brush. By the time of shelterwood or seed-tree cut the forest floor
is in good condition for pine reproduction.
On some soils and in closed-canopy forests satisfactory native foods do not
result. Then we must provide supplementary food through planted patches.
The poorer the native ground flora, the more supplementary food needed. For
the basic 40 acres several 1/8 to 1/4 acre patches are necessary. Various
millets and cowpeas supply fall food and annual lespedezas offer good winter
food. Perennial bicolor lespedeza is no better than many other food plants.
One advantage is the cover it provides in cover-deficient pine types. The ad
vantage of perennial food supply probably is offset by cost of development and
maintenanc e.
Developed by the Florida Game Commission, quail can-feeders have be
come popular. They seem most important for use in grazed pinelands where
cover is satisfactory but quail food plants scarce. Reid (9) has pointed out that
cattle and quail are compatible on longleaf lands if cattle stocking is not heavy
enough to destroy the legume-spurge flora maintained by a one-to-three-year
burning rotation.
Where a fluid pine management is involved the use of annual patches (and
sometimes can-feeders) is recommended. They can be integrated with pine
management, since old logging decks, skid trails or thickets of least desirable
hardwoods can be cleared, and food patches made by discing, fertilizing and
broadcasting seed. Placed next to pine seed source, a Kobe or common lespe
deza patch will produce food several years before seeding in to pine. Because
of seedling response to overstory the best patches for pine regeneration are 50
to 150 feet in width.
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Since quail habitat must be kept open the matter of pine reproduction is
always a problem. If the forester seeds in a 40-acre block he has removed at
least one potential covey from the forest. Even reproduction blocks of 1/4 to
one acre complicate the mechanics of quail hunting, but they are the minimum
one can consider when integrating reproduction in the burning program. Very
large fields can be broken up by planting pine in 100-ft. wide strips, with strips
not exceeding one-fourth of area.
When pine is managed on strict rotation, with reproduction being secured
by scheduled compartment cutting, it is only the long rotation of 60 to 100 years
which permits maintenance of reasonable open under story for quail hunting. For
the young pine it is recommended that burning and thinning, even pruning, be
commenced as early as possible. Under 60 year rotation over 50 percent of the
land could be unsatisfactory habitat for quail and hunting. Fully stocked pine,
even under proper thinning schedule, is still poor hunting territory at age 30
years. Thus, to preserve a modicum of quail hunting, it is necessary to reduce
the size, increase the number and widely scatter the reproduction cuts. On
5, 000 acres of pine, which represents five hunts to the week, this is very impor
tant. On 10, 000 acres of strict rotation the five-hunt week runs into less trouble.
Short pine rotations of 30-35 years are difficult to correlate with present
concepts of quail management because of reduced ground flora and hunter mo
bility. However, large industrial forests organized on short rotation present
an interesting field for research in quail management. On a 30-year rotation
with use of planted pines then conceivably 3/30 of a large acreage would always
be in planting preparation and one and two-year old pines. If the planting of
annual foods and use of feeders were correlated with the pine planting conceivably
1/10 of the total acreage might always have food and open cover for quail or tur
keys and deer. This illustrates one of the challenging problems facing land mana
gers.
WILD TURKEY
The wild turkey and white-tailed deer have some habitat requirements
which can be satisfied by joint management techniques. Since turkey manage
ment is more exacting it is best to plan for it and most deer requirements au
tomatically will be met. With reasonable effort we should secure one "fa ll
flock" on each 500 acres. The primary requirement for turkeys is a minimum
range of 10 to 15 thousand acres. This helps protect the flocks which are easily
over-hunted in their seasonal range. Often several small adjacent tracts can
be managed jointly to satisfy the acreage requirement.
Wild turkeys cannot be managed on pure pinelands, for their requirements
include use of well-watered hardwood sites. Fortunately, most large units of
Coastal Plain and Piedmont pineland will include 10 to 50 percent as well-watered
hardwood cover. The hardwood portion cannot be abused silviculturally without '
detriment to the turkey flocks. Excellent turkey range is being destroyed on
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private and industrial forests by complete conversion of pine-hardwoods and
swarrlps to pine.
Some technicians believe at least 25% of the turkey range should have cover
dominance in ecological grouping of oaks, black gums, sweet gum, dogwood,
magnolia, cypress and palmetto. We do not know exactly what proportion of
hardwood food supplies can be substituted by food patches and pastures . It is
obvious that rather small swamps can be a very productive base for turkeys
if the surrounding land is a 50-75% pineland, well interspersed with fenced
cattle" pastures and agricultural fields.,
In strict f orest management, where grazing and agriculture are not in
volved, the principles of cover type interspersion should still be observed.
Keeping the thinning and reproduction compartments small and scattered and
using prescribed burning yield a desired variation in ground-cover succession.
Permanent clearings, one to four acres in size, particularly are important
for providing seasonal foods. They can be located throughout pinelands but
are of greatest year-round value within one-fourth mile of swamp or bottom
land. Those retained as fescue or bahiagrass pastures, or in weedy stages of
field succession, are particularly valuable in providing summer insect foods
required by actively growing poults. Such fields surrounded by dense stocking
of unthinned 8-15 year classes of pine represent food with excellent escape
cover for poults.
An intensified turkey management also provides supplementary field foods
of annual brown-top millet, chufas and winter grains, or perennial ladino and
crimson clovers. Since a regular range over 1,000 acres by a "winter flock"
is not unusual the use of green forage to help limit this wandering is important.
If clearings are essential, what is the minimum acreage to be withdrawn
from tree-growing? Current practice points to five percent, but since an acreage
reduction of 500 from each 10, 000 acres of timberland can be objectionable it is
important to integrate this activity with normal forest management.
An obvious source of openings is that of powerline R/W, roadsides and
firelanes. Permanent, wide firelanes have lost their original popularity in
pine management. Since they still do have obvious values in fire control,
80-100-ft. firelanes serve a dual purpose on turkey and deer management
areas.
On the famous Francis Marion National Forest turkey project (S. C.), four
percent of the intensely managed wildlife range is reported by Riebold (2) and
Holbrook (10) to be in permanent patches, and one percent on the adjacent forest.
In addition, permanent timber access roads have been increased to a width of
60 feet, yielding an extra 10-foot wide wildlife strip on each side of the road,
or a food patch of seven acres for each mile of graded road. These strips are
seeded as pastures and maintained by mowing.
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The development of permanent turkey fields is expensive. In addition to
land-clearing, the cost of securing improved pasture type vegetation can total
$50-$80/acre, and annual maintenance equal $10-$20/acre. For this reason,
integration of fenced cattle pastures, or the broadcast-sowing of annual crops
on unstumped clearings reduce the cost. This use of temporary clearings
ties in well with site preparation for pine regeneration under seed-trees.
For most pine species a period of three years is recommended for maximum
cone development after the cut to seed-trees. Utilization of these sites as
disced, annual food patches results in excellent seed bed preparation for pine.
It has been demonstrated amply that such sites are four times superior
to natural ground cover in regenerating loblolly, and not only improve the sur
vival of longleaf but speed up growth. We can remind ourselves also that the
increasing threat of stump-breeding pales weevil seems to be minimized by
vigorous discing of clear-cut sites. The discing technique has been utilized
in the Carolina Sandhills where watermelon growers clear turkey oak sites
for one to two years agricultural use, followed by planting of slash and longleaf pines.
The writer belongs to the subversive school that believes all pine manage
ment plans have a place for a little of the esthetic approach. This permits r e 
tention of some outstanding groves of live oaks, upland oaks and old, large pines.
Such groves, backed by small patches of winter food, are attractive not only to
wild turkeys but also to the weary forester, beset by the humdrum problem of
producing two cords of pulp where now only one grows.
WHITE-TAILED DEER
An adaptable creature, the deer fits better into modern pine management
than other game species. If complete hunting-control is guaranteed, the land
manager can push the population up to one head per f i v e acres (not recommend
ed) or reduce it to a point where hunters and does alike are dissatisfied. Blocks
of land 5, 000 acres and up are best for intensive deer management, and they
should include well watered hardwood lowlands to compensate for seasonal up
land deficiencies.
Although populations as low as one head to 100 acres will yield reasonable
hunting, a fall concentration of one deer to 20 acres makes things more interest
ing for both bucks and hunters. Good pineland deer range can support a healthy
deer herd at this concentration, but the manager must be careful, for as popu
lation increases from l:20/acres to l:10/acres the herd is in starvation trouble.
Then range and herd deteriorate. Large deer populations interfere with quail
and turkey management.
The variety of native foods utilized by southern deer is very great, but as
pointed out by Lay (11) no more than one-third of available browse may be con
sidered usable. On a palatability basis common pineland understory species of
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rattan, titi, jessamine, yaupon, red bay, green briar and water oak are impor
tant yet the ubiquitous sweet gum, wax myrtle and pine are undesirable (11).
When use of the latter three is observed, the forester should recognize that he
has deer population problems.
The cheapest method of maintaining pine habitat in good food production is
burning frequently enough to keep shrubs within browse levels (Goodrum and
Reid, 12). Prescribed burning can materially change the proportions of deer
browse species, if practiced at short intervals (Lay, 13). An example would
be in annual or two year burning rotations prescribed for quail management.
Campbell (14) recently documented the ecological effects of annual burning on
longleaf-slash under story species. Although a two year burning rotation may
be best for cattle-grazed pinelands, the three and four year rotations offer the
best compromise between pine regeneration, hazard reduction and deer-browse
maintenance.
The joker in ground cover manipulation is what to do with sweet gum, wax
myrtle and others undesirable to deer and forester alike. Burning and mechani
cal brush-cutting can handle most Coastal Plain conditions but typical excep
tions are the more erodable sites of the Carolina-Georgia Piedmont and Sand
hills. Efforts to manage the selection pine forest result in rapid response by
hardwood under story. Cypert (15) found that dry Piedmont sites could be cut
to a crown density of 35% before becoming unsatisfactory for turkeys; moist
sites could not be opened below crown density of 80% or they became unfavor
able. In the absence of fire and under heavy thinning, these Piedmont pine stands
rapidly pass from pine-turkey-deer habitat to hard-wood-deer habitat. If the
climax hardwoods were permitted to mature the habitat would improve again
for turkeys.
Some technicians believe that planted plots for deer are not advisable, and
it is preferable to carry only the number of deer possible on natural foods; on
pine types having an abundance of browse species this seems logical (Strode, 16).
Planted pastures and crops can be important, however, where intensive pine
management as full stocking and short pulpwood rotation minimizes deer-browse
production. An opportunity is .offered through fertilized crops to offset the win
ter protein and phosphorous deficiencies in southern pineland browse (Lay, 11;
Steen, 17).
Integration of supplementary food patches with pine management is similar
to that discussed for turkeys, but offers better opportunity for large-scale fores
try projects. Regeneration cuts on large blocks are feasible. Development of
some all-age stands, rather than even-age management, becomes possible, since
the burning rotation occasionally can be stretched out.
SQUIRRELS
While acorns and other mast-crops are important to quail, turkeys and
deer, their extreme value to squirrels cannot be overstressed. Consequently
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the most popular southern game species is being reduced by the most popular
southern forestry game-- "hardwood control." Although we can appreciate
the fact that longleaf and slash-pine forests have low value in producing the gray
squirrel, we cannot overlook their value to the fox squirrel. Bedmond (18)
stresses the importance of the bottom-land hardwoods in producing a stable gray
squirrel population which seasonally uses the adjacent pine-hardwood and longleaf types.
So it is the trend to pine conversion that will remove this popular rodent
from some forestry circles. The philosophy of retaining the swamp, and per
haps scttne of the scrub oak ridges, as the wildlife areas in the future southern
forest (with conversion of intervening zones to pine) has been designated by
Burke (19) as a "holm" for game. While this "island" concept may appeal to
piney woods foresters it is not acceptable to wildlife biologists, who recognize
a more balanced environment is required for an abundant fauna. One of the
several serious oversights by sponsors of the "swamp holm" philosophy is the
untenable position of wildlife driven from swamps by prolonged floods or logging
into upland pine habitats devoid of food.
Wildlife ecologists do not object to the wholesale reforestation of the cutover
longleaf belt or the denuded sandhills. Through such effort tremendous acreage
of planted pine could someday offer better wildlife habitat than at present. What
is objectionable is the extent of conversion of swamps through drainage and the
pine-hardwood terraces through girdling and herbicides.
Girdling and poisoning are offered to the public by too many forestry agen
cies as a fad rather than a management practice with serious biological overtones.
There is little differentiation between potentially valuable hardwoods and worth
less ones, the wildlife food producers and non-producers, the thrifty and the cull,
or the codominant and suppressed.
This tool of all-age pine management is used too much in established forests
under even-age management. Foresters and wildlife technicians alike would
rather keep most hardwood understory controlled by fire throughout the even-age
rotation, but there should be a reasonable under story growth and a few codominant
dogwoods, gums, oaks and hickories. Only at the last seed-tree cut is it neces
sary to remove competing hardwoods. Thus, on a 60-year sawlog rotation an
average of only 1/60 of the acreage per year would require hardwood liquidation
at regeneration sites.
On many southern national forests there is provision for leaving two wild
life food trees per acre and three den trees per 20 acres in pine stands. On
specific wildlife management areas the number of such trees is doubled. It is
regrettable that on so many large private and industrial forests a sjmilar prac
tice was not adopted, instead of that permitting complete destruction of all
hardwood.
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One of the most serious studies to date on the effect of T. S. I. work on
wildlife food plants was reported by Strode (20). His recommendations on the
Ocala reportedly have been adopted as interim policy for pineland management
on all Florida National Forests.
"(1)
No timber stand improvement will be done in areas containing less
than 10 oaks per acre.
"(2)
In areas containing more than 10 oaks per acre, a minimum of five
well formed game food producing trees (oaks preferred) will be left in each acre.
If possible, trees will be well distributed over the area. Trees with 10" D.B.H.
or greater will be selected when available.
"(3)
In addition, four den trees per 10 acres and all occupied den trees
will be le ft."
In addition Strode recommended that in the live oak hammock type no. T. S.
I. work would be done in hammocks less than two acres in size.
Adoption of such a policy by foresters shows recognition for the requirements
of all wildlife, and the appreciation that there are values in land beside those of
growing pine. When we land managers destroy all of the durable, God-given
squirrel den-trees and then start through the pine woods placing temporary
wooden nesting boxes we are meeting ourselves coming back.
If modern pine management must drastically reduce the number of wild
life sustaining hardwoods it is time \Ve commenced a search for "Super" gamefood trees. If selection of superior pine is feasible so is the development of su
perior mast-producing and fast-growing hardwood species.
Such a suggestion emphasizes the need for research to keep our pine forests
of the future producing a desirable wildlife population.

In assembling illlvetrations and data the assistance of the following is grate
fully acknowledged: Edward B. Chamberlain & Donald D. Strode (Fla. Game and
Freshwater Fish Com.), Eugene Cypert (U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service), and
Howard A. M iller, (U. S. Forest Service).
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DISCUSSION
Q:
A re there any quail foods which can be planted in fire lanes where grazing
is permitted?
A:
Goodrum and Reed have pointed out in a recent publication that under a
light stocking and proper controlled burning' on a two-year rotation it is quite
possible to keep the legume-spurge flora that is so important in the longleafslash woods, and have quail feeding, grazing, and pine management. I didn't
care*to say exactly what degree of cattle stocking is necessary to guarantee
that because it's more peculiar to the Gulf States.
Q:
Do you have any figures on the effects of leaving five 10" oak trees per
acre and what they w ill do the yield of residual pine?
A:
No, that's the unfortunate part of game management when you boil it
down to dollars and cents. Except for the luxury plantations such as Herb
Stoddard works on wildlife cannot pay its way yet. When you realize that a
quail lease on just average pine land runs about 35£ to 50£ per acre and on a
few areas w e're getting wildlife leases bringing in about $1.00 on an acre or
even more, how can that compete with the potential yield of a fully stocked
pine stand under our present concept of the economic returns? It just cannot
do it. I wish I had more ammunition to answer your question, but it boils down
to the fact that you just cannot at this stage put a dollar and cents value on what
it's worth to bag a turkey gobbler or miss that big buck on a deer drive. I won
der if Don Strode would like to make a remark about that philosophy of leaving
five trees per acre? The question is when you leave five rather large oaks per
acre, what's the net result on your pine increment and, how does it affect your
pine stocking and of course your future income starting 20 years later?
Don Strode:
Now, we do have at the present time a study underwayto attempt
to evaluate the elimination of these oaks - how it is going to affect the pine re - i
production, increment, e tc ., but by necessity that is a long-range study and it is
impossible to answer the question at this time. Now that 5 figure for number of
oaks is probably not the last word, but we were faced with this possibility, es
pecially in the locale where this was formulated: W ildlife values were rated equal
to timber production and of equal value to the general public under a multiple use
plan. So, that being the case, we felt that at least a minimum requirement of mast
in the form of oaks should be left.
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CAPABILITIES AND PROBLEMS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
HARDWOOD FORESTS FOR TIMBER AND GAME

Howard A. M iller*
Forester
U. S. Forest Service
Atlanta, Georgia
Hardwood forests of the south have been of economic importance to the na
tion since early colonial times. Indians, as well as the early white man, lived
off the bountiful game supply found therein.
Manufacture of hardwood lumber and other wood products has been the fi
nancial backbone of such metropolitan centers as Memphis, Natchez and Ashe
ville. The southern hardwood forest has the potential capacity of supporting a
greater variety of game species than any other land type found in the continen
tal United States.
Of the commercial forest acreage found in the south, hardwoods comprise
better than half. Particularly important to game, the type is well distributed,
occurring on rolling hills, flatlands, stream bottoms and mountains. On theaverage about one-fifth of the upland hardwood forest is found in minor stream
bottoms, thus offering a wide selection of sites for management.
Depletion, however, of southern hardwoods has gone so far in many instan
ces that protection from fire and overgrazing alone is not sufficient to enable the
stand to build up and attain optimum habitat and volume growth in any reasonable
time. Regrettably, from thirty to forty percent of the growing stock on upland
sites is in cull trees. Before systematic management can begin, the stands must
be rid of culls and non-merchantable trees which usurp growing space from
thrifty young trees and suppress important browse and game food plants.
To
adjust composition and improve habitat, planting may be required.
Fortunately, there is little compromise required for integration of game
and hardwood forest management. Upland tree species of value to the trade, as
well as to wildlife, are white and red oak, blackgum, cherry, hickory, poplar,
and dogwood. In the bottomlands, cherrybark, Nuttall's and willow oak, hackberry and persimmon are important game, lumber and veneer species.
Integrated management of hardwood forests is rarely faced with a scarcity
of food trees or game dens. In upland forests, however, there may be critical
shortages in the understory and ground cover due to site deficiencies and rate of
growth, which if not solved can defeat or at best greatly retard a wildlife program.

♦F orm erly Regional Supervisor, Branch of Wildlife Refuges, U. S. Fish and Wild
life Service, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Ridges and dry slopes where site class drops between 40 -50 feet might
better be converted to pine rather than attempt to continue slow growth, short
bodied hardwoods. Studies at the Tallahatch.ee Experimental Forest (8) indi
cate the suitability of loblolly pine for these plantings. Nickey Bros. Lumber
Company has converted a sizable acreage of ridge type in Tennessee to loblolly.
The interspersion of pine through the hardwood forest provides a multiplicity
of winter cover and game food, and on poor hardwood sites should produce
more attractive financial returns from the future sale of forest products.
Poor sites furnish little food in the ground cover for turkey and growth of
the under story is so slow that browse species normally taken by deer are un
palatable. There are no indications that reducing basal area of the stand will
render suf ficient increase in growth rate to make browse palatable.
Medium sites (60 - 70 feet) generally composed of white, red, scarlet, oaks
and hickory offer a high class wildlife habitat if crowns are opened up sufficient
ly to promote growth of herbaceous plants and shrubs common to the site such
as greenbrier, dewberry, blackberry and trefoil. Cull and undesirable grow
ing stock in the over story on this site often average as high as sixty percent of
the total basal area. While it might not be desirable from the standpoint of
accelerated erosion and need for seed trees to remove all the undesirable
stocking, an improvement cut which would open the crowns to approximately
sixty percent closure would promote desirable herbaceous food plants and browse.
Volume growth on the remaining merchantable overstory would be increased.
Good sites (80 feet plus) generally composed of white oak, red oak, blackcherry, beech, yellow poplar, and dogwood provide the optimum of wildlife
habitat. Growth is rapid, thus furnishing succulent browse and regular crops
of mast. Where the canopy is sufficiently open ground cover is more luxuriant
than on poorer sites, and in addition to greenbrier, blackberry and dewberry;
clovers, lespedeza, smartweed, grape, and pokeberry provide excellent game
foods.
There are many examples on National Forests, National Wildlife Refuges,
and industrial forests where silvicultural prescriptions in upland hardwoods have
resulted in improving habitat for wildlife. In general, they follow the same pat
tern of removing undesirable growing stock and cull trees, thus stimulating
growth on crop trees and improving forage and ground cover food plants.
On the Sylamore District of the Ozark National Forest in Arkansas, an
average upland hardwood forest, stand improvement prescriptions were carried
out in 1934-'35. (5). The general character of the prescription was to free de
sirable growing stock from over story culls, thus to improve the composition
and quality of the remaining growing stock. At the same time considerable over
story cull was left for game food and white oak seed. Fifteen years later the
understory of the treated stand had increased fifty percent in basal area over
that of the untreated stand. The cull component was less than eight percent of
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the total basal area as compared to the untreated forest where the cull compon
ent was found to represent one-fourth of the stand.
Interpreting the results of this prescription in terms of habitat improve
ment, it can be observed that first, browse quantity was increased by the re
moval of overtopping undesirable growing stock. Second, the cull left for seed
trees and game did not adversely affect the future stand and no doubt it could be
eliminated at this time. Third, the present forest resulting from the treat
ment is more attractive t o wildlife than the untreated stand, although at the
time of treatment the game values may have been lowered. Dunkeson (1) reports
that in the Missouri Ozarks, deer can usually find good browsing on released
plants for eight years or more after an improvement cut similar to the Sylamore
prescription.
A corresponding operation has been carried out on lands of the Bemis Hard
wood Lumber Company in the Snowbird Mountains of North Carolina., The gen
eral prescription of removing undesirable growing stock was followed as far as
possible, yet leaving sufficient den and seed trees of desirable species. There
has been no evidence of a noticeable decrease in game following the treatment.
Southern bottomland hardwoods have their greatest concentration in the
Mississippi River Delta. In the aggregate, however, there is more bottomland
forest acreage outside the delta, since the type occurs on every major stream
and minor ones from Virginia to Texas. In addition to supporting the same game
species as upland types, bottomland forests are attractive to waterfowl, - not
only because of the many lakes and sloughs found along the rivers but more im
portant, the presence of oak mast made available for waterfowl food during over
flow periods.
There are but two major sites found in bottomland forests; namely, first
bottoms and terraces. Each of these supports important game food tree species
as well as ground cover food plants. On terraces fast growing cherrybark,
southern red and water oaks, hickory, and blackgum provide the overstory.
Typical ground cover plants are smartweed, grape, blackberry, and panic grass.
Characteristic first bottom tree species are Nuttall's oak, persimmon, and hackberry, under which are found wild millet, crabapple, feathergrass and poison
ivy fruits.
Typical abused bottomland hardwoods have the same characteristics found
in other hardwood forests; namely, a preponderance of undesirable growing
stock and cull trees. Almost half of the average forest stand is composed of
cull and undesirable growing stock. Fortunately, however, if stand improvement
measures are carried out, recovery is quicker than on upland sites due to more
rapid growth. Probably the most discouraging feature of this highly important
wildlife type is the speed with which it is being converted to agricultural usage
and destroyed by impoundments constructed for flood control and hydroelectric
power. The Forest Survey (6) reveals that within the past twenty years delta
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forest land area has declined twelve percent. The impact of the permanent
loss of this valuable game type far exceeds any temporary loss of habitat
occasioned by stand improvement cutting in it, or other southern forest types.
Since the majority of bottomland forests are being managed for such end
products as factory grade sawtimber and veneer, there is little, if any, com
promise to be made in favor of game. The ultimate crop tree under this manage
ment is a rugged, aristocratic individual, and the most valuable product of our
southern forests. Large diameter, full crowned trees left standing for production
of high quality veneer provide ample food spots for deer, turkey, and squirrel.
Selective cutting rarely heavier than forty percent of the gross volume develops
the canopy sufficiently to stimulate desirable ground cover food plants and forage.
Due to upstream flood control measures on many of the major rivers, the
occurrence of annual overflow has been greatly decreased. This situation has
caused loss of waterfowl range, but appears to have resulted in upgrading first
bottom sites as prolonged overflow adversely affects reproduction of such desir
able species as willow, cherrybark, and Nuttall's oaks. Waterfowl, however,
can be attracted by use of green tree reservoirs which not only will furnish good
hunting, but fireproof the forest as well during the period of flooding (3).
Looking at southern hardwood forests in general, there are a number of
corollary steps to be given consideration where an integrated game and forest
program is to be conducted. Protection must be afforded against fire, overgrazing, and illegal hunting. No forest habitat, regardless of the quality, can
produce satisfactory numbers of wildlife if complete protection against illegal
hunting is not provided. Grazing livestock compete directly with wildlife for
desirable food plants and forage. If other than light grazing need be carried on
in the interest of public relations, then the carrying capacity for wildlife may be
expected to be reduced.
Present forest habitat should be improved by release of desirable crop
and food trees, even though the wildlife value may be temporarily reduced. If
the reduction is of serious proportion, consideration should be given to provid
ing supplemental food by use of agricultural food plots.
Lack of water can be a critical factor on dry ranges, and provision should
be made for water holes on ridges, especially where management is directed toward wild turkey.
Multiple game species management will find most attractive forest habitat
where the end product of the forest is factory grade sawtimber and veneer. *" '
Cutting cycles of ten years or even less may be expected to provide forage’for
deer, yet maintain sufficient open woods to be attractive to turkey. Schulz (4)
found on the Fernow Experimental Forest in West Virginia., that more browse
was available two years after cutting whete not to exceed forty percent of the
gross volume had been removed together with girdling of defective trees, as
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compared to heavier cutting.

I have a feeling that many of us, under the pressure of hunting groups, are
perhaps prone to jeopardize future habitat for the sake of present game popula
tions. This is particularly true concerning silvicultural operations presently
carried on'for improving forest stand composition and structure. It should be
remembered that within fifteen years over a million more hunters‘will be seek
ing shooting opportunities than at present. Mediocre forest habitat now being
managed for game will not support populations required for this increase in
pressure, even though it now appears to be sufficient. A continuing game pro
gram to meet increased gunning pressure cannot be sustained on cull and un
thrifty forests; to attempt to do so is only putting off the evil day of reckoning
and dodging the responsibilities of resource management. There is no royal
road in today's game mangement program. We are working in a large measure
with forests which have been culled over for the past hundred years or more.
It may take an equal or longer period of intensive management to build up site
capability so as to support desirable hardwood forests. Nevertheless, it is
our responsibility to develop these residual stands into habitat that will not
only satisfy today's sportsmen, but also set the stage for game harvest by
increased populations in the years to come, as well as meet consumer demands
for forest products. If in order to fully develop future habitat it is necessary
to compromise present populations, such decision is in the public interest and
should be made. To support shootable populations during the conversion period,
techniques should be explored to supply required food and cover which, although
possibly not desirable as a long time operation, will lend the necessary habitat
supplement for the present. Artificial den boxes for squirrel appear to have
application where the removal of cull and defective trees reduces the overall
den number.
Food patch development, a proven technique of intensive game manage
ment, could be utilized in areas where a critical food supply is created by stand
improvement operations. An agricultural program has a definite place in supple
menting natural game food abundance. Uhlig (7) found that fox squirrels inhabit
ing forests near corn fields usually average larger litters than in other areas.
Waterfowl for years have been managed on the basis of marsh and aquatic
techniques; recently as a necessity techniques have been developed utilizing
agricultural methods which have resulted in accommodating thousands of waterfowl on lands formerly considered worthless for this purpose (2). The use of
green tree reservoir techniques for waterfowl make available a dependable food
sqpply in the forest without dependence on rainfall or overflow. There is no
doubt but that an agricultural supplement can be used to support shootable game
populations during a forest conversion period.
The principle requirements of hardwood forest habitat for multiple wildlife
species then are as follows: (a) A mature overstory providing mast and dens,
i (b) /^..thrifty understory of palatable browse and desirable reproduction, (c)
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F orage and game food plants in the ground cover, (d) A vailab le w ater. How
w e ll we m eet these requirem ents depends upon our ab ility to im prove growth,
com position and structure of the fo re st rapidly, while at the same tim e re c o g 
nizing c r itic a l habitat shortages and im provising supplemental m easures to
c a r ry the game through c ritic a l periods.
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Q:
I have a lot of cull hardwoods that take up a fifth acre apiece. I'd like to
get rid of mine but I swear I can't see m yself climbing around hanging boxes in
the trees. Would you go into that just a little bit more, M r. M iller ?
A:
Well, I didn't expect to get into a squirrel house discussion at the moment,
but I presume there are places where such a program might work out. The North
Carolina Game Department and the W ildlife School at North Carolina State are
now*cooperating on a research program on this problem. They are using some
den boxes in squirrel woods and they seem to have a well-designed project on it.
I asked Fred Barkell last time I saw him what results were being obtained and
he said, "W ell, you know it's a funny thing; we hung the boxes in a hardwood
forest right outside of Raleigh where there were plenty of dens and the female
squirrels moved all of their young out of the old den trees and into the new boxes."
I don't know -- if it gets so hot that we've got to produce a lot m ore squirrels and
timber values go up so that we have to grow more wooden cellulose, it might be
cheaper to hang up a few den boxes. I agree that it's a pretty artificia l supplement
and that there are probably a lot of other ways of getting the job done. As a ■, j
matter of fact, it should only be considered as an interim measure just like an
artificial food patch is an interim measure to my way of thinking. Once you
get a hardwood stand untangled, structure-wise and composition-wise, and get
it growing, there isn't going to be a lack of trees for dens. But it's a; calculated
risk that somebody's going to have to take and there apparently are ways to carry
on squirrel populations with den boxes if you have to remove all the den trees.
I'm not just selling den boxes. I think we have to take the broad, ecological ap
proach. It's not just a matter of pine trees versus squirrels. An oak growing
in its natural oak-pine sloping terrace down to the edge of a swamp drops more
calcium into the soil, and it does a lot more for the soil than a pine tree does.
I really suspect that with the way the trend in pulpwood is going that pretty soon
w e 'll be wishing we hadn't gotten rid of all the hardwoods because we find that
we can sell them along with the pine. Secondly, w e 'll recognize this chemical
value that I just mentioned b riefly and which the Germans have long ago discover
ed. On many of their forests, of course, they interplant all of their conifers with
several species of hardwoods. We have a long way to go yet before we make up
our minds. The thing that w orries me is that w e're not taking the broad approach
and when we go out and girdle a live oak or an upland red oak that: takes up a fifth
of an acre to a third of an acre, we are destroying m ote than a den tree. If you
look at it from an ecological standpoint, it's more than just a squirrel sitting'up
in that tree. There are a ll manner of food values and cover requirements. Those
of you who are fam iliar with a file on the Journal of Ecology may recall a recent
paper tinder Georgia studies which points out that a fully-stocked southern pine
forest is probably the most deficient cover type in species and numbers of small
birds that we have. I know, there again, that we can't meet the dollar and cents
values and maybe it doesn't answer this squirrel box thing, but that's my person
al opinion.
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Q:
Did I understand you correctly to refer to green tree reservoirs. If
so, what are green tree reservoirs?
A:
A green tree reservoir is a term that's sprung up in the last few years.
You're probably familiar with the reservoirs over in Arkansas used for waterfowl shooting, in connection with rice irrigation. In the early days,„,when they
flooded the timber land over there it killed the trees. The fish and Wildlife
Service refined that process a little bit by putting sufficient gateway structures
in the dikes and flooding only during the dormant period. This involves a dike
and some water control structures in bottomland hardwoods and shallow flooding
either by pumping, diversion, or rainfall, possibly a foot deep, which provides
an excellent waterfowl habitat. It's flooded in this latitude the latter part of
November and the Fish & Wildlife Service pulls the water off about the middle
of February and gets it all off during the latter part of February. It appears to
have some possibilities of application on industrial woodlands in bottomland
hardwoods where the owner would be interested in waterfowl shooting, because
it's not dependent on climatic conditions to make food available in the bottom
lands. Whether or not it will have any effect on increasing the growth of the hard
woods, we don't know. There haven't been any reservoirs operating long enough
to tell. If you were using diversion as a means of flooding the reservoir and you
encountered one of these dry summers like we had a couple of years ago, there
would be no reason why water couldn't be diverted into the area and then left on
for four or five days, then pulled off. This would replenish the ground water
supply rather and possibly prevent tree growth interruptions such as occurred
a few years ago. Incidentally, I'd like to point out that I have here a stand table
of an upland hardwoods area which received one improvement cut. Trees 12"
and over DBH in the white oak and other oak groups were left at the rate of about
9 per acre, and in the upper story, 2" to 10", 133 were left per acre. Using
Down's table of mast production, the mast production per acre is 46 pounds.
According to Lay's consumption figures, that forest should, foodwise, carry a
deer to 15 acres, a squirrel to 2 acres, and a turkey to 50 acres. I don't find
that in hardwood management you have this problem of minimum food requirements
and probably if game was given sufficient protection on hardwood forests, we'd
be up against a game harvest problem.
Comment: On bottomland hardwoods, the number of trees left in a selectively
1cut area would probably be sufficient to fill all wildlife needs. However, if cer
tain species of hardwoods are eliminated from the area, it can very definitely
decrease the value of the bottomland hardwood area for wildlife, although there
are plenty of other species of hardwoods left. For instance, we had an area of
bottomland hardwoods where 98 percent of the oaks were destroyed in that area.
Although the browse for the deer was increased, it couldn't help but hurt the
.wildlife from the oak standpoint. I just wanted to bring out that point.
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HARDWOOD INSECT PROBLEMS IN THE DELTA

R. C. M orris _1/
Southern Forest Experiment Station
Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture
The bottomlands of the Mississippi Delta and the adjacent brown loam
bluffs contain over 40 commercially important species of hardwoods. A ll of
th$se species are susceptible to serious insect damage at some stage of their
growth.
Some insects attack only single tree species or groups of species. Others
are general feeders and do not show much preference to species. Some insects
are leaf eaters or skeletonizers, some attack the bark or wood of branches,
and some prefer twigs, buds, flowers, or seeds. Others feed on the bark or
wood of the main trunk; and still others attack the roots and may extend their
tunnels far underground. Such a wide range of activity results in a multiplicity
of problems which are further complicated by the fact that insect activity is
affected by tree vigor, soil type, water supply, climatic cycles, and ecological
relationships.
Economically, the most important insects in southern hardwoods are the
trunk borers in living trees. These attack the bark and wood and cause defects
in lumber and other products cut from the merchantable portion. The blemishes
they cause spoil the wood for such uses as table tops, doors, panelling, and fine
furniture. In a recent study, lumber cut from oaks with a medium infestation
of insects was worth $21.90 per thousand board feet less than if no insect-caused
defects had been present.
PRESENT SITUATION
When the Southern Forest Experiment Station started the research project
on hardwood insects 2 years ago, several important problems were recognized.
Prelim inary studies and observations since then have emphasized the serious
ness of the major problems and disclosed several new ones. Information has
been gathered about several insects which are not discussed in the literature.
My associates tell me, "We never had these bugs before; you must have brought
them with you. " Actually, the bugs have been here all the time, but there has
been very little study of their identity, behavior, and effects on forest trees.
The past 5 years with unusually dry growing seasons have witnessed an

1/
Stationed at the Delta Research Center, which is maintained at Stoneville,
Mississippi, in cooperation with the Southern Hardwood Forest Research Group
and the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.
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increase in damage by many of the insects that attack hardwoods as well as
by those that attack pines. Bark and wood borers in the trunks of oaks are
uncommonly numerous. Bark engraver beetles are damaging elms and hick
ories. Scale insects and spider mites have multiplied. Insects have hastened
the end of many trees weakened by the drouth. This increased insect activity
is expected to taper off when tree vigor improves with a return to more normal
weather during the growing season. Meanwhile, it emphasizes the need for re
search to learn the answers to some of the problems presented below.
SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
Wood borers. --The great majority of insect-caused defects in hardwood
lumber are caused by trunk borers and bark borers that attack living trees.
The principal trunk boring insects are the large grubs. These fall into 2
groups, the roundhead beetle grubs, Cerambycidae; and the carpenter worms,
Cossidae. Both groups start from eggs laid in bark creviceT^ The larvae tunnel for a time in the inner bark and then enter the wood, where they construct
large tunnels during their 2- to 4-year life cycle. Holes kept open for the ex
pulsion of frass permit the entry of wood-rotting fungi. Carpenter ants often
take over the galleries abandoned by the mature borers and enlarge the tunnels
by chewing away the rot-softened wood. They may completely hollow a tree
in time.
The smaller trunk boring insects are typified by the Columbian timber
worm in soft maple and post oak. These beetles cut branching, circular tunnels
in living trees and establish fungi in the walls; the fungus buds serve as their
food. In maple, a blue-black fungus stain develops as a prominent defect sur
rounding each tunnel. Sound, wormy maple lumber is valued at about $15.00
per thousand board feet less than lumber free of this defect.
A second small borer of some importance is a flathead spotworm damaging overcup oak in backwater flats such as the Ouachita River bottoms between
Crossett, Arkansas, and Monroe. Louisiana. Otherwise desirable trees are
so riddled with small holes and associated stain spots that all the lumber they
produce is graded sound wormy or No. 3A Common and is reduced in value
about one-third.
Bark scarrers. --A common lumber defect in oaks, black gums, hickories,
and yellow-poplar is known as "bark pocket." Recent studies show that sap
feeding beetles, the Nitidulidae, may be the chief cause. The larvae and adults
feed in sap oozing from bark injuries and kill patches of cambium. As these areas
heal over, a pocket of ingrown bark and stained wood is formed, and appears as
a lumber defect when the tree is sawn. There is considerable evidence that
some species can attack and penetrate the bark of oaks when no other apparent
bark injury exists. In these instances, the larvae tunnel into the cambium and
destroy patches up to 2 inches across. On attaining full growth, the larvae
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drop to the ground to pupate and the injured spot dries up and calluses over.
This defect is next in economic importance to the large grub defects.
Bark signs. --Both the large grubs and the bark scarrers leave signs
which may persist for many years in the bark of attacked trees. The correct
interpretation of these signs is a difficult problem for timber markers and
;;
log graders. Recently formed bark pockets will be removed in the slabs and
are not of much importance, but there may be many older pockets deep iii the
wood where each will constitute a defect in at least one board. Grub holes,
on the other hand, are often several inches to a foot or more in length and may
penetrate deeply enough to cause defects in several boards. Much additional
study and analysis of bark signs is urgently needed before reliable guides can
be prepared to help workers in hardwoods to recognize, distinguish, and in
terpret the exterior signs of damage.
/

Reproduction insects. --A s interest in the need for restocking hardwood
forest land increases, the importance of insect problems in tree seeds, seed
lings, and young trees increases.
For example, weevils frequently destroy a large part of the acorn crop.
Young cottonwood is often severely defoliated by leaf beetles or leaf miners.
Twig borers mine the tender terminal growth and prevent its normal elonga
tion, thus causing bushy growth similar to that occasioned by the tip moth in
pine. Clearwing moth borers tunnel in the root crowns and basal portions of
sprouts in nurseries and young plantations. The damage is overgrown in time,
but breakage and weakening may be serious when heavy infestations develop.
A ll of these pests are common in natural cottonwood reproduction on river
bars and banks. The present degree of infestation may be abnormally high as
a result of the past 5 years of drouth, but we have no assurance that such is
the case.
Insects affecting tree growth. —A number of insects weaken and even k ill
southern hardwoods by defoliating them. Tent caterpillars defoliating sweetgums for 2 or 3 successive years may kill many trees and cause growth losses
in those that survive. A twig gall caused by a small wasp killed 20 million
board feet of willow oak in Arkansas some years ago. The twigs were girdled
and killed by the galls and the trees died in 2 or 3 years. This pest has sub
sided and no fresh galls were found in 1955 and 1956.
Red spider mites have damaged and reddened the foliage of cypress through
out the Delta during the past 5 years. Trees are red by July and an undeter
mined growth loss results. Periodic buildups of the oak leaf miner such as oc
curred near Tallulah, Louisiana, from 1948 to 1953 can seriously damage
Nuttall, overcup, and cherrybark oaks and reduce their growth. Gypress
loopers defoliated pond cypress in Louisiana in 1954 and 1955 and baldcypress
in Arkansas in 1955. Little is known about this pest and it can show up again
at any time in the future.
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CONCLUSION

This has been a brief presentation of the many insect problems of southern
hardwoods. While insect damage to leaves, branches, and roots reduces growth,
our greatest concern is the prevention or control of damage to the merchantable
portion of the tree. A mature tree is of little value if its wood is riddled by in
sects. P riority must be given to improving wood quality by reducing damage from
trunk borers in the living trees. Before this can be done, much more basic re
search must be accomplished. We need to know more about the insects, their
identities) life hiptories, habits, behavior, and how to recognize their presence.
We need.to know why some trees are heavily damaged while others of the same
species standing beside them are not attacked. We must understand the relation
ship between the insects and the trees and the effects of site, soil moisture, and
climate. We need to be able to foresee the effects of weather cycles and site
changes due to man's interference with water tables, as by flooding or drainage.
Only then can we develop effective preventive and remedial insect control methods.
The practice of sound silviculture can improve tree vigor and growth rates.
Cull trees serve as breeding places for trunk borers; their removal will reduce
insect populations and benefit the remaining trees. Trees on poor sites tend to
be buggy. Growing the right species on the right site will improve wood quality.
Stand composition must be changed where site changes have resulted from drain
age or other alterations in the water table.
Chemical treatments may be needed to protect trees whose vigor has been
tem porarily reduced. Besidual trunk sprays applied when borer adults are lay
ing their eggs should greatly reduce new infestations. Such treatments may be
possible within the economic limits indicated by the lumber degrade study cited
above. If nearly $22.00 per thousand board feet of lumber is lost because of in
sect damage, part of this amount can be spent to protect growing trees and pro
duce lumber with fewer insect-caused defects. Research must find and develop
the most effective and economical treatments to accomplish this objective.
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DISCUSSION

Q:

What is the No. 1 hardwood insect problem in the South?

A:
From the economic angle, we consider borers in the trunks of the living
trees as being the No. 1 problem now because that's where the loss of dollars
and cents is occurring. We can have a tree attacked by defoliators fifty times 1•
during its lifetime and that doesn't mean much if that tree still has a merchant
able trunk that will make a good sawlog. If that same tree has been attacked by
borers even a few times so that the wood is riddled with holes, there's no money
in it and that's where we need to put our attention first.
Q:
Mr. McArdle mentioned a loss in wood volume of 8 1/2 billion board feet
through trees being killed by insects and you mentioned a loss in value of $22. 50
per thousand due to degrade. Have you any idea of the loss in growth brought
about in the sawn timber by the activities and depredations of insects?
A: So far as I know, we have no definite measure on the loss in growth from in
sects in the hardwoods. I can draw a parallel by saying that a study on the pines
some years ago showed that the saw fly caused an annual growth loss of about
50 percent by defoliation, and I can assume that the loss in hardwoods must be
comparable. In sweet gum, where you have the leaf defoliators early in the
growing season and the trees have to put out new foliage before they can grow
there must be at least a 50 percent loss by defoliation. It will be some time
before we can work out definite information on that. As I say, we hope to con
centrate our efforts first on the trunk boring insects that cause the defects in
the wood and when time, money and personnel permit, we hope to learn more
about the overall effect of the defoliators and other things.
Q:
A ll the talk about insects has concerned species other than gum. If I
am right about this, would you say that we should favor gum over other species?
A:
It is true that sweet gum during its growth is not damaged by insects
nearly as much as the oaks, for example. The trouble in gum comes after,
you've cut it. If you let the logs stay out too long, the pin worms get after it. ! t ;
However, getting around to this question of favoring species, I'm inclined to
follow Mr. Putnam's recommendation on that. The individual tree, its present
condition and future potential, what kind of sawlog or veneer log it is going to
make is more important to be considered than what species it is. Who knows
that ten years from now the species that you might be discriminating against
now .may be worth more than those you favor.
Q:
Do the borers that .attack these cottonwood plantations become evident
in time to control them?
A:
The adult of the small grey moth is very inconspicuous but you will see
on the twigs at the leaf axils small holes from which boring dust is being pushed
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out, indicating the caterpillars are inside, but again, once they're inside they
are awfully hard to reach. The thing progresses like the tipmoth in pine. As
new tender growth develops on the cottonwood, successive broods of these moths
are there to attack and keep borers of all ages in the stem as it grows. It's a
problem that is going to be hard to lick, but we're going to work on it this summer
and see what we can do. It's so new that we just realized the seriousness Qf it
this past fall, and we really haven't had time to do more than find out what the
bug is and where it is.
Q:
Is there any effective control for the gall wasp on the willow oak that you
mentioned?
A:
There are other similar species of gall wasps that attack shade trees
farther north than New Orleans and the shade tree people have worked out a
system whereby they watch the trees and when they see the adults emerging
in the spring then they apply sprays to the trees which protect them. But that,
again, is a shade tree deal and we can spend much more money on our shade
trees than we can our forest trees.
Q:

Is there any reference on fruit weevils and acorn weevils?

A:
The life history is outlined in Mr. Craighead's book, Insect Enemies
of Eastern Forests and this source will give you the basic information on how
they behave. Aside from that, I don't know of much.
Q:

A re the red swellings on the sweet gum trunks due to any insect activity?

A:
Dr. Toole, our pathologist at Stoneville and I hope to get around looking
into that. At the present time, we have not found any definite signs of insects,
but we have not carefully investigated that problem. It's a localized thing and it
starts with lesion in the bark. Now, whether there are beetles associated or
not I don't know yet, and as those lesions heal over, abnormal wood forms a
ridge of abnormally grained wood in the trunk and when that tree is sawn there
is the abnormal wood plus some stained wood inside that makes defects in the
lumber.
Q:
A:

"•

Is there any insect that causes the rotting out of cypress knees?
Without having read or heard of anything, I wouldn't try to answer that.

THE PLACE OF A FOREST ENTOMOLOGIST WITH A LARGE
COMPANY

R. E. Lee
Union Bag-Camp Pape.r Corporation
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Industrial foresters in the South today are applying a "facial" treatment
•
to company holdings, the like of which has never before been seen. One need ■ /
only to fly over these holdings or pass through them on the ground to see the
results of this beauty treatment. Neatly painted boundaries, freshly plowed
fire breaks, row upon row of planted pine, acre upon acre of girdled scrub
oak with a carpet of young pines beneath, a forest tree nursery, a seed pro
ducing area, these are but a few of the signs of progress.
We as foresters are proud of these signs. To us they symbolize the rapid
advancement of our profession and its ever-increasing responsibilities. To
management they reflect the tremendous investment of capital that has been
made to assure industry a constant supply of raw material.
A large part of this investment has always gone toward protecting the
forest from its natural enemies. Fire, of course, has long been considered
our major enemy in the South. To protect our forests from it, we use every
means at our disposal, from research and publicity to an elaborate detection
system, backed up by trained men and radio-equipped machinery ready to
swing into action at a moment's notice.
But what about protection from insects and diseases? Are we closing the
door to fire but leaving it open for insects and diseases? The forest service
tells us that in 1952 more saw timber in the South was killed by insects than
was killed by fire, and that for the country as a whole insects killed seven
times as much saw timber as did fire. Seven times as much!
Such losses are indeed startling, and many companies - even those who
manage their forests primarily for pulpwood - are asking themselves what they
can do about their insect problem. Can their present forestry staff, already
occupied with the many complexities of forest management, adequately cope
with the problem, or should a forest entomologist be assigned to assist them?
At least three large companies in the South have taken the latter approach and
have assigned the problem to a forest entomologist either on a full or part time
basis.
Since the private employment of such men is comparatively new, it is the
object of this paper to examine their qualifications, outline some of their duties,
and consider how their employment may be beneficial to a large wood-using
company.
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QUALIFICATIONS:
Practically all forest entomologists are graduate foresters who have had
additional training or experience in forest entomology. As foresters, they can,
if necessary, cruise or mark timber, supervise a planting operation, or per
form any of the routine jobs normally expected of foresters. While their know
ledge of the intimate details of most jobs is not as complete, they speak the same
language as the forester, and they have a working knowledge of his problems and
responsibilities.
In addition, the Forest entomologist has a detailed knowledge of insects in
relation to forests and forest products. It is through the application of this
special knowledge that he seeks to achieve his objective - the reduction of losses
from insects, either directly or indirectly, as inexpensively as possible.
DUTIES:
Land Management: - The old saying "An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure" has special meaning to the forest entomologist. His success de
pends upon prevention of outbreaks rather than the control of existing ones.
His first duty in land management, of course, is to become acquainted with
any problems that may exist and to initiate necessary control measures. After
that, however, he must devote considerable time to keeping abreast of new de
velopments.
To find out what is going on, an efficient detection and reporting system
must be started. The cooperation of field men must be solicited in looking for
and reporting insect activity. These field men must be advised as to what in
formation is needed, and encouraged to report outbreaks promptly, even though
the infestations they detect may appear to them to be minor and insignificant.
Keeping abreast of insect activity is so important that the forest entomol
ogist cannot rely solely upon the written reports he receives. He must contact
the field men as often as possible and personally inspect as many infestations
as time permits.
To obtain the true insect picture at a given time, information from field
reports and casual inspections of company lands should be supplemented with
broader information obtained from governmental sources and other companies.
When conditions warrant, it will be necessary to make detailed surveys, either
from the ground or from the air.
But simply knowing about infestations will not prevent outbreaks. After
survey data and field reports have been analyzed, and the trends and causes of
outbreaks have been determined as best as possible, the field men must be no
tified of the situation and advised as to what should be done.
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Two summers ago, for example, reports were received from several of
our foresters that Ips were killing small saplings on localized areas. Investi
gation showed that in every case damage was taking place following the removal
of seed trees during a dry period in mid-summer. Beetles attracted to the
fresh tops apparently were "overflowing" to the saplings. Although these out
breaks individually were not too serious, in the aggregate a considerable loss
was involved. Further removal of seed trees was scheduled for the winter
and no additional outbreaks of this kind have been reported.
Although much advice concerning specific problems is imparted directly
to field men, it may also be worthwhile periodically to issue a newsletter in
forming the field men of the overall situation and alerting them to possible
dangers. Insect activity which appears spectacular but which in reality is
rather harmless likewise can be called to their attention in this manner.
A timely suggestion from a forest entomologist may save a company thou
sands of dollars. In leasing timber for a turpentine operation, for example,
a suggestion that the naval stores operator be required to flag and promptly
treat trees attacked by the black turpentine beetle eventually may save the com
pany the expense of treating the trees, conserve the timber resource, and pos
sibly avoid a serious outbreak.
From time to time serious outbreaks may be expected to threaten even the
best managed forests, and it may become necessary to employ d irect control
measures. When such projects are in progress, other duties must be curtailed
until the outbreaks are suppressed. The forest insect epidemic is to the forest
e ntomologist what a forest fire is to a forester.
The forest entomologist serves as coordinator for insect control projects.
He will determine the severity of the situation and make recommendations for
control. He must prepare estimates of the costs and needs of the program.
He must convince management that his recommended course of action is the
proper one.
Arrangements must be made for obtaining insecticides and equipment if
needed and their delivery must be scheduled. Technical advice and supervision
must be provided. Necessary safety precautions must be taken for the protec
tion of men handling insecticides. Progress reports, of course, must be pre
pared for management.
\

Above all, the success of a control program hinges upon proper timing and
coordinated action.
Research:A ll of us encounter problems we cannot answer. The forest
entomologist is no exception. Frequently he will seek the help of others, but \
almost certainly, there will be times when he will find it both necessary and de
sirable to devote "some time to research.
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He may personally conduct small studies of a practical nature, or he may
assist his company's research department with the entomological aspects of a
larger problem. He may be called on by them to prepare a working plan of a
study, and most certainly they will seek his advice concerning insects which
threaten trees under study.
Entomologists in government and in educational institutions may request
his assistance with problems of mutual interest. They may request his assis
tance in locating plots for such things as a pales weevil study, or they may wish
to follow through with him on the practical application of a new treatment. His
observations of weevils killing reproduction five feet tall may be of interest to
a university student who happens to be studying this problem, or a taxonomist
may ask him to provide local specimens of an insect under study.
While he probably will confine his personal research to problems of a prac
tical nature, he is nevertheless in an excellent position to cooperate with other
researchers and call to their attention problems beyond the scope of his job.
Information and Education:- From the very beginning, the company forest
entomologist will be expected to advise both private landowners and homeowners
concerning their insect problems. The public relations value of this work is not
to be underestimated. Much good will can be obtained for the company through
these personal contacts.
Preparation of insect mounts and other training aids for use at youth camps,
show-me trips, television programs, and training sessions are his duty also.
If his company has a conservation department, they may request him to prepare
Biker mounts of important insects and their damage for use by their conserva
tion foresters. He may be asked to provide slides to them to illustrate a talk on
insects.
He w ill find frequent opportunities, both within and without the company, to
conduct training sessions, demonstrate control techniques, and talk on aspects
of his work. In turn, he must keep well informed on the latest developments in
his field; he should have access to the appropriate professional journals, attend
professional meetings; and participate in professional activities.
Forest Products Insects:The major part of his efforts should be devoted
to the performance of the activities just mentioned - prevention of outbreaks, dir
ect control of outbreaks, research, and informational and educational duties.
By virtue of his training and experience, however, there may be other jobs which
he can profitably undertake for the company.
It may be worthwhile for him to devote some time to problems of insects
affecting forest products. Insect damage to stored wood has always been an
important problem. Becent research with insecticidal sprays may have pro
vided an alternative to water storage as a solution to this problem.
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Prevention of termite damage is certainly of concern jto his company. He
may be called upon to treat company dwellings against termites.
Forest Diseases:- It often is assumed that the forest entomologist is an
eaq>ert on tree diseases. In reality, seldom is this the case. Nevertheless,
it is quite likely that the forest entomologist will be called upon to give advice
concerning forest diseases. For this reason, he must maintain extremely
close contact with forest pathologists in government and in educational insti
tutions. Their advice will be sought often.
i
This paper would be very much incomplete, in fact, if mention were not
made of the relationship that exists between the company forest entomologist
and the pathologists and entomologists in universities and in government. It
is usually to those in the experiment stations of the U. S, :Forest Service that
the company forest entomologist first turns for help. Instead of calling on
them less frequently, he calls on them more and more. The services they pro
vide are indispensable to him.
Other Duties:It is not uncommon with any organization for rush jobs to
come up, jobs which make it necessary for all employees jto pitch in. While such
jobs as cruising timber, marking trees, or supervising aiplanting crew can hard
ly be construed as duties of a forest entomologist, the company forest entomol
ogist in practice may be called upon from time to time to do them. So long as
such jobs do not cut too deeply into his time, their performance serves to in
crease his value to the company. Each time he participates in one of these ac- /
tivities, he is learning at first hand the details of the company operation, and
as a result, is better equipped to perform his own job.
CONCLUSION':-

j

As indicated in the beginning, the position of company forest entomologist
is a new one, yet I hope we have shown that there is a need for him and that he
can perform an important job for the large company. Whether his job should be
full time or only part time is a decision for management fo make. The size and
type of ownership; the number of foresters employed; and the intensity of forest
management that is practiced all have a bearing on this question.
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DISCUSSION
Q:
Is the presence of Ips and turpentine beetles cyclical? Is it connected
with the drouth that has prevailed over the South for the last five years?
A:
To some degree, I think certainly it is. It's hard to say; since World
War II w e've had more foresters in the woods than ever before and more people
on the lookout for insects and diseases. The value of timber has increased to
such a point that we are more conscious of those things. We've got greater
stand densities, greater numbers of stems per acre to draw the water from the
ground and I think certainly to some degree it is connected with drouth. As to
whether or not w e 'll always be plagued with these things, I can't answer. A
year or two of normal rainfall won't bring things back to normal -- we've seen
that in one of our areas. I couldn't answer your question other than that point
of view.
Q:
Should you treat individual trees when they show up as infested or wait
for minor outbreaks to treat?
A:
W e're trying more and more to do it on a current basis. We've found
that certain of our areas are more susceptible to insect attack and we always
watch those a little closer. The men from those areas have certain leeway
there — some of them have permission to go ahead and treat the trees as they
find them and on others they do not. It depends on what the infestation is. On
one area we do have a crew that goes around the year around and does nothing
but seek out these trees, tag them and spray them, and if they find that there
is enough there for an operation, then we salvage that stuff and spray the stumps.
We need to make more advances in that direction. I think, to some extent, these
salvage crews are the answer. Kirby Lumber Company in Texas has made ad
vances in that direction; and I think Gaylord is doing that type of work too.

Ill

PB EVENTING PALES DAMAGE TO PINE BEPBODUCTION

B obert C. Thatcher _I/
Southern Forest Experiment Station
Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture
The pales weevil, Hylobius pales (Hbst.), long a serious pest of seedlings
in the Northeast, has recently been recognized as a threat to pine regeneration
in the South.
The adult weevil is robust, from 7 to 19 mm. long, and dark brown to
nearly black. It has a stout, readily discernible beak--in fact, it closely re 
sembles the familiar cotton boll weevil. It is the adult that feeds on the bark
of pine seedlings.
Earliest experience with this pest was on white pine reproduction in New
England. E. E. Carter (6), one of the first investigators, reported in 1916
that it was attacking both natural and planted coniferous seedlings up to three
or four years old in the vicinity of pine stumps. H. B. Peirson (10) made in
tensive studies of the life history and control of the insect. From these and
other studies (1, 2, 9, 11) in the North and East came the general recommen
dations that pine planting be delayed for two or three years after older pines
are cut, and that cuts be made only in seed years.
In 1949 Sentell ( 12) reported serious losses on plantations established in
Louisiana following cuttings in 1948 and 1949. In 1954 weevils killed 55 per
cent of the seedlings planted on cutover plots in Texas, and similar damage
was found at Crossett, Arkansas. In 1955 very extensive damage occurred
near Arkadelphia, Arkansas, on lands which had been planted following sal
vage of fire-killed pine. As much as 90 percent of the planted seedlings were
killed in some areas.
Planted loblolly, shortleaf, and slash pines are attacked by the weevil.
Natural loblolly and shortleaf regeneration is also subject to injury (5, 12, 13),
and Wakeley (15) indicates that natural longleaf is sometimes attacked.
Since 1954, studies of weevils have been conducted on the Austin Experi
mental Forest in Texas. Our work, plus research at Gulfport, Mississippi,
and in the Southeast, is providing information which should help to reduce
the damage done by these insects.
The adult weevils are attracted to areas from which pine has recently been
cut, and burrow through the ground to lay eggs in the dying roots (3, 4, 9).
_11 Stationed at the East Texas Besearch Center, maintained at Nacogdoches,
Texas, in cooperation with Stephen F. Austin State College.
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While they are in the vicinity, either before or after they lay their eggs, or per
haps both, they feed on the bark and needles of young pines. Feeding starts with
slight puncture wounds which exude resin. Where attack is heavier, patches of
bark and cambium are removed. Very heavy attacks in early spring may strip
bark, cambium, and needles from the entire stem, and extend down onto the
roots. Many seedlings survive light patch feeding, but when the stem is girdled
the seedling inevitably dies.
Two other weevils are often found where damage occurs. One of these,
Pachylobius picivorous (Germ.), is so similar to Hylobius pales that identification
of the beetles is somewhat uncertain on cursory examination. Some of the damage
we attribute to pales may actually be caused by this related species. Another
weevil, Pissodes nemorensis (Germ .),has been found on these areas, but apparent
ly does not feed on small seedlings in the manner of the pales weevil.
Efforts are being made to develop chemical controls for pales weevil in
order that areas may be safely planted soon after cutting or severe burning.
This is important in the South, where encroachment of hardwoods and shrubs
often precludes natural reseeding or establishment of plantations if there is a
delay of even one full year.
Potts (11) recommended lead arsenate sprays for planted white pine seed
lings in the Northeast. The Southeastern Forest Experiment Station has tested
several insecticides applied in granular form, as sprays, and as preplanting
dips (13, 14); these tests indicated that 2 percent aldrin or heptachlor emul
sion sprays will reduce attacks on young white pine.
In exploratory tests in East Texas during 1955
low concentrations
of benzene hexachloride, used as preplanting dips, reduced seedling mortality
40 percent. Additional studies are now under way with stronger concentrations
of wettable benzene hexachloride as well as with aldrin, heptachlor, and dieldrin.
The development of a satisfactory preplanting dip would provide very inexpen
sive chemical control on planted stock, and would permit planting immediately
after cutting.
Season of cutting affects weevil damage:
Chemical dips would solve the problem for planted pines, but natural re
generation cannot very well be dipped in a chemical. However, help may lie
in the fact that stumps and roots deteriorate rapidly in the Southern Coastal
Plain. If we know how long stumps continue to attract weevils, and how long
weevils remain in an ar.ea, we might be able to schedule cutting and planting
in such a way as to avoid most of the damage.
In August 1955, a study was established in East Texas to determine the mini
mum time that must elapse between cutting and planting if excessive damage by
pales is to be avoided. An attempt is also being made to determine the extent
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to which this insect damages naturally established pine seedlings in their early
stages.
Methodology:- A series of 1/2 -acre plots was located in areas support
ing dense hardwood understories and medium to heavy pine overstories.' All
hardwoods were cut or girdled and poisoned with 2, 4, 5-T prior to planting.
The pines were harvested from these plots during August 1955, October 1955,
January 1956, and April 1956. On each plot 12 rows of 1-0 seedlings were
planted at 4- by 4-foot spacings, eight rows to loblolly, two rows to shortleaf,
and two rows to slash pine. Half the seedlings were planted in December 1955
and the remainder in February 1956. During December 1955, seed spots were
established on a separate area within each plot, using the same 4 by 4 spacing
and species distribution.
B esults:
Weevil attacks:- Two well defined periods of weevil activity occurred during
1956--from late April through early June, and again from early September through
late November.
By the end of 1956 weevils had attacked a higher percentage of planted lob
lolly seedlings than of slash or shortleaf (table 1). This difference was consis
tent for all seasons of cut.
Table 1. - -Percent of trees attacked by weevils

Species

Date at which pine over story was cut
October
January
August
1955
1956
1955

April
1956 1/

Loblolly 2/

36

65

68

68

Shortleaf 3/

13

56

49

51

Slash 3/

26

57

54

57

\J Besults for the April-cut plots are not truly comparable because these
plots were planted before they were cut. They were replanted during the
winter of 1956-7 and will produce comparable data in 1957.
2/ Based on 600 seedlings per season of cut.
Zj based on 150 seedlings per season of cut.
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F o r a ll species the percentage o f seedlings attacked on sum m er-cut plots
was lo w e r than on plots cut during other seasons; statistically the d ifferences
w e re significant fo r slash pine, highly significant fo r lob lolly, but not quite
significant fo r shortleaf.’ D ifferences among the other three seasons of cut
w e re re la tiv e ly sm all, and w ere not significant.
F eeding trends and the effect of season of cut on pales damage to the seed
lings grown fro m seed w ere far less clear. This was due in part to the d iffi
culty o f identifying w e e v il attack on v e ry sm all seedlings and in part to a heavy
m o rta lity sustained fro m the severe summer drought. The m ajor portion of
the w e e v il damage which was identified was observed late in the season.
M o r ta lity :Feeding by the w e e v il did not always k ill the seedlings. M o r
ta lity was heavy on fa ll and winter cut plots fro m M ay through e a rly July and on
sp rin g-cut plots fro m late June through ea rly August. N eg lig ib le m ortality oc 
cu rred during the fa ll activity period.
The avera ge percent of planted seedlings k illed by pales w e e v il was con
sisten tly higher fo r slash pine than fo r lob lolly and shortleaf pines (table 2).
The d ifferen ces in m ortality w ere not great between slash and lob lo lly pines.
Table 2. — Percen t of seedlings k illed by pales w e e v il

Date at which pine o verstory was cut
A p r il
October
January
1956 1/
1956
1955
Percent'

Species

August
1955

L o b lo lly 2/

17

43

34

23

5

35

24

16

19

45

38

39

Sh ortleaf 3V
Slash 3/

1/ Data fo r the A p ril-c h t plots are not truly com parable, as noted fo r Table 1.
H ow ever, they do indicate the probability of rather severe loss of young natural
rep rod u ctio n in spring-cut areas.
2/ Based 6n 600 seedlings p er season of cut.
37 Based on 150 seedlings per season of cut.
F o r a ll species, m ortality (like incidence of attack) was low est on areas
cut the previou s y ea r. D ifferences in m ortality by season of cut w ere statistically
sign ificant fo r lo b lo lly but not fo r slash or shortleaf. M ortality of lob lo lly on
plots cut the previous August, and on plots cut the follow ing A p ril, was significantly
lo w e r than on plots cut in fa ll or winter.
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Recorded mortality due to pales was much lower among young seedlings
grown from seed than among the planted seedlings. However, weevils may
possibly have caused some early spring damage which was attributed to cut
worms, and the summer drought may have obscured some late-season losses.
Indications are that during their period of destructive spring feeding the weevils
tend to overlook the freshly germinated seedlings.
Weevil development:
Periodic excavation of pine roots revealed that eggs were being laid and
larvae were developing at all seasons of the year. Four to nine months were
required for development, depending on season (table 3). Most of the severe
spring feeding occurred before adult weevils had emerged from any of the plots,
indicating that damage was done not by insects produced on the plots, but by
weevils already present or attracted from other areas at the time of cutting.
So far as could be determined, no adult weevils emerged from the plots cut
in January. Eggs were laid and larvae started feeding, but before they matured
the roots were riddled by termites and other insects. It is not known whether
the weevil larvae died of some disease or if they were simply starved out by
competition.
Discussion:
Of the three tree species, shortleaf appears less susceptible to pales damage
than loblolly or slash. Between the latter there is little to choose, since loblobly was more frequently, but slash more seriously, attacked. On all three
species damage is heavy enough to require preventive measures.
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T a ble 3. - - Sum m ary of development of w eev il populations in pine stump
root system s cut at three-month intervals during 1955-1956

Date
of
Examination

__________ Stage of development by season o f cut 1/
August
October
January
A p ril
1955
1956
1955
1956

12-6-55

3 -4

0

3-1-56

3 - 4

0

5-8-56

4 -5

0

5-16-56

4 - 6

2

5-22-56

4 - 6

2 - 4

6-4-56

4 -7

2 - 5

6 -1 3- 5 6

5-7

2 -5

7-11-56

8

3 -5

0
0

8- 8- 56

4 -6

8-31-56

5-7

9-27-56

8

0

0

0

2 - 3

2
2

2 - 3

2

3

8 2/

2 -4
3 -4
5 -6

10-9-56

7
7

10-31-56
11-29-56
1/

8

Stage of development key:
0.
No evidence of weevil
1
Egg
2.
Early larval
Late larval
3.
Prepupal larva
4.

.

5.

Pupa

6.

C a llo w a d u lt

7.

Mature a d u lt

8.

E m e rg e n ce

c o m p le t e

o r no

further a c t i v i t y

2/
No further weevil development in stump root systems on p lo t s cut in J a n u a r y
1956 could be found following the examination on July 11, 1956.
It is b e lie v e d th a t
destruction of food by such secon d a ry f o r m s as t e r m i t e s p r e v e n te d f u r t h e r d e v e lo p 
m en t of weevil larvae.
1 1 7

ft is evident that in the South large populations o£ pine weevils may be ex
pected to occur in areas cut at any time of the year. Seedling damage, however,
depends more on attraction of adults from other areas than on development of
broods within the cut areas.
Seedlings planted during the usual December-March season are likely to be
heavily attacked in areas where pine has been or will be cut at any time from
October to April. There are indications that natural seedlings of comparable
size (i. e ., one year old) would be similarly damaged. Much lighter damage can
be expected if the cutting is done as early as the previous August. We feel that
there would be very little damage if cutting is done before June, but another sea
son will be required to confirm this.
Seedlings in their first year from seed are apparently less attractive to the
weevils than are transplants during the spring season, when the most severe
damage occurs. If this is confirmed, the weevils should not be a serious threat
to natural reproduction, since areas receiving regeneration cuts would be relatively
unattractive by the second spring.
On the basis of our present information, regeneration cuttings should be made
during the spring prior to seedfall. This will allow nearly a year for stumps and
roots to deteriorate before the seedlings appear. Similarly, where cutover areas
are to be planted, cutting should be completed before June if possible, and not
later than August. A heavy weevil population will develop on these areas, but it is
our experience that they will be attracted to other, more recent cuttings to feed.
Where cutting between August and April cannot be avoided, planting should
be delayed a year, or seedlings should be protected by a preventive dip,; How
ever, delay in planting increases competition from other vegetation and reduces
the chances for survival. A dip which will permit prompt planting is therefore
desirable.
At present we can recommend dipping the tops of planting stock in a 0. 2
percent suspension of benzene hexachloride in water. Recently the Southeastern
Forest Experiment Station, as noted above, has had even better results with sprays
and dips of aldrin and heptachlor in emulsion form. We have a new series of
tests installed this season and the prospects are good that we will be able to reccommend a more effective chemical formulation before next planting season.
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DISCUSSION
Q:

How soon after planting would cutting be safe?

A: You're thinking in terms of a seed tree cut? I expect that probably a couple
of years would be best in that case, although we did find that at the end of the
firs t season seedlings attacked on our areas were not killed. This is indicated
on the graphs. They are attacked, it's true, but probably within a year or a
year and a half would be safe. You would get damage and get a build-up of weevils,
but I doubt that you'd have any mortality consequences, under the conditions under
which we made our tests.
Q: If a cut is made between June and August, will fire increase the possibility
of weevil damage?
A: I presume that you would intend to plant the following winter.
you'd have any increase.
Q:

I doubt that

Is there any correlation between weevil attack and proximity to stumps?

A: Our general experience has been that our first attacks in the freshly-cut
areas are concentrated around the stumps and then as the season progresses the
weevils move out, possibly because they are forced to seek additional food material.
Q:

Does disking reduce weevil populations?

A: I presume this is in a burned area you're talking about or under what c ir
cumstances?
Q:

On a clearcut area to be planted.

A: I expect that it does speed up the deterioration of the root systems so that
it may reduce the populations. It is very conceivable since the root systems are
pretty w ell limited to the upper soil layers. However, we have found weevils
burrowing down as deep as three feet into the ground, so that the deeper popu
lations wouldn't be affected by such a procedure.
Q:

A re the weevils found developing near the surface?

A: Yes, we do find them near the surface on large root systems and when they
do grow on large root systems they very frequently deposit their eggs on the
smaller, fine roots.
Q: Is there any way that you might anticipate pales weevil damage so that you
can plan for control operations?
A: I think that I indicated that you can expect pales weevils on almost any cutting
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operation* I expect that everywhere a pine cutting is made, you may expect to
have weevil populations. However, the indications are that the populations that
develop within the root systems are not the ones that you're really going to be
bothered with -- it's the ones that are coming into that freshly cut area. Some
one has said that if you have as many as eight stumps you may expect them to
develop. We haven't developed anything of that sort. Everything we have worked
with has been in clear-cutting propositions.
Q: As I recall, one of the experiment stations recommended a 0.2 percent to
0. 5 percent benzene hexachloride in water as effective?
A; That was developed at the East Texas Research Center. I indicated that
we got 40 percent reduction in mortality with that particular concentration when
used as a top dip. Benzene hexachloride does have an adverse effect on root
systems, but applied as a top dip it does not have an adverse effect. We're
testing it in stronger concentrations ranging from 1/2 percent on up to 2 per
cent this year and there are other promising insecticides which have been
tested at the Southeastern Station.
Q:

Do you think top dipping of seedlings will prevent basal and root infestations?

A: I think probably that it will. The damage resulting from pales weevils occurs
primarily above ground and the top dip treats all of the seedling above the root
collar.
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IMPORTANT TREE DISEASES IN THE SOUTH 1/
,,

John S. Boyce, Jr.
Plant Pathologist
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station
Forest Service, U. S. Dept. Agriculture

I would like to review some of the important southern forest diseases and
where we stand with respect to their control or amelioration.
Beginning first with the hardwoods, chestnut blight is still in the public eye.
In spite of the wholesale destruction of the American Chestnut by the introduced
blight fungus, there is considerable popular interest in growing chestnuts. Tests
of promising strains of resistant Chinese Chestnut (Castanea mollissima), as well
as crosses between Oriental and American chestnuts, are in progress. Although
it would [be difficult to use such strains to reestablish chestnut in forests where
other hardwoods have taken over following the blight, they will have local use
for nut production for people and wildlife, and be a source of durable wood. The
search for strains of the American chestnut that are blight resistant continues,
although the chances for success appear to be limited.
Hardwood heart rots result in major losses in our southern forests. They
are largely controllable, however, by avoiding basal wounds during logging,
by keeping fire out of stands, and by using reasonable rotation ages. In the
case of sprout oaks, those of low origin should be favored when thinning sprout
clumps, since it has been found that high-origin sprouts have a likelihood to
butt rot. The incidence of top rot in hardwoods can be reduced by care in fel
ling so as to minimize scarring and limb breakage in nearby trees, and by ro
tation adjustment.
Sweetgum has been showing signs of decline over much of its range in re
cent years. We do not know the cause of this malady, but we do know that blight
occurrence varies from practically none on the best commercial gum sites to
very heavy on certain poor sites. Blight intensity is correlated with soil type,
being most on soils where available water is limited. We recommend maximum
utilization of sweetgum where blight is locally severe.
Probably no tree disease has received more study in recent years than oak
wilt. This killing disease of oaks of all sizes and species is heavily concentrated
in the mid-West. A recent Forest Service survey in eight Wisconsin counties
representative of the worst wilt conditions showed that oak wilt is killing threetenths of one percent of the total oak volume each year. Fortunately, there-is
_1_/ Talk to be presented at the Sixth Annual Forestry Symposium to be held at
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, April 4 - 5, 1957.
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much less oak wilt in the East, where it extends from Pennsylvania in the
north to Tennessee and North Carolina in the south. We believe that we can
live with it successfully in the South if we will apply reasonable detection and
control measures.
We know a good deal about the oak wilt fungus and how it is spread, but we
do not know enough yet to make definite statements about the best methods of
control. Overland spread of wilt is apparently accomplished by insects and,
in some cases, possibly by squirrels becoming contaminated with the fungus
and then introducing it into wounds on healthy trees. Limited local spread al
so occurs by the wilt fungus passing from diseased to healthy trees through
root grafts between them, so that some infection centers enlarge periodically
after they are established. Various control measures are in use to combat the
overland and root-graft spread of wilt. Undoubtedly the most complete control
treatment consists of cutting and burning or peeling the dying wilt tree and then
cutting and poisoning the stumps of all oaks within about 50 feet of it to prevent
later root spread. Less intensive control measures are in use and are being
studied.
The key to effective control lies in prompt detection. We have found that
in order to locate most oak wilt infection centers within large areas careful
searching by airplane for several successive summers is necessary. Oak wilt
suspects located from the air are then examined on the ground. Measured
a,gainst other protection costs, for example, fire protection, the current oak
wilt detection and control efforts in the Eastern States are not expensive.
So much for some of the important hardwood diseases, although there are
many others, such as the canker diseases. What of the diseases of conifers?
Certainly the littleleaf disease of shortleaf pine is an important one. It is es
timated to be causing sufficient loss on about 5 million acres of commercial
shortleaf pine to interfere with management plans. Littleleaf is essentially a
root disease. The affected pines, usually over 20 years old, decline and die.
Excessive root mortality in littleleaf trees, which leads to the inability of the
tree to take up enough nitrogen and water from the soil, resxilts largely from
infections by a soil-inhabiting fungus, Phytophthora cinnamomi.
I

Certain soil factors relating to the water-holding capacity have been found
to be related to the severity of littleleaf, because the fungus multiplies and in
fects most readily in wet, heavy soils. Thus it is now possible to predict the
littleleaf hazard of a given shortleaf pine site by making a few simple soil mea
surements. Methods of managing littleleaf stands have been worked out which
are based on the degree of cutting in relation to the severity of littleleaf.
Much effort is currently being given to a selection and breeding program to
develop strains of shortleaf pine that are resistant to the soil fungus which
induces littleleaf.
An important disease of loblollv, slash, and occasionally longleaf pines
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is the fusiform rust which causes stem and branch cankering, with its atten
dant losses that may be especially severe in plantations. This fungus requires
oak as an alternate host, but it has not been found practicable to eliminate oaks
within a reasonable distance of the pines to be protected. The best control ap
proach is to establish plantations of susceptible pines where the incidence of
the disease is naturally low, and to use close‘spacing where higher rust losses
are to be expected. Close spacing insures that many of the branches which be
come cankered are shaded and die out before the fungus has time to grow into
the stem. In some cases it is economical to prune branches bearing cankers
where such cankers might spread into the stem. Where the rust hazard is high,
it is advisable to favor longleaf pine. Excellent control of fusiform rust in nur
series is obtained by careful spraying with ferbam, an organic sulfur fungicide.
Work is under way in the selection and breeding of pines for resistance to fusi
form rust.
Brown spot has received considerable attention from pathologists and for
esters, with helpful results. This disease kills the foliage of longleaf pine seed
lings especially. It can be controlled in the field by using prescribed fire to
burn off the diseased needles and thus often to enable the seedlings to grow out
of the grass stage before heavy reinfection occurs. In the nursery it can be
controlled by spraying. Bordeaux mixture has been found particularly effective.
In recent years, the brown spot fungus has caused extensive defoliation of lob
lolly pines of all sizes, but the significance of this has not been determined.
Bedheart, caused by Fomes pini, is the most common heartwood decay of
southern pines. Since it is mostly important in mature and overmature trees,
we anticipate that it will be less likely to result in losses in the future inasmuch
as rotation ages of 60 years or less are commonly in use now. The fungus in
fects chiefly through large branch stubs. It should be noted that the redheart
occurs in pines about 50 years of age on poor sites which favor slow growth and
early heartwood formation. If foresters try to grow pine on poor sites, they
may encounter enough redheart in localized areas to require special management.
As in the case of hardwoods, protection of pine stands against logging injuries
and fire will minimize butt rot in pine usually caused by Polyporus schweinitzii.
We now have our eyes on Fomes annosus, a root and butt rot fungus, that has
caused extensive damage to coniferous plantations in Europe. Within the past
several years, we have observed that it can kill white, loblolly, pitch, and slash
pine in the South. We plan to learn more about the conditions that may predis
pose plantations to attack by this fungus.
White pine blister rust continues to receive some attention in the mountain
areas where stand-by control measures are followed. Fortunately, the alter
nate hosts for the rust fungus grow in association with white pine on only about
10 percent of the commercial white pine area. Bust-resistant white pine and
rust-resistant black currants developed in other regions are being tested in the
southern mountains.
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A study of the so-called white pine blight has been initiated recently, given
impetus by an extensive needle blighting of white pines in Eastern Tennessee.
We need to know the cause or causes of this condition, how to identify it by its
symptoms, and how much damage results from it.
With the increasing establishment of pine seed orchards in the South, the
cone rust caused by Cronartium strobilinum is receiving new attention. Infec
tions by this fungus can greatly reduce the cone crop on slash pines over limited
areas. In the past, the disease has not been given much study, but the establish
ment of seed-producing areas, seed orchards, and breeding experiments makes
it necessary to protect valuable seed trees against this disease.
Slash, longleaf, and Virginia pines are particularly subject to pitch canker
caused by the fungus Fusarium lateritium pini. The fungus kills the bark and
induces heavy gum flow. Pines are often weakened at the point of stem infec
tion so that they break over. The stem is frequently killed above the point of
cankering. We do not yet know how the fungus is spread in nature or how to
control it. Pitch cankers are occasionally confused with cankers resulting
from fusiform rust infections.
We have been investigating a condition known as pitch streak that affects
turpentined slash pines. Streaks of dead bark and resin exudation may extend
for many feet above the faces. The tree's foliage turns brown and the tree
often dies. Pitch streak is associated with dry face and appears to be related
to prolonged low soil moisture.
An important and expanding' group of tree disease problems in the South
is to be found in the forest nursery. One of the most damaging pine seedling
diseases is a root rot. The extensive losses that this disease has caused at
some nurseries have been sharply reduced by soil fumigation before seeding.
In some cases ethylene dibromide has been effective as a fumigant; in others
methyl bromide has succeeded in controlling root rot where ethylene dibromide
failed to. It is likely that nematodes and certain fungi, working together, cause
this condition.
Early work iri forest pathology in this country was concerned to a great
extent with cull studies. Foresters wanted to know what they could expect
in the way of losses due to decay in standing timber, by tree species and lo 
calities. We have learned much in the South about the main sources of heart
rot and how to minimize losses. Today we find ourselves more and more oc
cupied with diseases that kill outright or damage trees prior to their harvest
ing ages or that prevent adequate reproduction.
Thus it is that oaks in managed stands are threatened now not so much by
heavy cull losses but by a virulent killing fungus. A combination of certain soil
factors and a soil fungus operate against the successful growing of shortleaf
pine over a vast area. Spray and fumigation programs have become musts in
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order to grow adequate crops of plantable seedlings in many nurseries. The
depredations of the fusiform rust must be guarded against in many plantations
by closer spacing and pruning.
Increasingly it appears that we will be. confronted with diseases that are
favored by adverse site factors, especially those of the soil. At times we can
not avoid working against nature when pursuing a large planting program or
maintaining economically desirable species in the forest where they would not
normally be present. In the establishment of some pure pine plantations, we
stand the risk of providing excellent chances for diseases to become more con
centrated in them than under natural conditions.
One of the most promising approaches to tree disease control lies in the
selection and breeding of tree strains that are resistant to the more damaging
diseases. As I mentioned earlier, in the South, in addition to the chestnut
program, littleleaf and fusiform rust control are being studied from this angle.
Although the task of developing forest tree strains resistant to disease is diffi
cult, the rewards are great. However, the use of resistant strains in volume
may lie considerably in the future and they may never be used for many of our
disease troubles. Thus we need to perfect other methods of control such as se
lecting the right tree species to favor on certain sites. Perhaps we can develop
direct control measures for more diseases also.
I hope that my comments have served to bring you up-to-date about the im
portant southern forest diseases. We feel that progress is being made in learn
ing how to cope with many of them.
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DISCUSSION
Q:
Is there any easy way to differentiate between brown spots on loblolly
and another needle blight which results in partial needle dieback called hypoderma
blight?
A:
I know of no way that the average person could distinguish. However, a
trained pathologist can distinguish quite readily. Incidentally, we found that the
two fungi, the brown spot fungus and the hypoderma blight, are the major causes
of all of the needle dieback or browning or blight, or whatever you wish to call
it - - on hard pines in the southeast, with the exception of longleaf pine when it
gets out of the grass stage.
Q:
How close may a cronartium canker be to the trunk\and still be pruned
out safely?
Speaker:
tion.

I see that Art Verrall is here; perhaps he'd like to answer that ques

V errall:
The problem takes in so many factors that I would not like to give
any definite distance. Oftentimes, we have used the distance of 15". If the
canker is 15" from the stem it will probably never get into the stem. Most of
the work we've done so far has been in slash pine. This is only a broad rule
of thumb.
Boyce:
Our station at Asheville is plagued nearly every year by inquiries
from landowners concerning the wholesale dying of pines on their properties.
Very frequently, we find that the needle blight fungi are the cause. Our present
state of knowledge is that certain fungi cause the needle blights; they are not,
in the main, damaging; we've not seen any mortality associated with them.
On the other hand, we have not yet rim any careful studies to determine the
effect of succeeding seasons of the partial loss of foliage on increment. It is
quite possible that there may be some growth reduction. As it stands now, we
advise landowners not to discriminate against these needle-blighted trees in
stand thinnings, provided the trees are desirable from other viewpoints. We've
run no systematic surveys to determine the overall effect of hypoderma blight.
Q:
Can anything be done about cronartium infection on shade trees?
example, can the canker be excised?
V errall:
work.

For

So far as I know, it has never been tried, but I doubt that it would

Ted Silker: I've tried painting the cankers with pentachlorophenol and this showed
work.
some promise.
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Q:

Is red heart associated with wst sites or dry sites?

A:

Presumably with any site which causes slow growth.

Q:
We are spraying one of our seed-producing areas about every two months
for control of cone insects. You mentioned-cone rusts. I wonder if there is any
possibility that you have advanced that far in your work, whereby there might be
something that we could apply in our application of an insecticide that will at the
same time prevent this cone rust.
A:
That's a very good question. Our work has just gotten underway, but I
imagine in time that will be one of the objectives - to work up a combination
insecticide or spray that can knock out more than one adverse factor.
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